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llliv PORTLAND DAILY PRESS id published
everyday, (Sunday excepted,) at No. 1 Printers’
Exchange, Couiincidal street, Portland.

FOSTER,

N. A.

Eight Dollar?

Terms

PROPRIETOR.

advance.

year in

a

auie
n

variably in

advance.

m/lSNESS CAKDS.

REMOVALS.

W. W. THOMAS. Jr.,

11 E M O V A L,

Attorney

MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
place c very Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,

TIIE

Kates ok advertising.—One inch of space,in
englh 01 column, constitutes a “square.”
per square daily first week: 75 cents per
week alter; three insert ions, or less, $1.00; continuns every other day alter first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents’ one
week, $l.iii»; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00nersauare
H
per week: three insertions or less. $1.50*

and Connsdlcr

249
ocUi-dly

\

Law,

at

[Chadwick House,]

Over Loriug’a
dec31

JR.,

WM.

W.

Wholesale

ME.

SQUARE,

PORTLAND,

BUSINESS CARDS.

ME.

EVE

GLASSES, &c.,

11.M.BBE

New

WBMf

No. 30 Excliauge Street,

sept3dtt

’ill

n

IF. 1*.

li pBiolstercrs
and

Spring-Beds, Mattresses, Pew Cushions,
No. 1 Clapp’N II lock- fool ChcNtnut Street,
Poirilnud.

W. Deane.

D.

THE

itation.
Either of tho late partners is authorized to use the
firm name in liquidation ot outstanding accounts.

Portland,

Dec.

E.

Furnaces,
their

Can be found in

(Opposite

customers and receive orders

II. P.

a*

augl7dtf

usual.

('ongre.8

<'litISlock,

No. 8.

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,

—AND—-

OF

PATENTS,

GENERAL

Commission Merchants,
Wlduery’8 Wharl,
Poktlasd,

CLEAVES,

MR.

M.

co.,

Copartnership
1 have formed copartnership
THEderundersigne
the
of
a

name

at

Has sirred Ids Librnrr. Office at2 2 1-2 Free streot,
the Griffith block, ward story.
n .jylldtf

BRADBUBY & SWEAT

Law,

Beering.

Milliken k Co.,
Wholesale Dry Goods,
31 COMMERCIAL STiiEET,
augOl-dtl'
Portland, Maine.

mian and Lava V ases and other wares.
112 TREASONT STREET Studio

Building
BOSTON, Mass.

J. T.

change

Ex-

on

street.

jystl

A.

SMALL

20,

and

Custom work tor both ladies and gentlemen made
to order from the best of material and by the best of
workmen, and warranted in every particular. Repairing neatly done at short notice.

ness, all my old accounts must be settled bv the first
of January.
B. H. JONES.
dec27
<ttf

Dissolution.
firm

fT^HE
X of

heretofore

existing under the

day dissolved by

fills

mutual

consent.

DODGE,

Continues the

Produce and
At
\o.

Fancy Grooery Business,

STREET:

dclfidtf

of Copartnership

heretofore existing under the
I name or CALVIN EDWARDS & CO., is tlds
dissolved
mutual
consent. All jiersons boldday
by
ng bills against the firm, are requested to present
them for payment, and those indebted will please call
and settle at
HP HE

copartnership

at

The subscriber having obtained the fine store No.
337 C'lpgrcss Street, will continue the business, and
will Mbep constantly on hand

Law,

Celebrated

1.
e.

Free

HASKETT: \

chai-.m

which he

Also,

Wootens,
Street,]

PORTLAND,

I

m

can

a

good assortment of ORGANS and MELODEOLD PIANOS taken in exchange.

undersigned have
rpHE
X
under the

SQUARE,

For t he purpose of
business in

jylO

CHAS. d.

At

co7,

Druggists,

£3pToii*igiimtnts of Cooperage. Lumber, Country
Produce, Arc., solicited, and shall receive personal
sep25dtt
rnifE l.^DlilKKIG.XKD have tunned a CoJL partnership tor the purpose of transacting a

PAIUTER.

Clothing and Furnishing Goods
business,

CUMBERLAND,
IF,

DAXA,

Improvement

JIOSSA- fii'ii'Al,

PLAS T E H EBB,
ORNAMENTAL

STUCCO AND MASTIC WOM'EES,
Oak Street, between, Oougress and Free Sta.,
PORTLAND, ME.

Coloring. ■Whitening: and Wliile-Wnslilng prompl-

y attended to.
May 22—eltt

Order:- trout out el town solicited.

S. L.

UARLETON,

ATTORNEY

27 Market' Square.
Sept 2 tn]
1>

O

I

L I, | IV

-1 w

At tlit old

A

U I L l£
ol E. I>ana, Jr

E

IT,

stand
APOiHEC ARIES,
Peering Block, Corner ot Congress and Preble Sts.,
PORTLAND, ME.
C
tJ.^*t ?n»a,lcl.^>oliiebt'‘ciJl
utfs»CLeiiji03l6, Fluid Exoilc*
Ttides,
Ptrlmm ry, and Fancy Goods.
f
caretu^v prepared, either
l>i'
rx

•s^taS<r

woo

yo“s-wni

nan

Boilers!

on^Steam

m? 'WSfmlwri
contra? 111

can

saved,
h is invented a boiler that takes pericct
nt
heat and makes it do
very simrnc in Us construction; alter the tLCinp i. i„
motion tne snookepipe is closed light, and iEu waVi,.
hen' tarried through heaters heating the steam
to
any temperature deshed; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all tire wasle
heat but 200 degs, j the heat being reduced so low
there «an be no danger of setting fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the luel
For particulars Inquire oi

tiro

dtfiy tfttemS

WEBSTER if CO., can be touftd at the store
ol C. K. Babb, Clapp’s Block, ifo. 9, where wc
•
offer a good assortment of Clothing and Furnishing
Good* at low prices.
jul 16

Co,

A Neiv Place Just Open!

been at thia

"“ssr

call

buy real Freneli CAEF SKINS

you
and Philippe and Canaud’s SARDINES. Juat
rocciveil from Pans, now in bond, and lor sale in lots
to suit customers by

H

I? E V

RET,

Office over the Fish

market,

Jan2d2m*_FEDERAL_STREET.
Go to Adams A Purinton’s
your Housc-luniishing Goods oi all kinds;
Carpetings, and all kinds ofCrockery, Glass, Tin,
and Wooden Ware, Paper Hang*
Eartlrom
Stono,
noZJtUm
tags, WidUow Shades, Ac, Ac.

FOR

Improved Roofing,
kinds.

For

following First

Phoenix,

Of

Hartford, Ct.

merchants’,

Of

City Fire,

Of Hartford, Ct.

North

Of Hartford, Ct.

American,

New England,

Ct.

Of Hartford, Ct.

Atlantic,

Of

Proridence, B. I.
Of Exeter, N. H.

mutual,

buildings

prepared to place any amount wanted on
Good property, at the most favorable rates.
lyEAKM AND VILLAGE Property, and CITY
DWELLINGS and Household Furniture insured for
a term of years, on highly tavo- able rates.
L SSES PROMPTLY ADJUSTED AND PAID
as heretofore, at our office.
Every loss ot these offices by the great fire in this City, was paid up without any delay, difficulty or discount, (oi more than
simple interest,) to the entire salislactiou of all the
parties, to whom we are at liberty to refer.
Doc. 27 dtf

M.

Insurance!
for

New England Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
Of Boston, Mass., being the oldest purely Mutual Life
Ins. Co. in America, we wish
fitly good, active agents
to work in the different cities and
villages throughout
♦he State. None need apply unless good relerence
ran be give.
The Co. is 23 years old and has paid in
dividends $1,247,000 00 and over $2,000,000 00 in loss-

by death.

It has

now a

FROST’S,
-FOR-

BARGAINS!

are

receiving Blessings by buying Goods Cheap

Blankets

at Old Brices l

Flannels!

Shirting

flood American Prints. 1

Shilling pr, yd.
Bleached and Brown Cottons,
Ar

LOW PRICES I

Thibet's, Shawls, Cloakings, Bearers, Poplins.
Drew
WOOLEN

Good*

of

all

Descriptions.

GOODS FOR MEN & BOV’S WEAR!

taf* All of the above Goods will be offered at
REDUCTION ftom regular rates.

well-invested accumulated

Capital of over $l,u00,000 00. The Co. formerly made
md paid its dividends once in live
A Diviyears.
lend will be made up in Nov.
1800, and annually
thereafter, and available one year from dale of Policy. Applications for local Agencies will be made to
RUFUS SMALL & SON, Gcn’l Agents,
Biddelord, Me.
no2Ui3m_

FARMERS

a

GREAT

Remember!

Block.

8—d^wtf
SHORT & LORING,
31 Free, Center Center Street*,
Have on hand a full supply ot

School,

Law,

Miscellaneous and

Blank Books.

STATIONERY' OF ALL KINDS,

Oash, Post Office and Envelope Gases, Leif
ter Presses, Pen Backs, &c.
We have just relieved from New Vorlt

a

full supply ol

PAPER HANGINGS,
New patterns and Choice Styles.

DRAWING PAl’Elt OF ALL SIZES.
Give

us

»iall.

Sh#« Sc Iiorhig,
01 Tree-, Corner Center Stiec

&' RElED. Counsellors at Law. Morton
Block, Congress St. Same ontrance as U. S. Ariyl2dtf

READY to commence again. C. M.. & H. T.
PLUMMER White and Blacksmiths, having rebuilt on the old site, No. 12 Union St, would be pleased to answer ail orders tor Iron Railings, Doors,
Window Shutters, Gratings, &c.
Particular attention paid to Gas and Steam fitting.

ALL

Live

Stock Iiis. Co.,

Cash Assets,

tf___

RAND) Attorneys
Counsellors,
Middle.
JANo. 16 Free
Street,
jul.3
HO UNE -NOTICE—Persons liav ng left
orders at 101 Exchange street,
DYE
ijow find
ihem at 324
cs*
and

near

•

Congress street; opposite Mebhan

shali continue our business in all its
branches and at lower rates.
figp^.aaies’ Dresses dyed for $1,00. All other articles dyed at equally low rates.
Jul 176mH. BURKE.

Hall,

where

we

various

A

$170,000

All Paid In
Is

nr.w

CATTLE,
DEATH

ana Securely Invested,
prepared to issue Polices ou HORSES,

if S. E. SPRING may 1)9 found at the store of
Fletcher if Co., corner ot Union and Commer-

cial streets.

iyll

ti

'M’ATHAN Gould, Merchant Tailor, lias removed
to No. 16 Market Square, oVer Sweet sir’s Apothe
jylO—tt
cary store.

Shows,
Bexj. Fogg may be
BOOTH,
customers at No. 4 Moulton

Hals

jul20

and

CUlhing.

found ready to wait on
strtet, foot
Exchange.

LIVE STOCK ot ull kinds,against
THEFT at moderate rates of Premium.

Farmers and Owners of Valuable
Horses, Stable-keepers

and

others,

sale by
jull3tf

imported

ana

domestic Cigars

C. C. MITCHELL & SON,

178 Fore Street.

can be found with a new stock
of
ol various kinds: Silk
&c.
Cotton—all kinds and
stairs.
one
up

WEBB, Attorneys
DEIIhOlH
CouMnellorii) at the Boody House,
and Chestnut streets.
Congress

W. JD. LITTLE &

CO.,

General Agents,
At Office.

79

No.

Commercial

Street,

in Lancaster Hall Building, Market Square,
PORTLAND.
{[^“Canvassers and Sub-Agents Wanted.
Dec 14—d&wCw
And

REMOVAL.

Sparrow’s Insurance Office
is this

day removed
to the

new

from No. 80 Commercial
and commodious rooms

Street,

NO. 66 EXCHANGE STREET,
IN

TIIE CUMBERLAND BANK

BUILDING,

where he is

now prepared to place insurance, in all its
forms, and for any amount, in companies second to
uo others on the globe, and on the most lavorable
teems.
Parties preferring first class insurance, are respectfully invited to call.

November 5,18GG.

dtf

Ocean Insurance

Company.

Annual Meeting.
Stockholders of the

THE
Company,

are

Occnn

hereby no tided

liikiirance
to meet at the

Ollicc ot said Company, on Monday the 7th day of
January, A, D. 1667, at 3 o’clock P. M„ lor the purpose of choosing Seven Directors for the ensuing
3 ear and lor the transaction of any other business
which may then be legally acted upon.
GiiO. A. WRIGHT, Sec’y.
dec 12 dtd
Portland, Dec. 11,1866,

Twomblcy, General Insurance Broker,
LS.
would inform bis many triends and the publ’c

generally that he

is prepared to continue the InsurBusiness as a Broker, and can place Fire, Life
and Marine
to »ny extent in the best Comp ;nies in the United States. All business entrusted
to my c re shall be fhitlit’u.ly attended to.
Office at C. M. Rice’s Paper Store, No. 16$Fore St,
where orders can be left.
iull6tf
ance

Insurance

jy26

d. veSSIixT Counsellor at Law,
No. 19 Free Street.
jull4

Bv
IN PIERCE, Attorney
at Law, No. 8 Clapp's Block.
LEW

and

Counslllo
ju!21

Canal National Bank.
Annual Meeting ol the Stockholders of the
Canal National Bank of Portland, for the election of seven Directors, and for the transaction ot
any other business that may legally come bclore
them, will be held at 188 Fore Street,on Tuesday, the
8th day of January, 1867, at 3 o'clock P. M.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.

THE

Novembers,

New Store,
II. W. SIMONION &

CO.,

opened a Ladies’ Furnishing Store,
taining a good assortment oi

HAVE

con-

Under Clothing, Merino Verts, Collars,
Call's, Worsted and Fancy Goods.

Stamping

Done to Order.

349 Congress Street,
OCt£i4 dtf.

(Up Stairs.)

Proposals will be received till TUESDAY, January 15th, I8f>7. 10 o’clock A. JV1., for
building a Meeting-house for tno First Parish in Yarmouth, Me.
Plans^specificatinns, etc., may be examined by calUng on Building Committee, at Yarmouth, during

SEALED

tnc first two weeks from date herein; after which
time, until the opening ot said bids, the plans may be
seen at the office of the Architect., Geo. M. Harding,
214 Free street, Portland.
The proposals may be left with the Committee or
Architect. The right to reject any or all “bids” not
ueeined satisfactory is hereby reserved.
1
GILES LORING,
I Building
A. L. LORING,
1
REUBEN PRINCE,

Committee.
REUBEN MERRILL.
CHARLES HUMPHREY,)
d2w
Yarmouth, Dec. 24, 1866.

$10O
$100.
WAR CLAIM OFFICE.
Patterson & Chadbonrne,
IVloitou Block, 2 doors above Preble House.
new Bounties, under the law approved Jul;
THEmh,
Pa*
I860, Increase of Pensions, Arrears of Gov»
claims against the
[ Prize Money, and all other notice.
of
collected
short
cr“J}ient>
The
necessary Hanks have been received, and claim
ants should filo thoir claims promptly.
Frank G. Patterson, late Liout. 5th. Me. Vote,
Paul Cdadbourne, late MnJ. lsUMe. Cav.
n

Portable

Steam

Engines,

/COMBINING the Maximum of effletenev, dure
bility and econ'unjr with the minimum of weight
price. They arc widely and laxuraBly known
more than UOO being in uae.
All warranted satisfactory, or no sale. Descriptive circulars sent on
application. Address
S. C. HOADI.CV ft CO.
Lawbencb, Mass.
Not. 6, 1866 3md.

and

__

TXTAREHOUSE
VV quire of
novldtf

on

Customhouse
Wharf.
BARKER &

LYNCHj

Directors, and any other business which may legally
come before tliem, will be held at Nos. 188 and 190
Fore street, (un stairs,) on TUESDAY, 8th January
next, at 3 P.M.

Dec

W. H. STEPHENSON, Cashier.
7, 1866.
dc8dtd

Casco National Bank.
annual

Stockholders of “The
meeting
11HECasco National
Bank of Portland” tor the elecof the

tion of seven Directors, and for the transaction of
any
other business that may legally come bclore
them,
will be held at 190 Fore street, on
TUESDAY, the
eighth day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M.
E. P. GERRISH, Cashier.
Portland, Dec, 7, 1860.
dim

“The National Traders
Portland."

To Contractors and Builders !

16-dtf

Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the “SecTHE
ond National Bank, Portland” for the election of

Portland,

Hoop Skirts, Corsets,
French

dtd

Second National Bank.

Street, (Up Stairs.)

349 Congress

Bank oi

Stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
that their annual meeting will be held at their
Banking Boom No 21$ Free st., on TUESDAY, the
8tli
day of January next, at 3 o’clock P M, to choose
five Directors tor the ensuing year, and to act on anv
other business that may legally come before them.
EDWAltD GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Dec 7,18CG.
dc8dtd

THE

merchants

National Bank.
Shareholders in this Bank are hereby notified
THE
tliat the Annual Meeting for the choice of Direc-

tors and the transaction of such business as may legally be brought before them, will be hohlen on Tuesday, January 8tli, 1867. at 3 o’clockj*. M., at the office now occupied by tbe Bank, No. 32 Exchange St.

Portland,

Dec 7.1866.

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.

dc8-2awtjan8

Cumberland National Bank.
Stockholders of the Cumberland National
Bank ot Portland, are hereby notified that there
will be a meeting of tlie Stockholders held at their

THE

Boom, on Monday, the 21st day of January.
Banking
at 3 o’clock
for

the choice of Directors,
1867,
Pt M.,
and the transaction ot any other business that may
then come before them.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
deciydtd
Portland, Dec. 18, l‘,C6.

Cape Elizabeth Wharf and marine
Railway Company.
Notice of tbe Anuunl Meeting.
Stockholders of the ab >ve Corporation are
herebv notlliod that their Annual Meeting will
be held at'the Counting Room of J. W. Dvnit, Esq.,
on Commercial Street, on Monday Jan. 7th, If*07., at
7 o’clock in the evening, for the purpose of choosing
ti tee Directors, Clerk and Treasurer tor the e suing
year, and to act on any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
LEMUEL «OBB, Clerk.
dtd*
Portland, Dec. 27, I860.

THE

For Sale,
En-

CO.,
188 Commercial street.

TV/r

SOAPS ?

LEATIIE&

GORE,

solicit tlie attention of the trade and
to their Standard Biands of

consumers

STEAM

an hour,) consequently, through a door a yard wide and two yaids
high, a cubic yard of warm air passes out
per second through the upper half of the
opening, and a cubic yard of cold, damp and
chilling air comes in per second through the
lower halt. All this will be
proved by holding

he better.
The only topic of special importance in our
relations to the National Government con-

the pending Constitutional Amendment,

which has been received irom the State Department at Washington. This amendment,
the Governor

hopes, will be tatified by the
Legislature, as no doubt it will. The pretended '‘rights” of the rebellious States, the Gov-

their cause on their strongest arguments and
he says, “it is poor logic to urge weaker
ones.” The Southern States tried to carry

point by force of arms, and failed. How
they undertake to dictate terms now?
The Governor recommends that the pension
act, which expiies in February, be continued
in force, and that provision be made for aged
can

and destitute parents of deceased soldiers and
sailors. There ought to be no objection to

further recommends
this proposition. He
that measures be takeu to secure the exclusion of deserters and runaways from the draft,
polls. Not advising a complete or-

from the

ganization of the mititia at present, he suggests
that the volunteer companies now authorized
should be encouraged.
The subject ol education is

briefly but ade
The two most important educational institutions in the State are beyond
a doubt the Normal school and the Agricultural college. The liberal policy recommended toward the Normal school will be unques-

the candle first at the sill and then at the
top.
One cubic yaid of warm air thus lost
every
second, is sixty cubic yards every minute that
the door is thus held open by the visitor or
by
Betty. This is positive robbery—we leave it to
our readers whether it should not be Indicted
by the Grand Jury. We prefer ventilation in
8->me other way, and wounk echo our friend s
injunction,’‘Shut the uoob!”

REFINED

SOAPS,

-viz:-

EXTRA,
FAMILY,

NO. 1,
OLEINE,

SUPERIOR lot of DRIED PEACHES In Bar-

A rels, Bags and tierces, by
_

cTb, ROGERS, No 133 Market St,,
Pblladulphia,

PtclSUCw

the Union a* a necessity of our N tional
existeuce, to keep taith with our fathers, to \.ndicate tho ideas on which the Nation was iouuued, and which we believe are yet to woik cut
| f >r it a high destiny. And in this view wc are
| disposed to bo neither vindictive nor exacting.
But we do demand that the States lately in reI hellion shall concede to the loyul spirit ot the
land the guaranties eiientiul to our iutiuG sa.eI ty as a Union. Less than that we cannot ask
wittioutdaugcr and dishonor. Whether we shall
hsk more or not
depends on the spirit in which
we are met.
Tho Constitutional Amendment
submitted to the
people at the last session of
ba° **«“ received at tho Executive
!
tme“
il W‘U become
I it
to lay
u
before you. Imperfect as thismy duty
was, as hazarding one of the very fruits of our
by
placing it in the power of the Southvictory
to introduce into the Constitution a
founded
disability
ou race and
color, still as it was the best wisdom of our
in Congress, and
Itepreseutatives
at least a step in the
right direction, at thu
same time that it smoothed the
way lor the returning South, and especially as it was the declined issue in the recent
elections, good faith
doubtless requires us to suppert it. If we are
willing to ratny this and abiue by it jt will surely testily our ;oncili»tory disposition. The
amendment, however,seeuis to be received with
marked disiavor by a majority of the Southern
Stales, and as a measure of policy towards
those States, may yet tail.
Be it so.
If our
magnanimity was too great or premature, the
South will have saved us the trouble ot receding. By their rejection of it the question will
again become an open one. Our next piopusal
will uot be less regardful of the rights of huI ol

I

^a

an,d

manity.

GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS.
Gentlemen of the Senate and lie use of Representative!:
The period at which we meet is marked by
peculiar favors; and it is befitting that we
should acknowledge the beneficence of Him in
whose hands we are, and grateftilly recognize
our increased obligation of obedience and love.
The clouds under which at some former times
yon have assembled here have rolled away.
Many anxieties with which this year began
have been dispelled in its course. The baud of
pestilence has been stayed beyond our borders.
The last surges of the civil war, whose fearful
undertow sucked away our youth und strength,
have now subsided. We have welcomed home
the last of our soldiers and sailors who shall
ever return from their
country’s defence, and
sought the precious dust of those who are left
as hostages for her peace.
We have cheered
as we could the fainting hearts of
widows, and
filled as best we might the empty hands of the
We
have
looked
our
fatherless,
sorrows fairly
in the face and found that we could bear them.
And though devastating fires have
swept
through some of our fairest towns, yet they
have been the occasion of bringing out lateut
activities und fraternal sympathy, which are of
no less value to society thau more
perishable
goods. The season has been kindly, the laud
has smiled with haivests, and everywhere energy and enterprise are striving to make good
such losses as can be repaired.
FEDERAL RELATIONS.

Especially should

we congratulate ourselves
the moral aud political aspect of affairs.
of
the
war
has been the vindication
The result
of the country’s cause, as against that of section ; of manhood over the system of master
and slave; of the liberty which means law,
right, humanity, over that which is lawless,
barbarous, aud insolent. The people have carried out the pledge inherited from the fathers,
to defend the foundations of this government
with life and fortune and sacred honor. And
since the contest of arms has Ceased, we have
seen the people rally with a majesty and
might
even more sublime, to re affirm at the ballotbox the vital points of the issue which baseneis
or cunning sought to elude. Thus the country, fresh from the field of her blood, with banner unpolluted, and legend unobscured, proclaims to the world anew her declarations t f
great truths, and her own attested, uncon-

upon

devotion.
tionably judicious. The suggestion that the querable
In this great verdict the people of Maine
a leading and a brilliant
trustees of the Agricultural college should be
borne
have
part. Under circumstances which reki -.died all slummen who can and will attend the meetings of
have spoken with a mabering
opposition,
they
the Board, ought uot to be neglected. It dejority unparalleled and overwhelming. This
pends wholly upon the choice of these men, was not merely the calm expression of opinion, but the impassioned declaration of a will,
whether this enterprise, so promising, so suit- the
awful oath of eternal enmity to wrong.
shall
a
our
suced to
prove magniiiccnt
needs,
At the close of the war the secession clement
was
completely disorganized and broken. The
cess or a pitiful failure, and we take leave to
South as a taction was disintegrated. The war
add that crotchety, meddlesome trustees are tor secession had revealed the selfish motives
quite as dangerous as indilTerent and neglect- and reckless means of its instigators, aud had
bitter dissensions. The Confederacy was
ful men. Their authority must be delegated, bred
held tugether only by military ibice.
Aud
when the school goes into operation, to the
when vanquished with its own weapons, it
its
its
down
laid
were
then'
who
while
is
arms,
people
Instructors,
general course
ready,
at their necessities auu their interest,
marked out tor them ought not to be hamp- looking
to accept such terms as they knew they coulu
ered by constant interference in matters of expect from a victor whose magnanimity was
proverbial to a fault. And it is not hazarding
detail.
too much to assert that had no particular polGovernor Chamberlain thinks in regard to
icy of reconstruction been interposed, aud
the death penalty, that we ought either to
nothing been attempted but to provide against
suffering and protect personal rights in the
make our practice conform to the law, or to
South until the assembling of Congress—the
with
onr
the
make
law agree
practice. Why rightful authority in the matter—the whole
country to-day would be in relations far more
not indeed dispense with the hangman finally I
satisfactory both to North and South. Now,
to
the
business
of
interests
Coming finally
however, the distracted elements have beeu
united; the spirit of tiie rebellion has been rethe tetate the Governor warmly recommends
vived to hopes it had abandoned, and with its
a hydrographic survey ot our principal rivers,
diverse passions harmonized end excited to
and a repeal of that section of the constitution
the key note of a battle-cry, the South stands
•

ICIIIMD
WOULD

per second, (two miles

->or

need

we

be

greatly

distressed

ll

all tlie

fruits of this
struggle be not speedily gathered.
If the complete settlement ol these
questions
is long
delayed, It will doubtless be tor some
as
were our checks aud reverses
deep reason,
in the early stages of the war. We shall thus
be lorced to malce thorough work of our recon-*
struction, anti establish ourselves oil louuda*
tious that will stand. Let not the South
grow
desperate that they ace held lor a time in that
abnormal position in which they placed themselves, nor let us be too greedy to grasp for untimely truita, and thus fail ot the riper ones._
The settlement of such luoineutuous issues
may well demand the kindly influences of
time.
Loyalty in this State will take no backward
step. It can wait, but will nut yield. It will
assure itself of victory so tbat it may be safe to
show magnanimity. So tar as you have power,
you will not permit the issues practically settled by the war to slip hack into a state of doubt
or question, nor that in this delivered
country
manhood shall ever again be denied to man.
It is to be regretted that the usage of tho
State docs uot require an address of the retiring Executive, fraught as such a document
would be with the lessons of cxpctience and
the suggestions of wisdom. It wilt only be expected of me,Centering a field so different from
those in which I have l.iiherto been engaged,
and with little opportunity in an official capacity to acquaint myself with the working of
maay of our institutions to present such general considerations upon the condition of tbs
State its a knowledge ol Ler resources, a pride in
her high record,a deep faith iu her future,together witn the opportunity of judging her Aroma
distance in comparison with others, may suggest as suitable to the occasion.
MILITARY HISTORY.

For a full statement of our military affairs I
have the pleasure of referring you'to tho admirable ltuport now in preparation by the Adjutant General, to whose lidebty and untiring
labors the State aud the country are greatly indebted. This work will be in itself one ol the
most worthy Monuments to the soldiers ot the
State.
The organizations from this State remaining
in the s« vice at the beeiutiiug ot the last year,
have all been mustered out, viz: the 8tb, 11th,
ITth, loth, ati.h regiments, and tnu t.c anu txtn
Battalion, of In tun try.
The services o'these
troopa were required for a longer or shorter
uuiu alter me amnes weregeuernny aisOaitued
but we can now look back on our military history in the war of the rebellion os complete. I
m:iv be allowed to ssy that this record is one of
which Maine has reason to be proud. Other
states may nave given w mstcry more bnnaiut
numes, but lor the substantial, effective duties
of the war on land aud sea, she may challenge
comparison with any. It is uot tor me, here ut
least, to recount her deeds or unroll the record
ot her fame. The merest statistics will tell
witli what spirit the State responded to the
country’s call. The tabic ol casualties will show
teat the men reached the post ol danger.
Bat
no written history can tei> of the fortitude, the
courage, the heroic devotion which marked
tboir career.
lit?

WUO.C

UUU1UC1

VI U1CI1

aTlUIPU

was C.liltiCl

upon to luruish tor the war was. according to
rnu last statements tiom tlie War Department
72,300. The number lurnishcd, as appears by
'bo Adjutaut Ueueral's reemds, wa. ”2,1)40,
ibuwiug an excess ol 080 ov< r the requirements
ot the calls.
The discrepancy » prouabiy to be
accounted for by the varying hgures of tue
War Department in the master of calls and
credits. These were distribu.ed as follows: In
iaud service, whites00,000, coloreu lib; in the
navy, 7,754. Of ilie.-e ihe re-enlistments were
3400, and the number who paid commutation
Were 2000; leaving 07,543 as the number oi utuu
who actually bore arms and went forth to meet
•heir country's toes.
Ol the lives thus ottered
32.0 met tuerr lace ou the Held, and 5502 wero
swept or worn away by the hardships and exposures of campaigns. A total of 8702.
As for the number t f wounded it is impossible at present to give an accurate estimate.—
rhe ratio of computation is usually live wounded to one killed in action. This wou.d give 18,000 as the number whose Wouuds were not mortal. A tolerably correct estimate of the number disabled by wounds or sickuess may bo
made by the report of those discharged, mopped trorn the rolls, or transferred to the Iuvulld Corps. The number of Maine troops embraced tu this class is 11,300, which auded to
the sum ot the dead, makes a loss of 20,101 ot
the dower of our youth either killed or seriously disabled.
inese statements, striking as tuey must be,
do uot yet comprehend all the loss and disability we hare incurred in the country's defence.
It was found to be cne of tho most d.ffict.lt
tuingsin the s rvice toubtiin accurate returns
oi the condition and circumstances ol Uie me*.
From the nature st the case, and s»intt,uics
irow inexcusable negligence, the efficers charged with that duly, lulled in many instuncee to
give correct returns. Thus it happened that
weu who were
reported on the muster-out
rolls aud discharges as in good health, have
reached tlieir hsiuus only to die of wounds or
diseases contracted in tho service.
Aud how
many more who manfully resist us yet the
encroachments
of
disease
will
be forced
suarp
to yield to them at last, aud how many will
live lives ol pain aud bitterness, with the
strength of their youth broken torever, no one
can say.
So it is evident that onr actual loss
is not, and cannot be, shown by any and all
records. It is a moderate estimate however to
say that for our share of sacrifice for the overthrow of the rebellion ten thousand lives have
already been given, and twenty-five thousand
of our young men are more or less disabled.
It is for others to speak of the story written
in blood, aud to say what honors shall be paid
the dead aud what recognition be shown the.
living. The disposition ol our people in this
matter is manifest.
We greet to-day in every
department of your government gentlemen
who are witnesses of the public appreciation
of those services which put manhood to the
test. The returned soldiers and sailors of th-s
State do net set themselves up as a political
party. They stand us before, with those who
stand by their country. Nor do they claim
any exclusive or undue share of public honors
or rewards.
They only wish not to be forced
int > a class by the jealousy of a few who have
aims
to accomplish.
These fiO.OOO
personal
young men hold the balance of power in this
State, and they can be trusted. The doubts of
their loyalty which some pretend to entertain
need not greatly distress the patriots who were
so glad to trust them a few years ago.
To bear
arms in the country's cause is the highest duty
and
who
of citizenship,
hare rendered
they
that service iiave come heme no less citizens

in solid and bristling phalanx.
ueeu
ane terms wiucu uau
proposeu were
neither hard nor humiliating. W'e did not
place ourselves on the extreme boundary of our
rights, nor plead the precedents of conquerors.
But with a magnanimity without parallel, the
best materials, and au our goods aro
manufacti^pd
under die personal supervision oi our senior partner,
people of the United (states in the proudest mowho has had thirty years practical experience in the
ment ol their victory, had been willing to torbusiness, we therefore assure the public with con- ed in this paper. The credit of the State i3 get the sorrows and uurdens precipitated upon
dence that we can and will furnish the
needed, in the Governor’s opinion, to complete them by the rebellion, and restore the seceuiug
(States to the fel owship of the Union upon the
Best Goods at the Lowest Prices!
our railroad system and prepare cur water
simple condition that the pretensions of secesHaving recently enlarged and erected NEW
tendfor
use—both
objects,
important
all
sion be repudiated, and that the providential
the
modem
WORKS, containg
improvements, we power
arc enabled to furnish a supply of Soaps of the
and powerfully to develope the and inevitable results of tue war us affecting
directly
ing
to
the
Bent Qualities, adapted
demand, for Ex*
the rights of American citizenship should lie
resources of the State. We aie disposed to
port aiid Domestic Consumption.
recognized in goon iauu, auu practically unbe
end
would
the
gained bodied in enactment and institution. The lenbelieve however that
LEATIIE A GORE’S
ient measures proposed by Congress were deas well by legislation permitting towns not
signed to enable the South to take the first
direct
to
take
credit
but
loan
their
to
simply
step towards return with as little humiliation
SOLD DY ALL THE
as good a grace as possible.
But these
and
disas
are
such
interest in
they
enterprises
Wholesale Grocers Throughout the Slate. |
good intentions were thwarted, and so it happosed to tavor. It is better to let the people pens that to-day the duty is stin belore us of
have a voice iu the management of railroads
securing the great results which Providence,
&
and not our own foresight, has placed in our
at least; and it is better to let the tax payers
397 Commercial St, 47 Sc 49 Bench Street,
hands, and of which the same great Power will
to invest in
whether
themselves
tor
decide
hold us to strict account.
MAINE.
PORTLAND,
March 2f—dtl
As affecting the rights and relations of States
them or not.
the decision is not obscure. There are those
Other suggestions which merit favorable indeed who raise the cry that we would destroy
14 JOHN KINSMAN
State rights and center all power in the Raconsideration are those touching assistance to
DEALEB IN
tional Government They press history into
be ftirnisbed to the Historical Society in proservice, and condemn us by an argument from
curing important documents from abroad, analogy, and by a mere illustration. They
O A
that the tendency of all Republics has
claim
decimal
the
metric
or
of
and the adoption
been to centralization of power, until the spirit
of measures, as authorized by Con- and even form of liberty was
system
lost But History
FIXTURES
gress and recommended by the libard of Ag- does not tell of liberty won and lost. Men and
striven
for
have
it
and failed benations
indeed,
—AT—
riculture and the Superintendent of Common cause
they weie unworthy. There has been
The goal is still before
Schools.
no perfect liberty yet.
25 Union St.,
us, not behind us. We more onward, not in
We cannot regard the scheme for a consoli
perpetual rounds. We have a higher part to
PORTLAND.
dation of the British Provinces as in any deact than to imitate the examples of former
as
the
this
to
country
greatness, or take warning by the iate of lost
dtf
'^UT'
gree so objectionable
Aug 20
Republics. We work by deeper principles, by
Fiench invasion of Mexico. We had a right better
comprehension, by wiser faith in manCHRISTMAS
of
subversion
violent
the
to protest against
hood ; ifnd we have other destiDy than to be
slaughtered by the old syllogism—centraliza-ANDrepublican institutions on our Southern bor- tion.
corruption, ruin. The theory we have esder. We cannot with so good a grace object tablished is not that the nation is all and the
British
of
the
States nothing; it is rather this, that on all
to a change in the relations
questions involving the rights aud interests of
colonies to each other and to the mother all
the States, we owe a paramount allegiance
The opposition to confederation
AS THE HOLIDAYS ABE APPROACHING
to the Union, in short that the ultimate authorcountry.
ity of the government is not in the will of each
comes chiefly from the Maritime Provinces,
State as such, but in the people of the United
colonies
have
P.
M.
of
those
inhabitants
and the
States. The great safeguard iu this principle
The subof the majority is not iu the barbarous maxim
never been friendly to this country.
Has a fresh Stock oi
that
might makes right, but iu this, that in a
ject however is too important to be discussed Country like ours the capacity and opportuniin a paragraph. We hope Governor Chamty for tormingjust opinions is so universal that
individual should be
berlain will take occasion to express his views it is more likely that each be
aim uu worse mau ocioie.
xixvy WUU to DO
right than that he should
wrong.
citizens, uml they only ask that no invidious
And tbe people nave now mane tncmseives
at Low Prices l unon this topic more fully.
To
should
be
discrimination
made
against them
We have dissented from one or two of the the “Great Lxpouuders of the Constitution.''
500 Pra. ofWorld-renowned Trefousse,
They have settled lurevtr the meaning of its because they have done their duty.
of this Address, respectfully as is
been proposed to ereet a monument
has
suggestions
It
and
tne
of
its
extent
limitations.—
at only
provisions
$1,50
due to their source, honestly, as is due to our They have shown what they mean by the dec- to commemorate the virtues of tho dead, which
1.00
500 Pr*> of Clothilde, at only
testify to coming generations our gratiNevertheless, there is but a laration that all men are created equal. They shall
own convictions.
tude to heroism. Uut when so many widows
have decided that this is a Republic of tbo
No. -A Deei-ing: Block,
if
It
are crying for bread, and so
single passage in the document which,
many
People and not a Republic of Municipalities, and orphans
wounded and over-worn are lying patiently by,
CONGRESS STREET.
like those which in ancient Greece and mediewere possible, we would be glad to see changof
active
in
tbe
any
part
hopeless
Dec 22—d&wtf
val Italy gave token how unstable is even Libcountry’s
ed. Gov. Chamberlain says, speaking of the
erty when it does not represent the broad and rejoicings, 1 tor one feel that our hrst duty is
DIVIDEND.
returned soldiers of Maine, The doubts ot deep ideas ot humanity. They have not, how- to these. Our perished brave will be content,
I am sure, if we show our gratitude by comtheir loyalty which some pretend to entertain, ever, abridged the rights of States. If they
PORTLAND COMPANY will pay a Divihave insisted on the uuties of States as well, it
pleting tbe salvation of a country rescued at
deml of Three Per Cent free from Governneed not distress the patriots who were so glad is because they are parts of a concentred sys- so dear a price, and cherish their memory by
at
the Merchants National Bank, on and
ment Tax,
living monuments of active charities- instituto trust them a few years ago.” The allusion
tem, where there are centripetal as well as cenafter the 21st inst. to all stockholders borne on the
tbe virtrifugal laws. One without tbe other would tions which in tbe name and through
books of the Company on the 15tli inst.
is too direct to be misunderstood. We shall
of tbe departed, shall be a daily blessing
Balanced
tues
and preserved they
ensure ruiu.
THUS. LINCOLN CASEY, Treasurer.
to the bereaved whose Buffering* are also a
not affect to misunderstand it, and we declare
ensure that union which ig better that unity.—
Portland, .Tan 2d, 13C7.
ja3d2w
of the offering made for the great cause.
it to be, not intentionally of course, but nev- The rights of States, therefore, every lover of part
Portland
The aid granted by the last Legislature to
his couutry will jealously and vigorously deertheless actually, unjust to a large portion of fend. This being the case it cannot but be de- the establishment of a liome for the orphaus
Orders received at the Office of the Forest City
of soldiers was a worthy beginning. The haste
Dye House, No. 315 Congress Street.
sirable that the States of the Rebelliou should
the party which elected him. Nobody lias at
Notice is hereby given that, the Pori land Laundry
in which of necessity the ease was acted on,
to their relations of perlect equality
has been reoiwiied by the subscriber, who has been
loyalty” of return
any time pretended to doubt the
Other
left it but imperfectly provided for.
the other States as soon as will be consistwith
connected
with
the
well
known
Chelsea
many years
the soldiers. There were loyal men and loyal ent with the public welfare, and the proper se- States have taken great interest in this matDye House and Laundry, and with the experience
which
1
it is one
respectfully comthus acquired lie is now prepared to do all ilescrip*
soldiers who favored the President’s policy last curing of the objects for which the country ter, and
mend as deserving your consideration.
tions of Laundry work in a satisfactory manner.
was founded and defended.
And for this no
lieecher was one of
Ward
act ol this State towards
summer.
Henry
A.
T.
The
distinguishing
CRAWLEY.
Jy9d6m
Agent
doubt the people of the North are williug and
and disabled citizens is the Penthem. The Republicans of Maine did not fa- anxious to do everything in their power. But her bereaved
sion law, passed 1>\ the Legislature of 18Htf,fbr
we are struck with amazement and thrown upof
such Maine volunteers in the
benefit
vor that policy, and when General Chamber
the
on our guard when we see those who with
received a splendid lot Virginia Oystgrs,
lain was proposed to them for a candidate, scorn and contumely spurned tire Constitu- war of the rebellion os were credited npou
the quota of the State, their widows during
and tor sale at$1.60per gallon, solid;
and defied the Government, and sought
All orders by mail or express promptly attqi tdthey wanted to know how far he agreed with tion,
widowhood, and in case of their re-marriage
with violence and cruelty to destroy the UoisS)
ed to.
or
did
not
doubt
his
decease, their orphan children under 12
them. They
loyalty” for a now demanding, with equal effrontery aua the
Oysters delivered in any part of the city.
tor
years of age. This act also coutaius the iman
apology
same spirit of violence, without
moment. They did not know and until the
portant proviso that uono of these persons
II. FREEMAN & OO.,
without-a guaranty for the luture,
convention had actually assembled could not the past,
their rights
shall be entitled to its beuctlts in the eveut of
the unconditional restoration ot
dec22dlm
lOl Federal Street.
in
the
Un- their being able with their own labor and relearn that he had ever acted with the party.
under the Constitution, their place
m the Government.sources and the pension received from ths
ion and their prestige
At the last hour his friends realized their blunMiss LUCY A. HENSBN,
ot surrender as to
United States to obtain a livelihood for themThis is so little in the spirit
der, ftimished the greatly needed information, seem like mockery ot triumph. It ig Catiline; selves and those dependent upon them.
Succes^r to Mrs. A. Hrwley,
banished
for
Tbe statute devolved upon tho Governor
his treasou.
and thereby secured his nomination. If Gov.
who, instead of being
FASHIONABLE ITAIKl DRESSER,
Senate and shares in the
aud Council the duty of prescribing rules lor
comes into the
public
the
uncertainty which counsels.
respectfully informs the Ladies of Portland and tv~ Chamberlain supposes
carryiug its provisions into effect, and of declnlty that she is now ready
attend to Shampoo
liis political views was
Gentlemen, an appeal to arms is a desperate
termining the question of the eligibility of apDyeing and Dressing Ladies' hair at the shortest prevailed respecting
involves
It
the
resort.
suspension of certain plicants witli a view to afford tho most equitIf it was gennot real, he is greatly in error.
notice, and will wait on all who may kindlv tended
the
abandonment
of
certain rights,
able, prompt and inexpensive administration
her their patronage. All orders left at M.r. J. Partprivileges,
uine, he must admit that the caution shown the forfeiture of certain claims. The old rela- of the law. The Executive required tho sevington’s Confectionery Store, or at Miss L. A. He»be restored without a new treaty.
seu’s residence, comer of Alountfort and Sumner
eral municipal autuuntiea ot tnu state to preby his opponents was natural and right. His tions cannot
of
who resort to this highest arbitrament
■itruols, will to punctually attended.
dcc21d2w*
They
pare and present the application of such
It
fully
Js
position is now well understood.
kuowm to nations, must take upon themselves,
their citizens claiming this pension as might
Portland <£• Machias Steam acceptable to the entire party. Ifis time that whether willingly or not, its legitimate and in- be supposed to be entitled thereto, with such
under oath of the situation ami cirthe misconceptions and jealousies of June evitable consequences. War is not a game an exhibit of the applicant as would best «aBoat
cumstances
whtsre there ig everything to win and nothing
best
to
the
way
able tbe Governor aiql Council to pass judito lose. Those who appeal to the Law of Force,
Stockholders of the above named Comparer should cease, and perhaps
8.nee
them to light
are herebv imtitled that their Annual
should not complain if fts decision is held as ciously upon tbe merits of the claim.
Meeting make an end of them is to bring
will be held at tue otlice of Kom At Siurdiv nuA.
tbe enactment of this law a Congressional statmen stake their cause ou their
When
fiual.
that
so
can
they
as the Governor has done,
Til Commercial Street, on
ute lias increased the allowance ot United
Tuesday the 8th day of
strongest arguments aud fail, it is poor logio to States
January, 18 7, at 2 o’clock P. M., lor tlie purpose of be corrected and cured.
pensions to certain persons of ea'-h class
urge weaker ones. Aud when men make arms
choosing five Dtreetors, and to transact any other louentitled to peusious under the State law, and
can neither
and
are
tlieir
arbiter
defeated,
they
siness that may come before than.
such persons, therefore, have been generally
eXDect to dictate terms to the victor, nor to
Ecomnr *" Door Mbntting.
WIiXaM K0SS’
subjected to a reduction ol their Btnt pen-ions
Dec. 2S, 18CC.
with effect the original rights aud priviplead
asoit.ie U. S. pe s ons
Are all our readers aware how much they leges which they abandoned for a m ere decis- to the extent of the in< r which
they were prsbeyond the amount to
Baltimore
Flour and may save in one ot our long winters, by simp- ive trial. What they may claim are theolterms
vious y entitled. This reduction is und.vetoed
po wask of valor or mercy
honor
which
may
there benot to have been invariably enforced,
ly shutting the doob? In many families,
Flour.
ana
seme instances in which the health
where wood is worth five dollars per cord—in
I und wet ind It we accepted this gage of ing
Warrant
circumstances of applicants would not
BBLS. BALTIMORE FAMILY FLOUR,
to restore certain States to
not
battle
.-imply
law.
State
the
for
of
cities it costs about double that prepared
it by a fair construction
their form r pres.ice— to force them back to the
19 BBLS, RYE FLOUR, just received and
No appropriation wbateveMeas
the fire,—twenty-five or even fifty dollars, to exercise of the high privileges which they held
lor sale by
for the
CHASE BROTHERS,
the Integrity
to
out
little
Of
(0
worth,
pmtnl
be
saved
dee‘22 OTTtf
every year,
Head Long Wharf.
say nothing of comfort,may
which torbids the State to lend her credit to

enterprises. The survey is designed to develope and advertise our magninceut water power, as has been suggested by
Mr. Waiter Wells, in a recent article publishher own great
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engaged, and with little opportunity in an ofcapacity to acquaint myself with the
working of many of our institutions, to present such general considerations upon the
condition of the State,as a knowledge of her resources, a pride in her high record, a deep faith
in her future, together with the
opportunity
of judging ber from a distance in
comparison
with others, may suggest as suitable to the
occasion.” Such general considerations as
Governor Chamberlain otters, with the specific
recommendations to which they lead the way,
views which gain so much in breadth and symmetry from the slight removal of the point of
observation, are precisely what we need at this
juncture when the changed condition of the
country invites, if it does not compel, a change
in our industriesgind all our great Interests are
seething together in a process of transition
and change—as we may reasonably hope—for
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a pleasure to read such a state
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Address, which we lay before our readers to-day.
“It will only be expected of me,”
says the Governor, “enterlrg a field so differ-
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are apt to regard them.
“When men stake
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attention.
prompt
1

and

J.

present to lie (blind at Ids residence

244

transacting a

Provisions,

SCHUMACHER,

FRESCO

H

PACKARD, Booksell, r and Stationer, may be
found at No. 337 Congress St., corner of oak

general wholesale

IF. I. Goods, Groceries, Flour and

*48 Fore Street.

1<-dtt

oct

Co.,

No. 143 Commercial Street,

Boots and Shoes for Sale Cheap.
dd

Wliolcs:iBe

now

iurnish Cott'ees, Spices, Cream Tartar, &c,
at their new place of business, No. 100 Green St.
An Order Slate m.<y be louud at Messrs. Low,
Plummer & Co’s. No 83 Commerc al St, and at Mr C.
M. Rice's Paper Warehouse, No. 185 Fore Street.
All orders • romptly atten cd to.
Goods at (he low sl prices.
jullCtt

co-

And have purchased of Messrs. LORD & CRAWFORD their Stock aud lease of store

UNDER LANCASTER HALL.

rr. r. Phillips <l

a

of

&

Dyer

Morgan,

Cb7

day formed

this

style and firm

pf.rtnershp

MR

he found

AT 29 MARKET

MEKUILli. Leater in
Masonic Regalia, and Military Goods, No 13 Free street, Portland.
Same store with Geyer and Caleb
iyI2dtf

A

ONS.

WM. II.

241 COMMERCIAL STREET,
Foot of Map'.e Street.
General Agent lor the State tor
H
W. JOHNS 9

Offices (for the present) at

AH H It ONE

Watches, Jewelry,

•

sell at the manufacturer's
PRICKS.

& kt\gi n i:i:riivg.
ArcniTfiCTPRB
Messrs. ANDERSON. BONNELL * CO., have

made arrangements with Mr. STEAD, an Architect
of established reputation, and will in future
carry on
Architecture with their business as Engineers. Parties intending to build are invited lo call at their
office, No, 306 Congress street, and examine elevations and plans ol churches, banks, stores, blocks oi
buildings, <yc.
j jg

Insurance !

W. D. LITTLE &

j.

H.
LIBBY
CO., Manufacturers
and Commission Merchants. Counting Room
over First National Bank, No. 23 Free street, second
story.iyll ti

Copartnership Notice.

novo’fir,,] 11

can

dec27dtf

pany-_

TKJLTE Sc CO., Wholesale
WOODMAN.
Lry Goods, No. 4 Galt Block, Commercial St. OWNERS
Jul 17—dtt

•

£Jf Orders for tuning and repairing promptly
tended to.
WM. G. TWOMBLY.
Novomber 26, 1866. dtf

_____

B. CLAUSE <£

fi^“Non-Forfeiting, Endowment, Ten Year, and
all other lorrn of Policies are issued by this Company
ou more favorable advantage than
bj any otherCoin-

corner

Importers and Jobbers of

18

Do not ttiil to examine into the advantages
this Great Company presents before
Insuring elsewhere, by applying at the Agency of
W. D. LITTLE dr CO.,
Office 79 Commercial SL. Up Stairs.

Reliable

a cred t of from one to ten years,
desircu oy tne purchasers. From parties who
build immediately, no cj sii payments required.
Apply at the office o the subscribers, where lull
particulars may be obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, May 3, 18G5.
ma 3tt
U

—

DYER,
WN. Sewing
Machines,
Steinway Instrument, Twist,
colors, Needles, Oil,
166Middle street,
flight
jul17eod

LOWEST

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL & 00.,
Arcade
DAVIS,
\

VRON, OREENOIJGH ATcO.,Puts,
Hats, Caps and ltobes, 164 Middle St„ over T.
Bailey 4f Co.
juli7U

for

at-

F.

^66.

Sc LIBBEY, I on a ranee Agents,
will be founa at No 117 Commercial, corner ot
St. Home Ottice of New York; National
Ottice ot Boston; Narragansett Ottice of Providence;
Putnam ottice of Hartford; Standard Ottice of New
York, nnd oilier reliable ottices, ar e represented by
this agency.
John Low.
F. W. Libbey.
jy25dtl

KiT^RH.

the BEST MANUFACTORIES, among them

from

tf

and

have resumed business at the head ot Long Wharf,
under J. W. M unger’s Insurance Office, and will be
pleased to see their former customers and receive their
orders as usual.
n
dtt
July lu,

E. M.

settled at No

the

uqv19

Goods

STORE,

Congress St., opposite Mechanics’

HalUnjyiodtt

Jy24

Market Street.

lO

359,80

544.52

office.

our

—

liis NEW STAND,

£3/* Accounts of the late firm to be
10 Market street.

call at

city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Danfortli, Orange a ad Salem Streets.

375,02
4836,87

3217,84

—OF—

at

PIANO FORTES

Morton Block, Conyress Street,
Two Doom abou- Preble House,
PORTLAND, ME.

Pry

is removed to 328

located
No. 21 Free
The
permanently
to do
Business

DODGE,

$2710,22

ANDERSON AND CO.’S
HOOP SKIRT AKD CORSET

eastern exprenn co

<£

STANWOOD

name

2252,25
201,23
3099,20
2608,00

_

Provisions !

Attorney

WILLEY.

CALVIN EDWARDS.
WILLIAM O. TWOMBLY.

PEBC1VAL JiONNEY,

Counsellor and

&

Persons indebted to me are requested to make immediate payment, as, owing to the change in my busi-

CO.r

NO VZ Mill!

JONES,

WILLEV.

337 Congress Street.

Highest cash prices paid for Country Produce.
tST“Consignments receive prompt attention.
dec7dlm

B. H.
J. L.

1608.

Wholesale and Retail dealers in

Groceries

Nfo* 1 Franklin Street,
Between Fore and Commercial, next door to llumery and Burnham’s Packing Bouse, where they \ml
continue the BOTTLING BUSINESS in all its
branches. Country orders promptly attended to.

pared

public patronage.

a. 8TROUT.

&

HEALD BROTHERS,

can

OFFICE,
SnEPLEY.

Dec.

Dissolution

STltOUT

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
0. F.

A~lT!

V

$3500
500
8000
5000
1000
3000
1000
1500

And

M1LLS, although burned up, the ProEAGLE
prietors, Messrs. L. J. Hill & Co.,
preto

Wj? shall continue tie B0UT AND SHOE BUSINESS in all its branches, and hope by strict attention
to business to merit and receive a liberal share of the

Is

lVurh>u Marble t'o.
Manufacturers and Dealers in Enameled Slate
Chimney Pieces, Bkac*eis, Pier Slabs, Grates
and Chimney Tops. Importer and dealer in English Floor Tiles, German and French Flower Pols,
Hanging Vases, Parian, Bisque, and Bronze St&tuctis
and Busts. Glass Shades and Walnut Stands, Bohe-

Post Office Building, 2d story; Entrance

Portland,

FERDINAND

JOSEPH STORY

I

O

WATERHOUSE.

E.

removed trom their old stand, No 206 Fore
HAVE
Street, to

J

the old stand of B. H. Jones,

JOXE8

*49 CONORENN
STIIEET,
Chndwicl: Mansion, opposite Uniiod Slates Hotol.
Portia ud Manic.
Bion Bradbury.
nov 9tt
J .D.M. Sweat

&

E M

J.

are

JABEZ C. WOODMAN,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

SHEPLEY

WILLEY,

No. Ill Federal Street.

colors, and slating nails. Careful attention paid
a
shipping.
aug22-Cm

n

R

de4tf

Am’t of
Prem. Pd.

618
63G
77C7
7862
10325
10793
4146
12410

Atlantic

Exchange Street,

HARRIS.

R.

MLT1CE.

un-

BOOT AND SHOE BUSINESS

in

HOOFING SLATES,
of all

_aug22—(im

a

and will continue the

Boston,

at

GRAY,

Notise

&

and Furs.

Exchange
them-

and

JONES

Waterhouse;

DOW

Varnish Business
in all its branches at 187 FORE STREET.
JEROME B. FICKETT,
Jan. 1,18G7—tf
WILLIAM GRAY.

WELt’ll and ATI felt I PA IV

Counsellors

&

to do

ol Silver Ware,
Temple, Street, first door from Congress Street?
PORTLAND, ME.
n
May 19—dlv

in

& CO.

Copartnership.

Paint) Oil

Manufacturer

to

RICHARDSON

Jau 1—dlw

FICKETT

—AND—

Importers and Dealers

and alter this date.

ceases on

name

Gold and Silver Plater

F.

12

Dividend
Additional

Am’t
Insured

to

Portland, Dec. 3d 1806.
HARRIS «£ WATERHOUSE, Wholesale Dealers
In Hats, Caps, and Furs, have removed to their New
No.

(iii't I

his

No 79 Commercial St,& 30 Market
Square, (Lancaster Hall Building,)

C. PEABODY.

H.

on

General Insurance

O. M. A D. W. NASH

undersigned have this day associated
THEselves
of
together under the linn

PEARSON,

A. WILBUR &
112 TreinoDt Street,

firm

our

Sep5tftl

Harris &

Store,

Policy.

Lee 22—*12 w

Dissolution.

N. P.

Cleaves.

Nathan

d2n.

J. BATCHELER is admitted a partner
in our firm, and also tlie firm of Portland Packing Company from this date.
DAVIS, BAXTER & CO.
dim
Portland, Jan. 1,1867.
C3sT*Star please copy.

Near Middle Street.
n

B. HOLDEN.

A.

IRA

BYin

PORTLAND, M NE.
Office Xo. 17 Free Street,
Joseph Howard, jy9ti

2, 1607.

The business will be continued by the remaining
partners under the name and style ot

k Counsellors at Law,

Attorneys

Jan.

mutual consent, JOHN H. HALL'S interest

Me.

OctlOdlt

HOWARD A

&c.

Colors,

Copartnership Notice.

STORTEVANTj

CRAlfl &

Oils,

CHARLES FOBES.
Pcrlland,

Congress Street.

CHASE,

Block, and settle.
Thankful for past favors, he commends to his
friends and former patrons their large and wellselected Stock of

as

CLAPP’S BLOCK,

augQdtl

disposed ot his Stock in

Requests all persons indebted to him to call at their
Counting Room No. 80 Commercial 8t..Thom-

Leads,

& PEABODY,

Hats, Caps

Burgess, Fobes &, [Co.,

si.

M.

JOBBERS OF

N O T I C E
subscriber having
to Messrs

to the

Near the Court House.

CO.,

No of

and Counsellors at Law,

jamMw

1HIE
store

W. H. CLIFFORD,

NO. 8

HftUDEN

Will becontinuod by tho undersigned, under the same
as heretofore.
EDWIN CHURCHILL.

n

£3^“ Particular attention giveu to writing Wills,
Contracts, Deeds and Legal Instruments.
dtf
July SI, ItGB.

SOLICITOR

32
oulOdtf

firm

7

DI3ANE,
and Attorney,

Counsellor

A

all their firmer

see

12,

Office, 2291-2 Congress Street,

Portland, Jan. 1, 1867.

Market.)

Where they will he pleased to

H.

Nov.

Rank

PAYSON,
Exchange tSt.

JAMES E. CARTER.

NEW BUIEOINO ON EI.T1E ST.,
the

CHURCHILL

MONDAY,

OF

Attorneys

31,1866.

National

remove on

OFFICE

THE BUSINESS OF

Manufacturers and dealers in

Stoves, Manges

CO.

E. CIII KCHILL Ac

A. N. NOYES & SON,

&

Merchants

Cupar#iership heretofore existing between
Edwin Churchill, Frederick Behrens, James E.
Carter and M. B. Clemonts, under tlie firm name of
E. CH UliCHILL & CO., is this day dissolved by lim-

Quinby.

C. L.

dtt

TDK

Will

BED-STEADS

OF CHESTNNT
n

bestow

man can

FOB PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers otter lor sale a large quantity oi
building lots in the West End oi the

THEdesirable

4. 1867

-_■

Inducements

Tliev will sell on

WILL

a

It EMOVA L!

NOTICE.

Manufacturers ot

FURNITURE, LOUNGES,

W. P. Freeman,
n
anglOtt

CORNER

August 30,1860.

no21dtf

COPA KTNERSUIP.

&CO.,

TO

No. 233 1-2 Congress Street,

fongiTNM Street.

FEE EM AN

TAILOR,

REMOVED

Dividend!

1066,20
1579,53
533,90
685,93
410,93
623,24
SUIT*” Many more cases with similar results and
names can be furnished to those who will fhvor us with

DOWNES,

HAS

PORTLAND, ME.

MS,

111

G.

MERCHANT

Belt Leather, Backs & Sides, Lace Leather,
and

G.

H. M. PAY SOX,

STOCK BROKER.

l H

aug20__dtt

OFFICE OYER H. H. HAY’S

(Successors to J. Smith & Co.)
nianutaciuiTr of l.«*nther Ueltiug.
Also tor sale
Etllf

Photograph Rooms,

me*tb«

per

iamily, in view of the un!
certainty of life.
Policies
now subsisting with this Great
Many
I
Company are yielding a labge lni bease, as the
j following cases will show.

NO. 16 MARKET SQUARE.

J>’dJunction of Froe & Middle Streets.

Grand

New' Year’s

—AT—

Law.

at

$500,000

Friday Morning January

ISAAC DYER.
No. uj Union Wharf.

(i-reat

which is enough to purchase five
cords of
wood. The “Country Gentleman”
him this
matter oil'well.
Especially do we commend
what he has to say to those very polite
women,
who reserve their long adieus till
they can
stand in the open outside door in a cold
day:
‘‘Some persons when they make calls seem
never to have their tongues
fairly loosened,
till on leaving they get precisely in the door-

PRESS.

PORTLAND.

BOARDS,

York.

be made on the first ol February next.
Those who insure at this time will derive the
benefit of that dividend, which will add largely to
the sum in-ured, or may be used in payment ot future premiums.
It is the best

A

FIRE

THE

the rate of

at

Another

d&wtf

OF

McCOBB & KINGSBURY.

sep3dtlj

u

W. OAOE.

B. F. SMITH & SON’S

y7 tf

Counsellors

No. 25 I'm- Si., f*oi*tlHud.

C^*Kepafring done anti warranted.

OUT

SON,

U.

dec31_

tl

No. 178-Fore Street.

’•*

Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles,

Watches,

C. STBOUT.

Increasing

New

LUMBER,

auglltf

Terms Eight Dollars per annum, in advance.

I DAILY

Wholesale and Retail.
PI auk. Shingles ami Scantling of all sizes
constantly on lian«i.
Building material sawed in order.

Co.,

Assets, $18,000,000.

Cash

gage,
AT LAW,

GREAT

Mutual Life Ins.
Ol

Corner Exchange and Federal Sts.,
Over Lering’e Drug Store.

BROKERS,

TODD,

Dealer in

Store.
d£w

COUNSELLORS

8-

&H82___
IF. H. WOOD &

Apothecary

have removed to Office

Druggist,

21 MARKET

Exchange Sts.,

strodtI

Square,
_PORTLAND,
WHIPPLE,

WITH THE

REMOVED.

27 Market
au£2l0iiui

~:n~o w
IS THE TIME TO INSURE!

PUTNAM

&

Cor. of Federal and

ARTIST,

tion.

W. F.

EVANS

BUILDING.

INSUHAAICk

have removed to the

Congress Street.

U. HUDSON,

J

.Special Notices,$1.25 per square for the first insertion, aud 2o cents pci square for each subsequent
nseriion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
’(wliu U has a large circulation in every parol the State) lor $1.00
per square for first insertion*
and oO cents per square ibr each subsequent inser-

MORNING, JANUARY 4, 1867.

PORTLAND, FRIDAY

Kid

Gloves

Offer

j

THE

Laundry.

Oysters9

Oysters.

THIS

Company.

THE

j

Family

Rye

elAs

100

{legislature

towns aud plantations of the advances from
their respective treasuries for State pensions
to their citizen.* as provided by the law, aud
some localities have houoe been occasioned inoonveuience and embarrassment. None, however, are believed to have reiused to continue
such advances, aul official assurances have
been given that the aggregate amounts shall be
deducted from the State tax of 1886.
The proper administration of this law—except
the final adjudication in each case, which was
mail© by the Governor—was found indispensably necessary to bo devolved upon the Adjutant General, as upon his records alone depended the admissibility of every application; and
upon that officer and his clerks has been imthereby avast amount of labor. If this
posed
law is
continued, suitable appropriations
should bo made for the prompt reimbursement
to municipalities of the pensions advanced by
them, and for the requisite clerk hire in the
Department charged with the necessary details
ana services for carrying into eflect the provisions of fne act.
The total number of certificates for State
pensions under this act, issued up to the commencement of the present year, is 1697, of
which to soldiers and seamen are 597, to widand seamen, 957, to orphan
ows of soldiers
children under twelve years of age of soldiers
and seamen, 143.
The total amount allowed for the year, end23,1867, is—
ing February and
To soldiers
seamen,
$33,110.70
To widows of soldiers and seamen,
59,075.87
To'-orphans of soldiers and seamen, 8 715 80

State

are

t'ue real fountain* of knowledge and

power.

What these school* most need

is competent
can

teachers, those who know and which impart.
we can
There ii probably uo moans by
excite a

more intellibenefit our schools, and
gent interest iu them than by encouraging an
institution you hare already termed for this
School. The report of
purpose—the Normalthis
to be in a very flourthe Principal shows
As it is however
condition.
ishing
regarded
by many as still an experiment, there is naturally much wanting to enable it to fulfil perfectly the important ends for which tt was established. It would be woll, it seems to me,
if we have undertaken this
experiment, to
make the trial a fair and thorough one. The
liberal proposition of the trustees of Farming-

With regard to the operations of other public offloes or institutions I beg leave to refer
you to the reports of the several officers in

State has produced, cannot tail of a wide and
beneficial influenoe, and the College of Industrial Arts when in operation will be the means

For our contribution to the public institutions out of the State in which wo are interest-

tural

bringing to the development of the Agriculresources of Maine the best
which scieuco and skill have mastered.
But it is to manufactures that Maine must
look for her future glory. Sfteh remarkable
facilities as she presents tor enterprise in this
direction plainly indicates the part she is yet
to take in the productive industry of the world.
It is to manufactures she must look for the
discovery and development of her resources;
for the encouragement of her commerce and
agriculture; for tho retention of her best energies at home, and for the inflow of skilled and
useful citizens from abroad, and finally for the
payment of her debt and the m$ans of future
of

charge.

ed the usual

appropriations

aro a

matter ot

course.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
New Advertisements To-Day.

appliances

Boots and

SPECIAL NOTICE COUTH*.
Shoes—X. 12. Moseley & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Woodford’s Corner Dances.
The severe losses of some of our towns uy
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
fire should call forth every generous impulse to
Attorney at Law—R. W. Robinson.
aid them in recovering their position. PortGreat German Remedy.
Welcome’s
land is energetic in her efforts, and will go on
To Let—Front Rooms.
with scarcely a check in her proud career. In
Coal—Perkins, Jackson & Co.
Wiscasset the means and tho stimulus are not
For MillbrMgo and Cherryliold.
that by some of
so great, but it is to be hoped
Rooms to Let.
Stock and Fixtures of a Store for Sale.
the improvements now proposed she may yet
of Copartne ship.
Dissolution
recover her lormer prosperity.
Lumber—Perkins, Jackson & Co.
INTERNAL IMPROVEMENTS.
revenue.
ton Academy in regard to the
relinquishing to
The high price of breaustuffs in our markets
THK COURTS.
It cannot be expected of me to present an
the State their buildings, ground and apparais a matter which interests every household. It exhaustive argument on this
tus upon the
important subpayment of a claim by mortgage is well known that the chief reason of this is
MUNICIPAL COURT,
on the property amounting to 81,200, cannot
ject. I shall be pardoned however, if I venthe immense cost of transportation from the
ture to urge that this great interest receive at
JUDQK KINGSBURY PRESIDING,
but commend itself to tho friends of tho Norgrain fields ot the West to the Atlantic shores.
hands
emphatio encouragement. There
mal School. This appropriation, together with
Tiiubsday.—Joseph Cowan, John Sidney andj,
With a view to facilitate this transportation your
are those who deem it a sign of
that P.
tho sums estimated by the Principal as neces- efforts are
Davis, on search and seizure processes, paid $22.26
being made to open a perfect water a State furnishes large exportsprosperity
of
raw matefor
the
and
current
sary
completion
expenses communication between the
Mississippi anil rial. But we well know that it is mind, whieh each.
of the Institution, would,*without doubt, be a the Great
Lakes. The Fox and Wisconsin
Two boys, named Timothy Cochran and James
coming in contact with matter, gives it value.
judicious investment, the benefits of which rivers which flow in
opposite directions have The cost of the material is hut a small part ot Donahue, for larceny of stove polish and brushes
would be felt in every portion of tho State. It their
sources
a
mile
within
and half of each
from Howard’s stove store, were fined $10 each and
the worth of any commodity of manutacturo
will he a happy thing if this school shall bo
other and are connected by a canal. At certain
found so adapted to its ends, its usefulness and
designed for general use. The labor and skill the costs. They could not pay. and were sent (o jail.
of water, boats ot light draft have run
stages
the
on
it
is
the
or
source
ot
its
patexpended
principal
Oscar M. Reed, for drunkenness and disturbance,
necessity so clearly demonstrated,
through from Lake Michigan to the Mississip- final value. Therefore a State which merely
its acronage and demaud so much beyond
pi, but in 01 dinarv times tuis cannot lie done. exports raw materials, cannot thrive as one was obligod to pay a tine of $3 and costs.
comodations that wo are forced to an early
Tho Uquors soizod on the premises of James Carlin,
It is new proposed to improve the navigation of which finishes them to the last degree
requir- at
oponing of the other Normal School at Cas- the Wisconsin
river so as to make this comCapo Elizabeth. & short time since, were declared
ed for actual use before she puts them into the
tine, as now provided by law.
munication practicable and perfect. This imforfeited to that town, no one appearing to claim the
market. It is accordingly, a better sign to see
The income of the. school fund from tho
will
reduce
the
cost
of
fifteen
grain
a State importing raw material
and exerting same,
reduced, amount- provement
.Total,
$100,902.37 Bank tax is uow seriously The
cents a bushel, and as it is estimated that not finished goods. She then
sum raised by
This Pension Act expires by limitation Feb.
gives employment to
ing this year to 87,62(138.
less
bushels
ot grain will seek
than
1004X10,000
lias
been
1’. Y. M. C. A.—We would remind our readon
to
to
mind.
the
She
attracts a
increase.
skill,
industry,
23,1867. It will be seen that under the judi- taxation, however,
this nutlet tow ards an eastern market, the effect
cious administration of my predecessor it has
For tho last year this is $477,131 (B; making
producing population, and opens a thousand ers that the fifth lecture of the course arranged
call
he
on
the
foreseen.
It
is
a
readily
prices
avenues of prosperity.
Commerce is stimunot laid a heavy burden on the State. I beg
an average of upwards of $2 00 per scholar.
this society, will be given this eveniug at the
matter of great practical importance to us, as
Theauiouot of the Permanent School Fund
leave to suggest that it l»e continued for anothlated, agriculture becomes a necessity. The by
well as a benefit to the whole country; and 1
Central Church by Charles K. Tuckerman,
from
the
consumer
and
touch hands. Capa
derived
certain
er period, and somewhat
setting
of
apart
producer
portion
enlarged iu favor of
from the sale of public lands would respectfully recommend that you join ital does not lie dead in storehouses, nor Un- Esq., of New York. The subject of the lecture
aged and destitute parents of deceased soldiers the receipts
with the Legislatures of other States in memoAll related arts and
amounts at the beginning of the present year
and seamen.
ger in transportation.
raliziug Congress on tho subject ot improving employments receive an impulse, and the pros- is “The Young Citizen.” Mr. Tuckerman has
to
735
$220,
79—the sum ot So,0(H) having been
It had been my intention to suggest the pronever appeared before an audience in this
the navigation of the Fox and Wisconsin rivadded
within
a
becomes
mutual
and
few
city,
of
general. Look at
perity
days.
priety of memorialising Congress in behalf
I hare received a letter from the Goverers.
Since your last sossion the Agricultural ColEngland, not much larger than our own but from what has been said of his addresses
deceased soldiers’ families who cannot receive
nor
ot
Wisconsin
with
to
this
reference
matter
State and with far inferior natural facilities.
lege has been located at Orono, and during
the benefit of the United Suites pension laws
elsewhere, we anticipate a rich treat. The folwhich I shall take pleasure in laying belore
See what a system of industry has made of
for want of positive proof of death in the case.. the past season sortie operations have been
you.
her. Or take the manufacturing portions of lowing notice of a recent lecture of his, we cut
It seems unfair to throw the burden ot proof made upon the farm. For the perfect organiA survey of the Kennebec and Penobscot
from the New York Times:
New England, which have profited more from
on the
applicant ill such cases as are last re- zation of the institution everything remains rivers with a view to their navigation has just the cotton
of the South than tho States which
Charles K. Tuckerman delivered a lecture
ported “missing in action” or “sick in rebel to he done. Its complete establishment aud been
the Engineer Department
completed
by
it
all
not
be
and
seo
with
all
these
successful
still
working
together,
before the Young Men’s Christian Association,
depend upon your
obliged to
prison.” The widow should
wisdom. The College uow oeing located' the of the Uuited States. The results of tho suroings what has been done for man. Then in Fifth avenue last evening, on “The Versatilaccount to the government for her husband,
embrace matters ot importance to the
return to Maino, and look at the vastness of
but the government to the widow. I observe,
of Shakespeare’s Genius,” which was listpolicy of requiring tho Board of Trustees to ho vey
State, especially with refereueo to the obstruc- her natural forces, and the felicity of her po- ity
ened to by a goodly assemblage of ladies and
however, that a resolution lias within a few made up ol one from each county, though per- tions
now forming in the narrows of the
Penconsider
the
countless
that
into
is
no
wealth
is
sition,
days been introduced
Congress to meet haps desirable,
gentlemen with marked attention. The lecture
longer imperative. It apwhich may require your attention. The
suffered to pass unchallenged to tho sea,
tin* caso, and I refer to it to call the attention
was a common sense production, in that the
pears that it has been diflicult during the past obscot,
official report of the survey will be produced
the principal waters of the Penobscot,
of the Legislature to this important measure,
lecturer did not, like some of the modern magi,
year to obtain a quorum at the meetings of tho
through
for
examination
at
the
earliest
moment.
your
the
tho
more
than
that .you may, if necessary, lend it your colvenueheo,
Androscoggin,
Board, aud the importance of tile case sugsuggost wherein Shakespeare might have done
I beg leave in this connection to add another
the
There
is
of
Pactolus.
the
whether
it
he
not
gests
golden washings
inquiry
better, but contented himself with what all who
operation.
might
possuggestion in regard to bringing tlio extraor- something here to stimulate ns to reflection heard him could not but regard as a
While those things are done in recognition ot
sible to have this Board so composed, either
masterly
resources of this State to the knowledge
and to action.
We need not fear the enterto the
our obligations
analysis of the writings of the great dramatist.
country’s defenders, with a view to couvenienco of locality or to dinary
of tho public. Few of our citizens probably
of capitalists trom abroad, as if those
there is another side of the picture which it
It was oue of that class of lec'ures which, exprises
personal interest iu the institution, that this arc aware
how abundant and accessible is tho
men were carrying away something which beserious drawback to its success may not be enwere well not wholly to overlook.
There were
cept at long intervals, the people of this city do
water power of Maine. Still less is this known
countered at the outset. There are surely men
longs to us. It is far more true that those who not have an opportunity to hear—presenting
among the true men who served in the war
is
abroad.
It
by
capitalists
highly
important
and
the capital
the enterprise of New
iu 'his State in every section and of every
some 1990 deserters—a very small per centage,
the minds of the hearers with treasures drawn
par- that information in regard to our facilities for invest
and the West, are
but still too many. There were also some, ot
from fountains free to all, and in such a si vie
ty, eminently fit for that position, incapable of
England in tho Canadas
bo widely spread. YVe see what
which belongs to us.— as to
whom it is disagree aide to speak, who fled from
taking
something
away
lieiug influenced by sectional policy or politi- manufacturing
give ofnn incentive to reading. More' of
has resulted from the
the call of duty and took refuge within foreign
policy of tho Western The active employment of wealtli is like the this kind
cal partisanship, who with such a trust in their States in advertising their
lecturing among the people would
lands.
Tbc
twice
of
hands would join with single and steadfast
blest.
“It blesses him
borders to escape the draft. In our recent
public
qua ity
mercy
multiply the numbers who read books, and
of the water declivities of this State, it that
survey
him
that
and
to
build
takes.
"Men
and
coran
State election large numbers of these two classinstitution
ol
of
purpose
up
worthy
gives
necessity would turn much pocket money
the State and adequate to the demauds of the seems to me, would be one of the best public
es appeared at the polls and cast their votes.—
porations can have no advantage of their from channels of vice to the purcliase of benemeasures we could adopt,
lieports of this, wealth without spending it, and benefiting ficial and high-toned
Whether it is just to the soldier who otfeied times.
publications, and lead
carefully prepared anil printed, seutout through those around them. The Act for tho encoui
llus enterprise is worthy of the most judibis life for his imperilled country that his voice
! hosts of our young people from the haunts of
New England and the Middle States, would
cious caro of tho State, anu of the life-time deof manufactures, passed in 1864, has
should be silenced by the equal vote of one
agemont
and
iniquity
public disorder into the genial,
result in the investment of millions of foreign
votion of tho best men among us. It is oasy to
who denounced and defied his country, whethalready borne fruit. We have attracted the peaceful and pure highway of literature. Mr.
capital on our hitherto neglected waters. I attention ot capitalists. Saco and Biddeford Tuckerman
er it is sound policy to permit acts so
roceived a vote of thanks from the
unworthy coneeivo of such an iustitutiou made a College would therefore
respectfully recommend that a and Lewiston had already shown ns how beauti- audience for his able lecture.
of the- Industrial Arts as the original aet conof a citizen to go unrebukod, aud treason so
hydrographic survey be made of at ful cities spring up under the influence ot
overt to escape odium, is for you and the peotemplates, located iu a place affording speci- thorough
least
the
lower
sections
of our principal rivers; manufactures.
ple to say. Doubtless wo can out-vote such an mens of the various soils iu the State, near and that the
Augusta has now the promise
Legislative Club op Portland.—Last
very moderate appropriation re- of a new existence, and movements are on foot
element, hut it is still a grave question wheth- onougli to the sea for the practical study of maquisite tor that purpose be made during the at Bangor and Watorvillo and Brunswick to Saturday evening a society was formed by a
rine dressings and mariuo architecture (mat
er the traitor and deserter
deserve an equal
present session.
number of young men in this city, for the purt rs of importance in a State like ours), aud in
turn their waste into wealth.
share with the loyal defender in the privileges
The example
the v ieiuity of a water-power capable of movwill be contagious and wide spread, like tho
and protection of the restored country.
JHISCELLANKOIH.
pose of perfecting themselves in the art of pubsome
and
from
tho
east
and
ing
machinery
lightning coining
allowing experiments
Tho last Congress provided for a National
shining lic speaking, aud for acquiring a knowledge of
MIIJTIA.
iu irrigations, embracing a full course of pracover
to
the
west.
in
one
section
of
Art
at
tho
Prosperity
Gallery
Capitol, and invited each will react
The iluty aud advantage of au efficient Militical science and the mechanic arts, becoming a of the States to contribute two statutes of
Legislative rules aud the mode of doing public
upon another, and the whole State,
per- if we are true
tia organization is already recognized in this
to its interests, will rouse and
means of incalculable benefit to the internal
business.
sons eminent in their service.
Several
States
State. What is desired is a system neither so
prosperity of the State aud the glory ol' her are taking measures accordingly, and it maybe gird itself as a strong man to run a race. AlA Club was formed, a Constitutiou and Bycumbersome and expensive in its operation as to
namo. .Profiting by tho experience of the past
ready the modest little woolen mill at North Laws
deemed expedient for us to take the subject
be au embarrassment and burden, nor so leeble
adopted, aud the following gentlemen
Vassalboro’ has taken the first prize at the
but unlettered by its traditions, enunped by no into consideration.
as to neither render service nor command reelected officers: Stephen R. Small,President;
World’s Fair tor the finost cloths on exhibition,
servile imitation of foreign institutions shaped
It is perhaps known that there are in tho
spect. Tbe very elaborate and complete law by dissimilar demands,
the
State-Paper cilices of London and Paris im- and it will be our fault if in the course of time D. O’C. O’Donoghuo, Vice President; Chas.
passed in 1885, with what is provided and what best results of the latest comprehending
scholarship, in full portant documents relating to the early history our river-sides and lake outlets shall not be- H. Sawyer, Secretary, and J. W. Mansfield,
is left discretionary, allows, ifjudiciousiy adminharmony with tho living interests of the times, of Maine. It is a matter of interest' to us to come rivals of the most oelebrated seats of the
istered, a partial organization which may moot such an institution would afford au education
Industrial Arts.
Treasurer, with an Executive Committee comhave authentic copies of these procured to he
our demands, with a small force held
ready for far luoro valuable than could he obtained by placed in our archives.
intimately connected wiui mcse improveThe Historical Socieposed of the following gentlemen: A. H. Waite,
instant duty, but capable of being tilled up or
running through the “curriculum” of our col- ty has small a appropriation for this purpose to ments, both as a causo and a consequence of A. S. Way, E. W. Brooks, W. A. Graham and
even expanded, upoa au
without
emergency,
leges. It would be a chiet means of
which it may he desirable to add something to them—are increased facilities for intercourse.
T. M. Fisher.
delayer embarrassment. Tbe th id Section of intelligence aud enterprise withinincreasing
One of the chief means of modern civilization
our own
ensure its success.
that law, relating to lists of men liable to duThe debates of the Club will be conducted
and with the growing demand for
borders,
The suggestion has been mado that the busi- is tiie railroad. That stage is now reached in
ty to be furnished the Adjutant General by the skilled labor in connection with our
anticipat- ness of insurance has become so extensive in our progress wheu the people actually ieel upon the principle of a Legislature, and Hon.
cierlcs of cities, towns and plantations, has
ed public improvements, would open a thouthis State as to render tbu appointment of Com- their need of this means of commercial and
been complied with. Up 10 the present period
Jos. B. Hall has kindly consented to act as
sand opportunities to attract our young men
missioners desirable for its proper regulation. social intercourse, and wo must prepare to
no organization of tho Militia as
provided by from golden dreams oifortune or fame abroad. With this
the
I
meet
demand.
cannot
even
Speaker of the House while in Legislative
name
here
1
leave
the matter to your
reference,
the law lias been oidered, aud in view of the
Wo need something iu this State which will better
tho vari ius enterprises that will solicit yotir
session.
judgment.
anticipated action of Congress with regard to educate our
men
not
east
and
out of their propwest and north and
young
The Metric or Decimal system of measures
action, lrom
tbe adoption of a uniform Militia system for all
We commoud this society to all young men
er sphere, but into it; so that
south. I would not fail, however, to bespeak
when they are
now authorized by Congress is recommended
the States, and, what is
who desire to acquire a knowledge of Legislaofnusmall’importance,
educated they will not disdain to work. Somefor
them
a generous treatment as due to defor
the
of
tho Board of
adoption by
at the expense of the General
Secretary
Government, thing which instead of making a
leel that Agriculture and the Superintendent of fc chools. serving citizens and to portions of the State
tive rules and the art of public speaking.
wu oy or u part, it may bo
questionable wheth- he is bound to follow a learnedboy
profession The State of Maine was one of the first to com- which have not largely received our bounties.
er the complete organized on of our Militia at
it leads him to failure aud despair, will
The
and
North
American
though
mend
this
great
European
the present time is advisable. If it he proceedsystem to Congress, and in so doing
Larcenies.—Capt. J. B. Coyle hal a valuarather give dignity and honor to those"stations presented a strong argument
for its adoption, Railway has already received tokens of your
ea with, a liberal appropriation from the Treasble robe stolen from his sleigh ou Wednesday
in life which by far the greater part of us must
as well as the generous aid of Massachuthe
force
of
which
it
favor,
becomes
her
to
will
lie
found
recognize setts and the
ury
necessary for its effective opfill. Such an m tltution I believe can be made
in practice, and do what she can to diffuse ttie
respectful attention of Congress. evening, while he was paying a friendly visit to
eration. 1 beg leave to suggest, however, that
of our Collogc (,t industrial Arts; aud hence,
It doserves not merely our admiration hut our E. H. Elwell, Esq., at Woodford’s Corner.
benefits of this improved method.
in view of the importance of having a small
while I am not prepared to suggest any details
continued and active support. This enterprise,
M. C. A. Racklett' had a pair of boots stolen
force of well disciplined btate troops at comPROVINCIAL CONFEDERATION.
of its organization,! xcept to express the hope
so grand in its conception, pursued
by its pro- from the door of his
mand, the volunteer companies provided tor in that from
There is another
which
I
shop, under the Star office,
the beginning, everything that is
desire
to
subject
jectors with such untiring and self-sacrificing
the exi. ting law be encouraged, aud that such
to
bring
your notice, it is the scheme for the
done look to the execution of a plan, aud the
devotion, so important to the interests of the on Wednesday evening. The thief was purformations be eilected in localities whore it
of
consolidation
the
British
Provinces on our eastern portion of our State and to our most sued but he
ultimate realization of a complete idea, instead
escaped with his plunder.
may bo convenient, or perhaps in a manner to
of adopting temporary expedients to become border, which 1 believe to have been, along
central city, traversing the Acadiau peninsula
renew the companionships and preserve the
A couple ot boys stole some brushes and a
with the French Luipire of Mexico a
waste and cumbrance, I cannot but urge upon
of and bringing tho old world two days nearer to
part
proud memories of tho old service.
the great conspiracy against Liberty on this
box of stove polish from the stove store of Mr.
tho new, is destined I believe to bear a distinyou the meat earnest and generous interest iu
FINANCES.
youtuliil continent. This attempt to take adthis important Institution.
in our future history, and to work
Howard, on Wednesday. The rascals were
of tire Internal strife winch on engag- guished part
vantage
the
social
*of
and
the State finances you
results, commercial,
Upon
REFORM SCHOOL.
subject
political, such caught, and yesterday they were
ed our energies, aud to environ us with Monpolished off
as tho most sanguine
will not expect from me au elaborate exhibius can
among
scarcely in the
The subject of the Reform School deserves archies, was certainly not a scheme of those foresee. I am
to say that the first day
tion. 1 am, however, happy to inform you
Municipal Court.
happy
your especial attention.
Though its inmates who were friendly to our prosperity. It lias of tiie new year witnessed the beginning of
About 7 o’olock last evening a couple of felthat the credit of Maine, always high, has nevare those who are gathered up trom evil ways,
failed in its
design; but the ell'ort is now active operations on this road. The State must lows
er more completely nor
deservedly enjoyed tho and are detained there under sentence of a being made deep
opened tho door of Mr. Benjamin Fogg’s
in the British Parliament to ofl'eot
see to it that this great enterprise does not
confidence 01 capitalists than now! Inis is due
shoe store, ou Moulton street, seized a pair of
magistrate, yet we must regard this school as a the consolidation of the Provinces. If It is languish,
to trie judicious manner in which
previous part of our educational, rather than our penal successiUl, the result canuot hut be
boots and then closed the door aud thrust •
A provision adopted into tha constitution
injurious
Legislatures have met and provided l.r the fi- system. A recent visit to this school in com- to us. The friends of this
nancial necessities of the State. In 18J5 three
country in the Prov- some years ago lias withheld the Ntato from stick into the handle to prevent Mr. Fogg from
and
tho
with
inces
are
predecessor
Council,
my
earnestly opposing the scheme. It is lending her credit to any ot her own great enimportant measures were adopted; the policy pany
out. He soon broke the stick aud
satisfied me of the discretion and fidelity with
a matter of more concern to us than
of taxation to meet the current expenses, the
may apterprises. This might have been a wise pre- getting
which its internal affairs are administered.— pear at first sight, aud I cannot fail to
checli to a further increase ol' the funded
press caution against some threatening evil at that saw the scamps run through Commercial 8t.,
debt, The appearance of tho boys was certainly such tho subject
upon your attention, not doubting
time and since, while experiments had to ho
aud the institution of a sinking fund for its fibut as there w as no one in his shop he could
as to excite a deep interest in their behalf, and
that j ou Will see occasion to make such remonnal extinguishment.
These measures have
triod, and mistakes and losses made. But still not pursue them.
to create the earnest hope that this institution
strance
as
are
and
to
secure
the
more
you
able,
>
it
is
been followed by the best results.
not rash to affirm that we are thousands
may be the means of saving many such wanpotent dissuasions of the United States Govern- poorer in active population and millions poorTbe debt incurred during the war was very
I am impressed, however,
(lumbering the Blfrerts.
derers to
ment.
er in money to-day for th:s
hoavy. No less than $15,000,000, probably, were with tho society.
very provision.—
desirableness of Bept. rating, if possiMr. Editor:—Some three or four weeks ago
fussing from these miscellaneous topics I Whether we can afford to allow it to remain
contributed in one way and another to the nable, those of tcuder years and of scarcely an now invite your attention to subjects more in force is for you,
tional cause. For this we still owe, taking the
gentlemen, and for the peo- a citizen was summoned beforo Judge Kingsidea of crime, from others ol riper wicked ness,
our internal
State and the several towns together,
prosperity.
ple of the State to determine. The question is bury for cumbering Commercial street, who had
nearly whose conduct cannot but be contaminating. nearly concerning
what we are to do to save Maine. Outside capTHE FUTURE OF MAINE.
*12,000,000. liut while the puoiic debt was The
a small quantity of lumber
near
the railroad
impression seems to prevail that this esnever so great, the amount of
italists will not come to bui.d up our railroads,
private debts tablishment should he self-supporting. But
Nothing is more obvious than that Maine has and
was probably never so small.
The high pay
they require ns to prepare our waterpow- track in the same way that mauy others had
not developed her resources last and far
when
we consider the youthful years of most
enough er for use before they will invest.
which various services have commanded has
We are in
theirs, and have to thiB day. He paid his fine
of tho inmates, it is not easy to see how that to afford a field for tile vigorous ani onterpruenabled a large number of our citizens to clear
the habit now of granting authority to the
and cost, and his lumber was moved and other
ing spirit of her sons, and hence they go forth towns
The whole subcan be reasonably expected.
Iheir estates of mortgages and cancel thoir
to pledge their credit to certain improvefull of difficulties, which will be duly drawn by more inviting prospects abroad, and
lumber piled in tho place of it. Commercial
meets in which
are vitally interested. But
outstanding obligations. The permanent loans ject is to
that
restless
impelled
they
The
notice.
affairs
of
of
perhaps
by
general
energy
brought
your
this will not meet the present necessity. The street continues to be lnmbered and obstructed
represented by .State bonds at the commcnce- this
soul which has been the vital impulse of hiswill be laid betore you in the
institution
lneut of tile
town bonds could only be negotiated in their
now as then, notwithstanding the promise of
present year amount to *5,127,500,
which com- tory and has made tho world what it is.
The
of the Board ot
they having been reduced the past voar by tbe Reportsome of our' most Trustees,
world doubtless is a gainer by this diffusion of own vicinity, and would moreover exhaust prieminent and philanthe City Marshal to clean the whole street of
prises
vate
resources
at
the
start.
The
payment of *37,050 which had matured. The thropic
endorsevery
energy aud intelligence; hut it is doubtlul
citizens.
lumber near the track. X would like to know
1 aau ol 1805, made under tho auwhet her the State can longer afford to be a ment of the State would at once attract fortemporary
INSANE HOSPITAL.
and leave home capital and
thority of law in anticipation of the collection
if it is right that one man should be pursued,
mere nursery for the
investment,
eign
missionaries
of
civilizathe
of
the
Insane
For
condition
ol the State tax lor that
Hospital
you
to
private eneigy
tion. It is a serious matter to have five thouscomplete the work.
year, to enable the
complained of, and fined tor lumbering the
are referred to the Report of the Superintendtreasurer to reimburse cilies, towns and
I
would
be
the
last
to
counsel
a
which
and a year in excess of the number we receivo
policy
plantations for aid furnished in
street, while others are allowed to pile their
would
our credit in the market or
previous years to ent. it will be seen that still further enlarge- from abroad, and of the most valuable
portion add thedepreciate
families of soldiers, amounting to the sum of ments are required to provide lor the greatly
lumber on the street, and keep lumber in the
fraction of a mill to the taxation alof OHr population, emigrate from the State.—
*044,141.50, has been paid during tliu past year. increasing number who apply for the privileg- Yet a stuny of the last census returns will show ready too heavy upon the people. But I be- same place for months?
Fair Play.
es of this Asylum.
A wing
Added o this, in the same
to
lieve
the
case
bo
met
in
a
there
have
which
may
corresponding
that this was the balance against us for each of
period,
way
the oue
constructed for
been invested in the bonds of the
would have precisely the contrary effect.
pathe previous ten years, aud doubtless tho proState, *123,- tients is recentlyfor the immediate female
Provision
Stoke.—Our friend Mr. Edmund
welfare of
000 for the sinking lund, which now amounts
I trust it will not be deemed an undue boldrequired
portion is even greater since tho war.
the inmates. It may seem soon to suggest anto *248,000.
Winsliip, one of the popular dealers in provisThe amount of scrip ior soldiers’
ness If I venture to put the question whether
And yot Maine is a State of magnificent rebounties, issued under resolve of February 18 other appropriation for this institution, hut the sources. Her three thousand luiles ol sea it would not be available for the State to open ions in Warren Market, was burned out of both
1805, amounting to *355,000, is pavalde at the’ i need is oue which should be met without un- coast, her millions of acres of forests primeval her hand just wide enough to give a limited house and store at the great fire. But wo are
When this proposed addition
Treasurer’s office, with interest,
guarauty, by her endorsement, to such of her
and renascent, the quarries and ores of her
to perceive he is again at his old business.
February 1st necessary delay.
01 the current year.
public enterprises as she might select, witli glad
Provision has been made j is made, the building will bo architecturally
hills, her fertile valleys and broad pastures of such
He has associated himself with Mr. Andrew
as
can
with
be
and
as
1
restrictions and securities as should enlarge
profit
hitherto-untried capacity, the
for this by the State tax of the past year. This complete,
measureless
It has been oue of the
used lor this puriio.se.
sure her against any reasonable likelihood ot
is a creditable exhibit for the Slate.
Leighton, late Clerk of the Milk Street Markone-tentli
power of her inland waters
problems of philanthropists and political econ- of her wide domains; these, covering
loss, or tho necessity of asking a single dollar et, who was also burned
to say nothing of
To this account, moreover, there is to be addout, and the firm have
omists bow we can best provide for that unforof the people in the way of taxation.
ed our claim against the United States for our
geographical position, bolding tile frontage of
taken tho store No. 356 Congress street, just
tunate class of citizens which seems to increase
I have been thus particular in these suggesthe continent witli
more than
the
famed
expenses m raising troops for the national deThe great
with the advanco of civilization.
tions, and at the same time have based them above Oak street, where they will keep a supcontrol of the outlets of the Mississippi, make
fence in the early pari 01 the war. These adexperiment abroad has been, as a measure of Maine a field where great things
upon principles so obvious, because I feel tlio
vances we cheeriully made at a time when the
should be, and
ply ol provisions and country produce. They
as
of
as
well
the
practical wisdom,
humanity
importance of doing something for the will
General Government tound itself in a tearful
yet will bo wrought. Maine is comparatively urgent
of chronic and quiet cases from
always be supplied with all tho artideliverance
of
Maine
from
her
separation
ai.d
lethargy
new ground aud should attract rather
than
emergency without preparation and almost those of more acute and disturbed
cles of a choice kind in the way of meats, poulunder which she lias buried her taltype, and to repel civilization. But it
without credit, and it is but reasonable to exthe
timidity
presents
anomaly
an
the
for
afford
former
agreeable
ents. We have been too long content with the
opportunity
of sending forth an emigration such as might
try, game, &e. Both of the partners have had
pect that they will be liberally met. The who.e salutary and useful occupation.
The Clerdoubtful compliment that "‘Maine is a good
bo expected only in old over-worn and overamount of this claim was »l,I44.dl9.90.
Of mont
good experience in the provision business, aud
and Colony
in Franco embodState
to go from.”
She
must
Asylum
be
a
made
good
this there has been already allowed #444,470.08,
populated countries, and those where political State to come
know well how to cater for the public.
ies the best results of these investigations, and
and
to
live
in.
We
to,
want
to
or social despotisms
and disperse their
leaving at present disallowed and suspended, besides
induce our young men and women to remain
great success in the treatment of pa- citizens. This is an depress
evil so contrary to tho
$702,849,82. Meantime, the direct tax laid on
Nbat and Pretty—Tho Directors of the
tients, is a source of immense profits arising common course of
among us, and better themselves and us and
the Stale by tiio Government amounted to
aud
the law's of civsociety
from the productive labor of the inmates. Our
tiie
State by so doing; and to invite others of Portland Railroad have furnished the conduc$421,000, of which about #221,000 has been paid, j own State has not neglected this humane and ilization, that we should look into the causes of noble
ambition, together with those who tors of the cars with a neat and
it and if possible apply a remedy.
leaving a balance against us in that item of
And it may he found that iu
protty badge,
look no higher than honest industry to
necessary care.
The crisis is now favorable. The high duties
about $.100,000. The general balance in our fawhich is worn upon the breast of the coat. The
our future provisions the erection of farm cottheir
efforts and their fortunes with
join
laid upon foreign productions as a
vor ul upwards of $400,000, we have a
necessity of our own.
right to tages in the vicinity of the Institution, and un- revenue
The
whieli
are
numbered from 1 to 12, so that any
for the payment of the interest on our
prompts a badges
insist on as justly our due. The administraspirit
der the same supervision, will be a better plan
man
to
where he can prosper most, is
National debt, will tend
tion of the Slate pension law made such deone who has a complaint to make agaiust a
directly and for years certainly go
than the erection of another distinct and exif not praiseworthy. We
pardonable
to come, to encourage home
mands upon the time of the Executive
industry ami the would not imitate the example of
conductor has only to observe his number.—
during pensive establishment.
despotic govtub past year that he was not able to
development ot our natural resources. The ernments which
give this
restrain tiie ambitious spirits But the conductors, wo believe, are all gentleSTATE PRISON.
claim the attention it deserved. The matter is
Internal Kcvenuo System will be forced to such
of their citizens from seeking better fortunes
men and no complaints have ever been made
The affairs of our State Prison have for sevnow, however, in a lair way of adjustment,
a.modification us to tax profits only and not to in other
We may adopt a policy which
ami every effort will he made to ensure a
eral years been a subject of congratulation.—
cripplo capital, and give a new impulse to en- will he lands.
of them.
it profitable against any
equally
potent
by
making
In
settlement.
has
become
a
source
of
The
Prison
inwith
the
speedy
profit
comparison
terprise.
advantages to others to live and labor and prosper with us.
which will ultimately accrue from this state
It appears
stead of a burden to the State.
it is needless tor me to commend to you the
It is not necessary for this end to sacrifice the
Burglary.—Wednesday night the store of
policy of continuing the annual tax of threo- from the Report ot the W arden and Inspectors of things, even so enormous a public debt as individual good to that of the State. These Messrs. Shirley Sc Howe, corner of Commerours will he scarcely worth a
that the management of that institution for the
lourths of a mill on the dollar of the valuation
thought. And interests should be identical. We should not cial
Street and Union Wharf, was entered by
of 1800 as a means of gradually paying off' the
past year has been even more successful than now is tho moment, when surplus capital hesitate if at the outset this demand
appeals to burglars, who stole about one hundred dollars
public debt. This small tax yields#l23,0U0 dol- before. The earnings of the prisoners, besides abroad is seeking locations for profitable in- our generosity. Some of the seed thus
sown
the current expenses for the year past
lars a year, and we may
vestment, when thousands of our young men
payinga balance
worth of tobacco.
thereby without a se- leave
The rogues effected their
may not indeed be quickened except it die hut
to the credit of the Institution
have come home and are considering the subrious burden upon any year maiutain a sinkthe bloom and the fruit will
and bring
entrance by breaking one of the panes of glass
While
to
the
of
$288.57.
according
Warden, ject of a business aud settlement for life, and better times. Nor should we come
ing fund which will nearly extinguish our debt
ever forget how
full praise for the results of his administration,
when the friends of Maine must take large
in the front window. The broken condition of
at maturity.
Uniortunatcly our chief resource it
is the reflex influence of a flourishing
is obvious that the task of making the prison views, and spare no pains nor reasonable ex- powerful
for the Treasury is taxation of the
the window was discovered by a po.iceman,
State on the people who compose it; the monupeople. Other sources of revenue to tlie .State
self-sustaining is by no means so difficult as it pense to bring before the minds ol enterpris- ments of
have been
herenterprise, her industry,her skill, who watched tho placo for some time, but the
is in the case of the Reform School.
It may
cut oh, or turned into the channels of the .Naing and far-seeing men the superior and exnay of her self-sacrifice and generosity are a burglars did not make their
be unusual, hut it certainly is not surprising,
tional Treasury. The means of
traordinary advantages she presents, and in- silent
appearance.
meeting our that
and
inevitable educator, standing tiirough
liabilities are therefore much diminished. But
upwards of a hundred convicts, mostly augurate, if possible, a new era for the Slate. the
lapse of years eloquent with some of the
able-bodied men, some of them skilled workTho lumbering operations of this State conIn the early settlement ef our country the
tile burden of taxation has been
cheerfully
stitute an important feature of its activities.— deepest lessons which it is tiie end of human
borne because of its manifest necessity, and bemen, should be able, under anything like judigreatest anxiety was, how our people could get
government and human society to evolve and
cause of the
well-grounded belief that at no cious management, to make their earnings This business during the past year lias been ex- impress.
enpugh of good wholesome food. Now the
distant day it will he materially lessened. I am
yield an income equal to the expenses of the ceedingly large and lias yielded unusual reAim tnrougn
you, gentlemen, let me say to
manner of living has changed, so that
happy to s.ate tlia accord ig to the Treasur- Institution. With the present number of in- turns.
many
tlie
young men of Maine, that with a spirit and
mates the average earnings of $150 would more
ane urancu ur ministry lor which Maine lias
er’s estimate for the coming year, our tax
people
really suffer, and enough of every kind
an cnPi'gy like theirs devoted to her interests it
may
than meet the estimated expenses of the prisbeen hitherto most distinguished is that of
be considerably reduced as compared with last
is not difficult
toforeseetheday when this State around them. Why is this? It is because their
on for the coming year.
We may reasonably | shin-building.
With a population of half a
year. Thfcre is also reason to hope that the
shall he not merely the landing place of civilifood distresses them. Buy one bottle of Main’s
wardebtof the States including that of the expect, therefore, that the financial prosperity million she has for years furnished a third part zation and the
gateway of nations, but in the Elderl>erry Wine and
of the State Prison will not only continue, but of the tonnage of the United States. At the
several towns, incurred as it was to preserve
you will get relief. Then
arts ot life and the fruitionsof virtue shall have
the national existence at a time when its own increase.
present moment this business is not profitable,
a
buy a case.
dec4tt
There are other interests of the Institution
hut still many of our staunchest citizens, wrought character of blended youth and mameans were insufficient, will he assumed by the
turity that will make her in the eyes of the Old
which deserve attention. You will observe the
trustful of the future, are keeping up the presGovernment of the United States.
Wellcome’s great German Remedy recomWorld
the
ever young and vigorous
West, and
Upon this important subject of the Finances emphasis with which the Inspectors recom- tige of their yards. Commerce is not active, to the Mew, the ricli and
mends itself to all who use it foi throat and
teeming Orient.
mend the appointment of a permanent chapand our fisheries have fallen oil' from the venI do not undertake to advise.
You the chosen
JOSHUA
L.
CHAMBERLAIN'.
lain.
Another
of
lung difficulties. Thousands declare it superiimportant topic their Report tures of former years.
representatives of the people, fully understand
their wants and their abilities.
or to any other.
Agriculture, uiuler all its disadvantages,lias
For details of is the urgent need of extensive improvements
You will find it so by using
in the nnson buildings. The enlargement of still been our chief resource as a means of revthe transactions of the
The Colliery Explosions. It is stated
the estimates
it.
Treasury'
jan4—dlw
the
Prison
and
the
work shops is now an
oi luture expenses and the means of
enue. Hut it has scarcely yet readied with us
that
the
cause
of
the
confidently
meeting j
Staffordshire
them you are referred to
imperative necessity. The prison is already the dignity of a science, nor have wc even explosion has been discovered, the blackthe interesting report
Theatre.—This evening is set apart for the
over c owded with convicts, anil
of the Treasurer of State.
many arc ot made it a successful art. The knowledge re- smith,s safety lamp was found with its
benefit of Miss Rachael Johnson, on which ocsuggestions made iu the report of the j necessity maintained in County Jails where quisite to supply the deficient elements of the and the flame at once ignited the top off,
It
n
gas.
labor
can
he
their
oi
no
and
Bank Commissioners will also
their sanitaprofit,
soil, or to restore exhausted ones, aud the skill seems that the blacksmith usually has his casion a new play, by Matilda Heron, entitled
claim your at- i
tenuou.
to develops its latent powers, have had hut
ry and moral condition cannot be properly
work close to the shaft, where there is no dan“Belle of tho Season,” will be presented.
cared f r, and at an annual expense to the
little charm lor those whose minds are busy
EDUCATION.
ger of explosion, and he is therefore enabled
State of $2,000. Upon an increase of convicts,
with dreams of easy fortunes abroad.
Our
to use a common lamp. In this ease the unfoundation of our distinctive
The Portland Circulating Library will close
Now Pn</which is not improbable, the niconvenience
young men, accustomed to work hard for meaand character is Education. our
fortunate man seems to have strolled
into the at 7 o’clock promptly,
ohurchis
and burden to the State will become very great.
gre returns, and ignorant of our own r eh soils interior of the pit, and hence the
and our schools are the source and
excepting on Saturday
sustenance
melancholy
as yet undeveloped, are
It is therefore a matter of economy and a neot our social prosper.ty. The union of
easily won by glowing result. In the case ot the Oaks Pit explosion, night, when it will close at U o’clock.
Church
accounts of soils where nature has forestalled
of the public welfare to make a liberal
and State is not consistent with the
by which at least 400 persons lost their lives,
Jan. 4—6t
spirit of cessity
the labor or skill of man, and of harvests vast three several
for the enlargement of the State
our institutions; nor is our
explosions had occurred since
system of educa- appropriation
Prison.
and
fruitful
the
beyond
tion as in some countries, so monopolized
highest rewards of toil the 11th ultimo, loud and alarming, and much
by
at home. Acknowledging with
THE STATE.
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.
the government as to make it a despotism inpride the rich- opaque smoke came out of the pit. Every
ness of those regions in whose
In this connection I am constrained to refer
prosperity we all effort was being made to extinguish the tiro
jurious to intellectual growth as it is to spiritclaim
a
we
to
a topic
must still remember that
—We see it stated in various quarters that
share,
in the mine, but the danger being
ual advancement.
At the same time it bewhich, however painful to our sensigreat they
comes us not only as a personal obligation but
bilities, duty requires us to consider. The law, mere fertility of soil is not the only thing to be proceed but slowly. Everything like’ hope the shipbuilders of this State are proposing to
as it now
considered as a means of
Not
to
of
as a duty we owe society, to cherish the instianv
more
the
bodies
recovering
prosperity.
stands, evidently contemplates
has passed hold a convention at Augusta, some time the
of other drawbacks, the distance from a
execution of capital
tutions and practices of religion. Next to this
away. Subscriptions for the ktreaved are
punishment. The Gov- speak
®
ernor is required to
market makes the farmer dependent on transpresent winter, to take into consideration the
it is the duty of the guardians of the public
made.
fix a day and issue a warliberally
portation monopolies. So that our exuberant
welfare to provide the best means in their powsame, with the proviso that the
disadvantages under which that branch of
West has, of late, witnessed the spectacle of
er for the intellectual culture of their
How to Propose. A party of ladies and
-'odl not he inflicted
manufacture labors in consequence of the presyouth. within a
her thrifty farmers reduced to the desperate,
yeai alter sentence
Our State is by no means backward io the inwere laughing over the
Tim snirit ol the
gentlemen
supposed ent tariff. It is proposed to petition Congress
law and the sentence of tu
economy of burning their grain for fuel while
terest she takes in the matter of public Inawkwardness attending a declaration of love
hand
to pass an act allowing^ drawback on
all the civilized world was crying for bread.—
struction. Upwards of four thousand school
when a gentleman remarked that it ever he
many of
execute
either
on
the. other, constitute a practical
houses in a population of some six huudred
discrctoanov al- The advantage of a near market is, and will he ottered himself he would do it in a collected tlie dutiable articles which enter into the conwell
known.
No Executive
more and more, ours. This avails in ways which
and business-like manner. “For instance,” struction of
thousand, and an annual direct taxation of ready
to
ships; the shipbuilders to pay in
resume the stern duty so nearly
half a million dollars in
he continued,addressing a lady present “Miss
obsolete even might not be obvious at once. Our farmers,
support of schools— l
not to speak of
hough the law plainly requires it, and the ne- for example, may not be able ill this climate to Smith, I have been two years looking for a the first instance the duties on those articles,
as much more often connearly
tributed in other
glect may he in itself weak and injurious
produce from their sheep the fine wool of the wite.I am in receipt of about three hundred a and when the ship is completed, to draw from
ways—show an intention
Were it not that the statute of capital punish- 1 Western States, hut they have the counter*“the
year, which is on the increase. Of all the lathe government an amount equal to the duties
intelligence, wisdom and gen- ment has been kept
alive
one
s,
by
,s
litary en- balancing advantage of a ready sale for every dies of my acquaintance I admire you tho
that
th.it this outlay has not yet manifest,however,
dorsement within thirty years, it might he i part of the animal, which makes the profits of
paid.
indeed
1
love
reached the best remost;
you, and would
looked upon as outlawed.
suits of which it would seem
Meantime murder
—The Parmer says the Augusta C*ty Counsheep raising equal to those of regious where make you my wife." “You flatter me bygladly
vour
The
capable
the
on.
Death
sentences
arc passed, and the
woe 1 is
interesting report of the Superintendent of goes
everything aud the meat nothing. preference,” good-humoredly replied Miss cil has passed an order authorizing the Mayor
Our
is
crowded
with
Common Schools shows that there is
rich
inmates
tor
life.
facilities
affords
prison
Smith, “I refer you to my father." “Bravo!” to petition the
pasturage
peculiar
much to
for the
Legislature for authority to
be done before our schools can he
It is not my purpose to argue in any manner
raising of stock, aud this has become ail exclaimed the gentlemen. “Well, I declare!”
regarded ...
loan the credit of the city, for the purchase of
best subserving their ends. It is mit
But I wish simply to important item of our Agricultural interests,
the
question.
said
general
the ladies,in a chorus. The lady and genthat we
it
would
attention
nfK'd to remodel our system, but to
not
great
be well, if we
being now given to the rearing tleman, good reader, Were married soon after. the franchise and property of the Water Powbring to ef- suggest whether
of animals of choice blood. There is now
ficient operation the present one. Our comcannot make our practice conform to our law
Wasn't that a modest way of “coming to the
er Company, and other real
estate, as contemtherefore encouragement for our
to make our law agree with our practice. Eithmon ana x>nmary schools deserve our first
and
farmers, and point,” and a ladylike method of taking a man
er abolish
best care. We must begin at the bottom and
agricuUure as a pursuit. The liberal policy at his word?
plated in the action of the legal meeting of citcapital punishment altogether, or fix lor
of
build up, rather than begin at the
upon a day after the year of grace on which the
izens held on the 9th of October last.
the. State towards actual settlers on her new
top and sentence
build down. Institutions of
shall he executed. The practice hav- lands is inviting many; the explorations and
of high
—A child of a Mr. Hurley, living in Bangor,
—Before the Lewiston Municipal Court,
learning
grade doubtless have an important influence ing been so long what it is, it is but just if the surveys have done something in this direction;
was so badly burned on Tuesday from its clothes
the distinguished ability aud zeal of our
Wednesday, Rufus L. Larrabee and W. Y.
warrant is to be issued at
on the community, but the hundreds of
to lay it upon the
Board
all,
modest
pwr
Executive as a duty, rather than to leave it to of Agriculture whose Reports are among the taking fire at the stove in the absence of its Harmon of Durham, on a warrant charging
,lt
«a*T nuoJjs awl corners of the
most interesting and valuable documents the
hiuftia (Uncrown.
that it died the same

Sroduced

Windows ef Edward 8. Bows’* house in Dnrham, three years ago, were hound over for trial
Rutus L. Xiurrabeo
lathe sum of $100 each.
was then arraigned on a warrant charging hiut
with butchering S. R. Miller’s liotse iu Durham. This is the same Larrabee that was last
week bound over in the sum of $300, on tbe
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The Great New

general Toilet

soap.

The White Tine

Norr Throat, Cold*,
Diptherin,
Afro ichiti*, Spittiug of Blood, suit »*ulnion irjr Affection*, generally. •■* is
n
Kciuarkable Kemedy for Kidney Complaint*, Diabetes, Difficulty of
Trine, Bleeding from the Kidney* nun
Bladder, C*ravel and other complaint*.
For File* and Scurvy, it will be found
▼cry valuable.

Cough*,

gNdec24tofeblO

AV toy Suffer from Sores ?
use ot the ARNICA OINTMENT,
easily be cured. It lias relic veil thousands
you
from Burns. Scalds, CnAPrED Hands, Sprains,
chilblains, Sore Lips, Warts, Cuts, Boils,
Eruptions, and every complaint of the Skin. Try
cau

Give it

for HALE’S
all Druggists,

sure

sn

Some

Sold

W.

dim

•Folks

Can’t

Sleep

Nights.—Wo

arc

prepared

to

A

Cough, A

I

A

Sore

Cold,

1

or

Throat,

REQUIRES

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION,
AND SHOULD BE CHECKED.

or

a

per-

Throat Disease,

manent

Consumption,

BllOWN'S
BRONCHIAL
HAVINQ

TROCHES

A DIRECT INFLUENCE TO THE
GIVE IMMEDIATE RELIEF.

TROCnES ARE

USED

Singers

WITH

and

a

New York.
Ar at Antwerp 19th ult,
Callao.
Sid I6tb, St Paul. Marrin,

ALWAYS GOOD 8UCCES8.

Public Speakers

find Troches useful in clearing the voice when
takon before Singing or Speaking, and relieving the
throat alter an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.
The Troches are recommended and prescribed by
Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent
men throughout the country.
Being an article oi
true merit, and having proved their efficacy by a test

LOZENGES.

new

NEW AD VERTISEM ENTS.

gtTad

Troches

are

Obtain

aud do not take any of the worthless imitations
«lhat may be offered, sold everw here
Dec 4—d&w6m sn

SURE

OR

REMEDIES.

CHILBLAINS, &c.,

PROVES

help

o

For Conghe, Colds aud Consumption,
the old and well known VCGKTABLE
PaJLHIOJYAHY BALAAM, approved and used
by our oldest and most celebrated Physicians for forty
years past. Got the genuine.
REED, CUTLER & CO., Druggists,
dec24sNd&wGiu
Boston, Proprietors.

ally.
Febl9.

Try

Coal for

Coal !

s

Ranges, Furnaces,

PAULOK

ana

At

E. Ilealey.

Dissolution of Copartnership.
Copartnership here tot;
existing under ths
THE
the
of
re

name

L. B.

for

HAM,

THE THROAT, LINGS AND CHEST,
EVEN

W. A.

GRAHAM,

at

lOO

GBEEIt

NTBEET.
L. B. GRAHAM,
W. A. GRAHAM.

The subscriber will continue the Iran
Fonndry
Baniiic.. at the Shop recently occupied by L. B. ot
W. A. GRAH.LM, 100 GREEN STREET.
I,. B. GKAHAn.

January

date.

Moro Castle.New York. .Havana.Jan
Nova Scotian.Portland.... Liverpool.J an
Allemannia.New York.. Hamburg.dan
City of Cork.N. w York.. Liveri»ooi.dan
Australasian.New York.. Liverpool.Jan
fcagle.New York.. lla\ana.Jan
Hiv/crn an.Portland. ...Liverpool.Jan
Pennsylvania.New York. .Liverpool.Jan
Hanza.New York, .lirewuu.Jan

&

this day dissolved by mutual consent.
All accounts of tho lato Arm will be nettled by L. B. GRAla

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS
from

LEIUGn.

PEBKIN9, JACKSON A CO.,
High Street Wharf, 302 Commercial,
Foot of High street.

Lowell, Dec. 25, very suddenly, of disease of the
Mrs. Sarah H., wife ot Daniel II. Warren,

name

LII91P

TON*

a

J;tn4dtf

NEARLY

Awthma and every
ntfrrtion of

Ca.b.

lot of DRY SLAB WOOD, sawed In stove
length, delivered in any part of the city.

IttO
AIho

62 years.
In Benton, Dec. 20, of typhoid fever, Miss Emma
A. llodgdon, aged 21
years.
In Baih, Dec. Jl, Mrs. Rachel Domnll, widow ot
the late 'J hos. Donnell, aged 74
years.
In Phipsburg, Dec. JO, Mrs. Mary Hutchins, aged
71 ycaiS.
In Bath, Dec. 27, Mr. Daniel Tibbetts, aged 64
yrs.
5 months.
In Phipsburg, Dec. 27, Mrs. Abigail Coffee, aged
81 years.
In North Auburn. Dec. 26, Mrs. Betsey, wife ol
Jabez Merrill, aged 64 years 6 months.

lutluvuxtt, Whooping Cough, Croup.
I.ivcr ComplaiutH, Krom-lirtiN,
DifHcully of Breathing,

Tar

small lot of

NICE BLACKSMITH’S COAL.

| agol

CENTURY,

STOVES,

llale*

EI?,York,

In

With the most astonishing success in curing
Cough*, Cold*. UourMt u<-»M, More Throaty

I,»w
A

heart,

BALSAM

INCLUDING

Coal !

'66—sxeodT.T.SA weow

_DIED.

CHERRY !
A

Halve!

In Lewiston, Dec. 23, John S.
Bangs and Miss Eva
Lomoard, both of Wobster,

—OF—

HALF

Me.

Send two dozen more of Wellcome’* Pain Curer.
It is doing won-lei s here, and throws Perry Da vis’s
Into the shade. One case of Sciatic Rheumatism lias
D. N. K1 DDElt.
yielded to it.
Bristol, N. II.
Sold by the Trade.
I. C. UELIAOnE 3c CO.,
Prepared by
jan4eod&wtt
Yarmouth, Me.

In Leu Eton. Dec. 23, Orou I).
llinkley and Martha B. Ilojgkins.
In Lisbon, Dec. 16, Edward Marr and Miss Fannie

A Mure Pile Care.
DR. GILBERT’S PILE INSTRUMENT
positively
c\jres the worst cases of piles. Sent by mail on receipt of $4^ Circulars fee. Sold by druggists. Agents
wanted everywhere.
Address J. B. ROMAINE,
Manager, No. 575 Broadway, New-York. oc2Gd3msN

BEEN U8ED

Augusta.

&e

—AND—

Druggist, Bangor.

HAS

Your Liv.r Regulator is a 1 sold. Send us more.
The people speak highly of It.
YOUNG * CUTLER.
Camden, Alt.
V. P. C. I regard Wellcome’s Vegetable Pain Curthe
best
er,
thing 1 ever saw for internal pain and
sore throat and lung
1. WIGHT.

HALVE!

city, Jan. 2, by Jas. Furbish. Esq., George
Miss Annie True, all of this city.
In Newry, Dec. 31, by Orrin
Foster, Esq., Edwin
H. Stearns, ol Newry, and Miss Esther A. Kidder,
ol Bethel.
Doc. 27, Howard L. Staples and Augusta

Warren’s Cougii Balsam.
The l*cst Remedy ever compounded lor Cold",
Cou](hM) Catarrh and Coimuiupliou, and all
diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
fcfr*For sale by all Druggists. Manufactured by
B. F. BRADBURY)

WILD

u

hundrod dollars’ benefit to me, for Liver com8. LoitlNG.

ono

In thi9

It. Davis

A
the act of
Congress approved J uly 27,1866, to
furnish parties building on the burnt district with
Buglish Pure Lead and Linseed Oil,
DUTY FREE. Parties wishing to purchnso Paint
stock will call at 80 COMMERCIAL STREET.
BCBOBSS, FOBJEt* & CO.
decSsNlm

WI&TAR'S

M

plaint long standing.
No. Yarmouth, Ale.

MAKUIED.

Relief for the Sufferers by the Fire.
rPHE undersigned have made arrangements under

octl5d*w8NGm

Celebrated

(1

«

L. R. 1 was afflicted eight months with Cat her la
mouth, throat and stomach. It assumed an alarming lorin. I had to quit tininess. 1 took hrce bottles ot Wellcome’9 Liver Regulator and am quite another man. I have resumed business again.
8. 8. NASON.
Bangor, Me.
Wellcomc’s Liver Regulator has been worth more
than $R0 to my wile, lor Live. Complaint.
C. WRITE.
Bichmontl, Me.
Wellcome’s Liver Regulato has been more than

Is prompt in action, soothes the pain, takes out the
soreness, and reduces the most sngry looking swellings and inflammations, as if by magic; thus affording reliet and a complete cure.
only 25 cents a box; sent by mail lor 35 cents.
SETH W.FOWLE & SON, 18 Tremont -St, best or..
Proprietors. Sold by Druggists ami dealers gener-

Positively

Remedy.

tlio beat Medicine I ever saw for Cough*.
Cold*, and ifronchitis. It has cured me ot a bau
case.
S. H. PARTRIDGE.
1 tin 1 Welloome’3 G. G. Kemkdv superior
to any Medicine 1 ever use in lntluens* and Asthma.
1 ch ert'ul y recommend it to the suffering.
Ain*. J. H. CONANT.
Jiichuwnd, Me.
I was sick one year, tin lly had a Co ncil of aix
took
their
doctors,
prescript on*. I .hen took one
bottle o Welcome's G. G. Remedy and got uiord
from it than all else 1 have taken.
E. J. WALTON.
Watertown, Vt

everywhere.

AC E’H CELERK.4TED

Orace’M

R.

Wellcome’s Great German

Cures in a very short time
OLD SORES, BURNS, SCALDS, CUTS,WOUNDS,
BRUISES, SPRAINS,CHAPPED HANDS

Dlt. T. K. TAYLOR, 17 Hanover Street, Boston,
has received the new Frencn Remedies and mode* ol
treatment practised by Drs. Dumas and Ricord—Sale
effectual in all
pleasant and warranted
Diseases of the Blood, Urinary ana Renrodnctive Organs, aud all Irregularities aud Complaints peculiar
to Women.
Enclose stamp and receive full particuars by mail.
n
oct7-d&w3in

TIDINGS !

W.

liam A. Batchelor. All others are mere
imitations,
and should be avoided.
Sold by all Druggists anu
Perfumers.
Factory 81 Barclay street, New York.
Brwsw or u couuterfril.
November 10, 1866. dlysu

pronounced better than other articles.
only “Brown’s Bronchial Troches”

8
£»
5
5
s*
10
12
12
13

4—dlw

Lumber !

Lumber !

All klndn of

SPRUCE

LUMBER,

nilOUiHAl.i: AND BETAS I..

CONSUMPTION.

Mininlnrr Alumnnr.Jaunari 4.

The unequalled success that lias attended the application of this niGd cino in all cases of

Sunriros. 7.3» I Moon rises. 0.01 AM
Sun sets.4.41 I High water.10.30 AM

Pulmonary Complaints,

induced many physicians of high standing to
employ U in their practice, some of whom advise us
of (he fact under their own signatures. We have
spaco only for the names ol a few of tlu.se:—

j

Frames and Dimension Lumber
sawed to order at short notice.

has

Clapboards, Shingles and

MARINE NEWS

PERKINS, JACKSON
PORT

OF

PORTLAND*

Long Sought

|

For l
Come at Last l

Mains' Elder

Berry Wine.

Wc take pleasure iu announcing that the above
named article may be found for sale by all City
Druggists and first cla«9 Country Grocers.
A9 a Medicine Mains’ Wine is invaluable,
being
among the best, if not the best, remedy for cold9 and

pulmonary complaints, as wed as one of the most
agreeable Beverages. Manufactured from the pure
iuicoof the Berry, ami unadulterated
by any iinpme
iigrcdient, we can heartily recommend it to the sick
as a medicine, and to the well, as a beverage.
•*
To the days of the aged Itaddeth length,
To the mighty it addeui strength,”
*Tis a balm for the sick, a joy for tlio well—

;

|

Total tons built,.

Make
NO

By Saving

Own

Your
EIME

and

Soap!

NECESMABY!

Using

Your Waste Grease.

BUT ONE BOX OF TITE

Pennsylvania Salt M’i'g. Co’s

SAP OISTIUTEH.
(Patentsof

1st

and 8th

Feb., 1859.)

CONCENTRATED

LYE.

It will make 12 pounds excellent hard soap, or 25
gallons of the very best soft soap lor only about SO els.
Directions on each box.
For sale at all Drug and
Grocery stores.

BEWARE GF COUNTERFEITS.
CS’-Be particular in asking for Pennsylvania Salt

Manu&eturing Co’s Saponilier.

nol78N60d&wly

Of Ntramalic "alts and Ntran.ntic -VIinoral Waters, Just received and Ibr sale by
J. W. PERKINS & CO.,
No W Conu»«roi*l St,
aoMejteowdAwly

3,104 23

XOl ICE TO MARIXERN.
Notice is horcb.v 8’veu that duriuir tbe laic n>v<re
sale, tbe Buoys on Taylor’s Reel', and Broad ove
lluck, cntiaucc to Portland harbor, Me, were drilled
in shore about tonr hundred feet. i bey will be replaced as soon us practicable.
By order of tbe Lighthouse
*

Portland, Me., Jan.’3,

1*00.

DOMESTIC forts.
KEW ORLEANS—Ar 2Tth, sliip Jos Fish, (new)
homaston,
Stackoole.
Ar 2d Inst, ship Artisan, Pollard. Boston.
Cld 2d ins!, barque Chimborazo, Newhnll, Boston.
1NDIANOLA—Ar 4th Inst,sch Ucdabedtc, Brown,
Mobile.
SAVANNAH—Below 28th nl barque Mai lev ille,
Waite, from Portland via Charleston.
Cld 31st, sch Sylvan. Blanchard. Porto Rico.
CHARLESTON-Sailed 28th, trb John A Gridin,
Foster, Ph ladelpbia
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 29lh ult, sch I) Talbot,
Packard, Rockpoit, Me.
NORFOLK—Ar 30th, seb Sarah Fish, Jlenderson,
Fotomae River.
BALTIMORE—Ar 2d, sch Hattie Coombs, Drinkwfiter, Uichmond.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 31st, brig C McCarthv,
Gregory, Mobile.
At Delaware Breakwater 30th, brig C H Kennedy,
from Portland lor Philadelphia.
Lewes, Del. Dec 3 ship T J Southard, from Liverpool,

is

trying

to work

m.

NEW YORK—Ar 2d, ship Energy. Caulkia*, liv-

«I*ool; bwcjmi Put»o*, Vaughan, Calcutta,

High street.

ROBINSON,

and

at

Attorney

Law,

349

c.iircn

Street.

.Jan 4—dtf

For Mill bridge and Cherry field.
Sch ESSEX, Capt Hopkins, will reccive Freight lor Mil I bridge and CherryjA field, on SATURDAY, the 5 hinst.
jym
For further information inquire of
l/\\!Yx
KOK8 A HTIRDKVAM,
•JHML
ja4«ut

73 louimeicial Street.

For Sale.
Stock and FUtureaof a small Store,
rpi£E
1 favorable term* if

Eniulie

at No. 13

applied for
India St.

on

soou.

very

a4d3t*

To Let.
large pleasant Front Rooms
Pearl St.,
to gentlemen of steady habit*, without board.
THREE
at No.
on

Inquire

53 Pearl St.

juldlw*

Rooms to Let.
TWO Front Rooms, well ftirninhed, to lot with
A
board, No. 38 Center Street, opposite Preble
House.

Ja4dU

^——

The Crown Mining Company.
annual meeting of the sbickhclUers In the
Crown Mining Conqiany will bo bold at the
Chestnut street School House, in the city of Portland,
on the seventeenth day of January, 1867, at three
o’clock in the aiternoon.

THE

Portland,

Jan.

2, 1867.

W. DAVIS, Secretary.
jan3oodtd

SKATES !

BoMd^^,

L. II. Inspector, First District.

CO

CHADWICK HOUSE,

■

Ship-, (built by Titcomb & Perkins,)

W.

Counsellor

|

2250 01
1054 22

foot of

11.

j

Druggists and Grocers buy and sell

MAINS’ ELDERBERRY WINE.
nov 27 s N d&wtf

jau-tdtf

List of Vogacle built at Kcmiebunkport during
tbe year 1*66:
Tons.
Jan 25 Brig J C York. 327 41
Feb
1 Sclir Sargent S 1 »av. 81 CM
April 27 *' M
LCua.se. 41 67
27
I^ewis C Benton. 75 65
28
lleltecca M Atwood. 104 76
9
He.cn M Woodward. 41 11
May
'*
15
Titmouse. 70 92
Juno 9 Brig Lima.311 34
“
28 Schr Eureka. 51 96
July 16 ** Wild Gazelle. Ill 4H
Crvstal Lake. 11*07
25
Willie Irving. 78 67
Sept 8
Carrie A Clark. 107 68
17
Goto 13
Lucy Ward. 129 30 i
Francis G Davis. 135 92 !
11
Sarah H Me rrill. 100 70
Nov 14
03
Fred& Elmer. 3 JO 04
*•
21 BrigOsipee. 364 80 ;
5 Schr Barb ira Fnetc‘ ie. 60 41!
Dec
18
Annie L Friend. 62 55
1
“
28
Thomas Hunt. 63 53
..

Laths.

Sr

High Street Wharf, 302 Commercial,

E. BOYDEN, M. D., Exeter, Are.
Thursday, January 3*
Alexander Hatch, M. D., China, Me.
ARRIVED.
K. Fellows, M. D., Hifl, N. H.
Steamer Franconia, Sherwood, New York.
W. H. Webb, M. I)., Cape Vincent, N. Y.
Steamer De Witt CUntou. Prince, Camden.
VV. 15. Lynch, M. I)., Auburn, N. Y.
Sch Napoleon, R berts, WkeuNt.
Sch Haiti- E Dodge, Eaton, Calais for Providence.
Abraham Sktllman, M. D., Boundbrook, N. J.
Sch Ontario. VerrUl, Calais for Bristol, BI.
H. I>. Martin, M. I>., Mansfield, Pa.
Sch Willis Putnam, Edge. Calais lor Lynn.
The proprietors have letters from all classes of our
Sch Connecticut. Pendleton, Beliast for Salem.
fellow citizens, from the halls ol Congress to the
CLEARED.
humblest cottage, and even beyond Ihc seas; for the
Steamer Franconia, Sherwood, New York—Emery
& Fox.
fame and virtues of Winter's Baliam have exj S ii L A Burlingame, Fuller, New York—E Freetended to the
uttermost bounds of the earth,*’ !
man. Jr.
without any attempt on our i*rt to introduce it beSch Citizen, Upton, Boston—Pldnny <& Jackson.

yond the limits ol our oan country.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE Se SON, 18 Trcmont Stieet, Boston, and sold by all Druggists and
Dealers generally,

•

SPOKEN*

instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous
tints. Natural black or brown. Remedies tbe ill
effects of had Dye*,
invigorates the hair, leaving
it soil and boaniiful.
The genuine is sigusd Wil-

uni vocally

from

Sept 20, lat 2 30 N, Ion lb 07 W, ship Sea K ing, foi
Cardiff' lor Yokohamo.
Nov 23, lat 28 40 N, Ion 38 30 W, ship Sylvanus
Blanchard. Meady, from Boston Nov 8 lor Callao.
Dec 6, at 31 36 N, 1 n 34 26, barque Speedwell,
from Sun Francisco .or Liverpool.

Hatchelor’s Hair Dye.
This splendid Hair Dyo is the best in the woTld.
The only true and perfect Dye—Harmless, Reliable,

locali-

Brlttania, Lyttlo,

Ar at Buetioa Ayres Oct 23, Circassian, Avery,
Richmond, Vs.
Sid rtn Bio Janeiro Nov 22, Idaho, (s) Patten, (irom
Bath) for San FrancLco.

to FELLOW’S
the most ported remedy for those troublesome p.*sUs INTESTINAL
WOltMS. Alter y ears of caret ui experiment, succeas
lias crowned our efforts, ana wo now otter to the world
a confection without a single fault, being sate, convenient, effectual and pleasant. No injurious result
can occur, let them bo used in whatever
quantity.
Not a particle of calomel enters their composition,
They may be used without further preparation, and
at any lime.
Children will eagerly devour all you
give them, and ask for more. They never fail in exWorms
from their dwelling place, and they
pelling
will always strengthen the weak and emaciated, even
when he is not aiilicted with worms.
Various remedies have from time to time, been recommended, such as calomel, oil of wonnseed, turpentine, Arc., producing dangerous, and sometimes tatal
consequences. After much research, study and experiments, embracing several years, the proprietors
of Fellow’s Worm
have succeeded in producing this remedy, free irom all objections, and positively sate, pleasant and eilectual.
They do not kill
the worms, but act by making their dwelling place
disagreeable to them. In order to assure consumers
of tiie genuineness of these lozenges, the analysis of
Dr. A. A. HA V ES, State Assuver, is annexed:
“1 have analyzed the Worm
prepared
by Messi-s. FELLOWS & CO., and find that tliev are
free from mercury, and other metallic or mineral matter.
These Lozenges arc BkilftiUy compounded, pleasant to the taste, suue, yet sure and effective in their
action.
A. A. HAVES, M. D.
Kespectruliy,
Assayin' to the State of Mass.

will

ot many years, each year finds them in
ties in various parts of the world, and the

Nellie

England; 19th, Moravia,
Patten, Callao; Ironsides, Tapley, Palermo.
Ar at Cuxhavou 18tb ult, Windsor, Cothrane, tin
Baltimore.

OKICIIVAL

ders should he addressed.
19/ Sold by dealers in Medicines
oct5-deowGmsN
u

RandaM, and
Sharpsburg,
lor Boston.

Qualey,

AIK.

Price ’JA rcul* per Box ; Fire for 91.
GEO. W. SWKTT, Proprietor of the New England
Botanic Depot, lutf llanovor Street, Boston Mass.,
Sole Agent for the United States, to whom all or-

PARTS,

For Brouchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Consumptive anil Throat Diseases,

ult,

Lisbon 13lb ult, Lucy Ward, Slone, Boston.
Vigo 10th ult, Urania, Piukham, Cardiff,
(and cld ior Cadiz).
Ar at Havre 10th ult. Sallv Brown, Matthews, ftu
Phil idclpbia; 2Uth, Ella S Thayer, Thompson, New
Orleans.
Sl.l lHth, J A Stamler, Sampson, New York; Wetterhorn, Stinson, Boston; 20th, Wm Frothingham,

Lozenges,

ofton the result.

is

used oy sth

liom

Elizabeth, Hargrave,

Ar at
Ar at

Lozenges,

If allowed to continue,
Irritation of the Lungfi,

P

can with confidence point
WT'E
▼ f
WuBM LOZENGES as

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

n

Philadelphia.

Safe and Mure.
Dealers m Medicines generally.
Sold at wholesale by
F. Phillip* & Co.,
S. W. Perkin* A Co.,
And W. W. Whipplo,

WORM

Eugenio, Coombs,

Ann

Chapin, Wa*s. from Messina

Pleasant

FELLOWS

13thp

Ar at Gibraltar

Kupg9-deow6ms*r

article surpasses all know u preparations for the cure
ot all forms of Nervousness. It is
rapidly supsrcedinfc
every preparation of opium—the well-known result ol
which is to produce costiveness and other serious
dilHcultics; it allays irritation, restlessness and spasms,
and iuduces regular action of the bowel
and secretive organs.
No preparation for Nervous Diseases ever sold so
readily, or met with such universal approval. For
Sleeplessness, Loss of Energy, Peculiar Female
Weaknesses and Irregularities, and all tlie icar t ill
mental and bodily symptoms that follow in the train
ot norvous diseases, Dodd’s Nervine is tho best remedy known to science. Sold bv all druggists. Price SI.
Geo. C. Goodwin A Co<,

augllsnlyd&w

is

Naples, Hutchinson, for

Bangor.

by Druggists and

PORTLAND,

supply Hospitals, Physicians, the
trade aud tlie great public generally, with the standard and invaluable remedy, Dodd’s Nervine, which
now

trial if you would learn the value of
GOOD AND TRIED MEDICINE.

It

ARNICA OINTMENT.—For sale by
send 35c to O. 1*. Seymour Ac Co., Boston,
Mass., and receive a box by return mail,
dec 29

a

to aaa

or

Sid rtn Sonrabaya Oct 27,
United States.
Ar at Palermo 10th ult,

Voidiag

When by tho

Be

Compound9

CUBES

during Cold Weather. It
obtained of all druggists and flmcy goods

•

uit, barque Henry P Lord,

Southern Bights. Ross, tor Charleston.
Adv 22<1, Belgian, (ss) lor Portland 27th; C C Horton, Kelley, for Boston 23th.
Ent out at London lutli, American Eagle, Moore,
Now Y«.ik.
Sid tin Greenock 18th ult, Aqulla, Say ward, lor
No a York.
Ar at Waterford 19th, Geo Palmer, Reynolds, from
New York.

proved
England

use

it for it costs but 25c.

England Btmedy!

now oil'erod to tbe afflicted throughout the country, after having beeu
by the test ot eleven
years, in the New
States, whore its merits
nave become as well known as the tree from which, in
part, it derives its virtues.

Recommended for Chapped Hands aud for

days.

2

|Per steamer China, at Bouton.]
Waoeila. Orr, New OrLiverpool tilth ul
lean-; 21st, Belgian, ias) Brown, Portland.
Sid 2i>th, Geo G.iswold, PettongilI,-Rio Janeiro;
21st, Eureka. Smith, Philadelphia; 22u, J 1! Stetson,
Woodward, Boston; Kate Davenport, Otis, tor Pulladelnhla.
Enl lot Idg irtli, Nicobar, Remmonds,for Calcutta;

Is

COLGATE A CO.’S,

Koscv.lt, H,r.

Ar at

WHITE PINE COMPOUND

Chestnut sts.

vv

brig Agon ora, White, from
Portland.
Cld 28th, barque H D Stover, Pierce, Trinidad.
Ar at Huti.ax 26th ult, schs Melita, Fougere, Portland; Catharine, LcBlanc, do.

Da. J. W. POLAND’S

GOUELL’ii,

Pitre*, do; 7th, An-

lost, hurqm,

Arat Matanzas 24th
Plnkliam. Pori land.
Ar at Havana 23d ult,

A VALUABLE Medicine.—Dr. Poland’s White
Pine Compound, advertised iu our columns, is a aucceasftrl attempt to combine and apply the medicinal
virtues ot the White Pine Bark. It has been
thoroughly tested br people in this city and vicinity, and The
proprietor has testimonials to its value from persons
well knows to our citizens. We recconiinend Its trial
in all those cases of disease to which it is adapted. It
is for sale by all our Druggists.—In dependant.

l

Cheap

Mexico

nogusiteoda wly

Agents.

and Gents Arctics of tlie best quality,

winter

day’s use.

Tartar, Kolla^.beo, .or

A rat Marie Jo* 18th ult. \»arque
BrllUant, Colburn. New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 16th ult, barque Younc
b Turk
Small, Beaton.
Ar at Liverpool 21*t ult, ship BonJ Langs, Nor-,
orot-s, Manda.
At Asp.nwall 23d ult, brig Star ot Faith, Peak, tor

fly "Sold by Druggists generally.
Morrill Bros, No. 215 State st., Huston; Ravnoldtq
Pratt £i Co, No. 10(i Fulton bt., New York, Wholesale

LARGE LOT of LADIES* HEAVY WOOLEN
SNOW BOOTS, tor tho house or street,

&

Malaga

riman, Bllboa.

half pints. Ono sufkltieut for

a

if'P*

sz.
*?&,irsn,i!1'h.i,:.,e”,d'uar6tb
Ar at

Waters T*

Mineral
and

oiie

A.iVh'tTdo

%**

INTERNALLY USE

Boots !

Cornjjjof Cong.

Vl

These SALTS are made from the concentrated
Liquors of the Mineral Well of I he Penn’a Sait Manfauturing Co., hi Pittsburg, and are packed in airtight boxen. One always suilkkut for a bath. Directions are attached.

THE STOCK OF LADIES’

Jan 3—SNdtf

terson. and Enterprise. Dunbai, ui c.
At Calcutta Nov
21, shli s l lcano, Clicever, IJverNov 11, unc; Mongol's, Weston, troxu Maull?,lh’ unc.; KeSc,,t» Hamblin, and Elizabeth
(
son ift7‘i?7V"n’,or Boston, Idg; Eddy done, l’eterMilUir, tor N.w Y.rk.
ul
i'.r t
^rteman, ami Sai»rhh'P,

SALTS!”

“STRUMATIC

Gentlemen’s. Misses’ A Children.s Boots and Shoos
at T. E. MOsELEV & CO’S, summer St., Boston,
is of every desirable description, and inado up in
lashiouable style.
jan4dlt

Also Ladles
at

Bombay Nov 13, ships Vicksburg, Boyd, lor
Uverp ol, Idg; Arabia, Hinckley; Eciuystone, PeAt

M'ROFIXA t’l'USB

SPECIAL, NOTICES.

Very

FOREIGN PORTS*

FACE CI'HED

ll«-

BY TREATMENT WITH MINERAL WATERS.
Do away with all your various and often pcnilcious drugs aud quack medicines, and use a iew baths
prepared with

In bottles of

may be
dealers.

»n

“Strumatic

Sale

Doran, Jarvis, Philadelphia.
Cld 3d, seb 0 Fiintauzi, Wooster, Eastnort.
Sid, brig J Bickiuoic, (Bom Kl.zabetbport) tor
Portland.

MIXEltAL BATHS AT jio.ME.

fast Aye.

For

Keene, New York.
HOLMES’ HOLE—In port 2d, aclis Julia E Gamage, Pavill n. Sarah Gard ner, Perry, F A
Camilla, Rebecca S Wairen Adm Furragut, Northern Light, Hattie Ross, and Transit.
BOSTON—cld 2d, ship Molocka, Norton, Savannah; schs S H Cady, Baker, Indianola; El wood

MnCAllB*^°ietori.

sepm.’cetawtl

received by Capt. Miller,
owner of the yacht Spray, of this
city, lrom
Capt. A. Carter, ftom Kingston, IJ. X., informhim
was
that plaee
vessel
ashore
at
ing
that.the
and bilged.
Capt. Miller left on Monday lor
that place. He expects to be able to repair her
so as to continue her voyage to Nassau.—Bel-

A

aPP«y

otii^DruL'g^01' Uu,ru“

was

Snow

efficacious, popular and

for 1,1168 "«y

SffiSVfflS ft M^MsEvs:
Barho’m-, Lowiatim,

No insurance.

—A

Baizlcy,

you.

a mo,t

rnI.i.

few minutes before his
—Wo learn from the
ing house ownod and

new.

and

You need not Suffer with Piles

that city, and for a number of years Register of
deeds for Waldo county, was found dead on the
silewalkon Monday evening last.
Hediedit
is supposed of heart disease.
He had been so
far as known,in perfect health during the day,
and had left the house of a neighbor only a

body was found.
Whig that the dwelloccupied by Elbridge
Wing,at West Hampden, was destroyed by fire
on Tuesday—tbe outbuildings and most of the
furniture being saved. The house was nearly

to the

Ar 2d, brig. M«tUno, Juvi., Eli,worth; M«rv 0
Bxkel., iXa*ktU. .m Rockland; « b« Marv. Rooera.
Mu.qua.li, Ml; S«bao, Lamson, and 'lyi'one
*oU
*
Machla!; liov Arnold, trout Jonasport.
PRidVll)E2k;ii—Ar l»t, Kb Un«na \ l»ta, Benton,
9
Georgetown.
NEWPORT—Ar lit, brig ilenrv Leeds, Higgins
St
schs
M
J
Norwalk;
Varnum,
ring, Buckaport
tor Pensacola; Cariio M Kicli, Attesbur>,
Hockport
tor New York; Veto. Rob neon, Thomaston tordo
*
Ann Parker. lJerry, Portland lor do.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 1st, sch Susan & Mary.

NOTICES.

Since Ca.uh’1 File Bemkdv bring, lmasdUt* rc“ut» and s] cdily cure, both recent and Inveterate
ciues. The only
uniformly successful medicine lor
JTV**;. 1 ,l’alers®»want no other where it has been introcirculars
and certiticates. Ask the
P?61"1
locirmi

charge of bntchering John Miller’s horse.
—Mr. Robert White, an esteemed citizen of
Belfast, one ot the founders of the Journal of

|

1

SPECIAL

POCKET

And

CUTLERY

BAILEY’S Gum
doc21

»

FREE

Hoist
Store

lie-built l

At OQ

H.

O

d2w

Flag

I

New Goods /

Exclianec
J

S.

MTKEET

tlie

at

Store,

St.,

Block.

COLES WORTHY,

his customers to (ho old stand now rebuilt, where he will ou Monday, show them a

INVITES

hue stock of

Books, Stationery, Paper Hangings,
ENGRAVINGS, Gv»l, and other kind, ot Picture
Frames, Arc., with a *o<»l variety of Fancy Articloa
duttLiw
suited to lbs times and the Holidays.
CPHfcred you* edeae ft* Jsk tt*

OMm.

*e

Da*f Pre»

LATEST

BY TELKGItAI'H TO THE

PORTLAND

WASHINGTON*

NEWS !

DA1LV

PRESS.

■---—-———

Friday Morning January
■--

4. 1867,
---

AUGUSTA.

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.
[special dispatch to the daily press.]
State House, Augusta, Jan. 3.
Eleven o'clock.—The crowd is collecting at
the State House to listen to the message of our
new Governor. It is a splendid day and everybody wears a pleasant face. The organizations
of the two branches are complete and each
branch seems satisfied with its choice.
Hon.
Nathaniel P. Burpee, of Knox, President of
the Senate is a gentleman of large legislative
experience, a man ol blameless character and
strong in the political tfaith of the party. A

XXXIX

OONQBEBg—SECOND SESSION.
WASBoraxorr, Jan. 3.

Nomination of Gen. Grant for President by the Democrats.
Bill

for

the

the
THE

Impeachment of

President.

TARIFF HILL-

Decision of the Steamer Springbok Case.
Bill to Organize the Militia.
AFFAIB8.

senate.

The Chair laid before the Senate a communication from tlie Secretary of the Treasury,
tranmitting a bill and report prepared by Commissioner Welles.

On motion of Mr. Fessenden the bill and rewere referred to the Finance Committee,
and 2000 copies of the report and 600 copies of
the bill ordered to be printed.
Mr. Chandler presented a protest against
any curtailment of the National currency_
Referred to the Finance Committee.
Mr. Morgan presented a remonstrance of the
New York merchants againat
any change in
the duty on sugar; also a remonstrance
against
increased duty on linseed; also a remonstrance
against increased duty on steel. Referred to

port

Committee.
th^inance
Siv. Trumbull

presented a protest against
the curtailment of the National currency
Referred.
Mr. Sumner introduced a resolution directing the Judiciary Committee to inquire if legislation on tho Constitutional amendment was
necessary to prevent the sale of persons into
slavery for a term of years as punishment for
—

CUn|*

Market*.

Sales 2 15 @ 2 17 lor No. 1. and 1 92dbr NoT 2 .* Coni
lirni and 1$ @ 2c better, closing strong; sales No. 1 at
77$ in store. Outs tirm and $c better; sales of No. 2
at 42. Barley in good local shipping demand; sales
No. 2 at 65
60c.
Mess pork scarcely so tirm and
25c lower,
except foncy brands; sales 1,000 bbls. at
18 75. closing with tew sellers at that price.
Lard is

steady

at

llg @

12c. Lire hogs in good supply and 10
sales range trom 5 90 to 6 30,
with

closing

@ 15c lower;
a downward tendency.

BEUEtTATi.

WANTED.

Chicago, Jan. 8.
Floorateadjr; receipt* 1,190bbl*.; rirfpment* 8,200
bbls.; Spring extra* 9 75 (a; 11 00. Wheat 1 2c lower; receipts 18,050 bu*t4> shipment* 3,000 bush..—

Douse for Sale,

WANTED!
man to take the Agency oi Ri«elow’M pa.
■cut Clothe* Frame tor tho State Ot Maine.
Whole capital required not ove* #500

A

liHniue<N wall pny
per Year*
to or adore ss
KENT, COODIVOW Ac CO.,
Patent Agents, 10 Count Street, Boston, Mass,
dec
cllw

Wanted
First

A

Immediately

Class

Lady

l

Teacher!

To take charge of tho English Department In

Seminary.

a

D. C., Box 270,
Saint John, Mew Brunswick.

Apply to
dc2ikl3w

AGENTS

Havana Market.

Havana, Dec. 20.
Sugars dull; No. 12 at 8 @ 8$ reals. Exchange on
London 16 @ 17 premium; on United States 21
21$
discount,
The monetary crisis has become a perfect panic.—
Spencer’s roport has been suppressed by the Government. The Bank of Mataiizas keeps a bold front.—
The Bank of Cardenas pays only 16 per cent, on all

easy.

Apply

New Orleans Markets.
New Orleans, Jan. 3.
Cotton—in in active demand at full prices; sales of
Middling at 31$ (& 32$c; Middling at 33$c. Sales
10,000 bales: receipts 3,914 bales; exerts 3,e90 bales;
stock in port 216,593 bales.
Sugar—in light supply and good demand full prices;
sales ot lair at 10; prune to choice at 11$ @ 12Jc. Mulasses in light supply and good demand at frill prices;
sales of fair at 62c; prime to choice at G4 Q 67c.

nearly

WANTED^

For Frauk Moore** New Work

“WOMEN OF THE WAB.”

A* Sieve...

■VTOTICJE. I will sell on lavorable terms as to
-LI
payment, or let lbr a term of years, tne lots on
the comer ol Miilule and Franklin street*, and on
Franklin street,
including the corner ol i* r&nklin and
Fore streets.
Apply to WM. HILLIARD, Bangor,
or SMITH A REi^p
Portland, jylktf
Attorneys,

AND lot

Ferry,

Juj

living

Desirable
FOR

Flour Barrels Wa nted.

Store

Iu

Farm

DR. LAROOKAH'S

Pulmonic

Syrup.

A

SECURITY..

CONOKNSKO

I

c.

CoagresB Street,

terms.

uovt5utl

Daily

give a

Office,

EVERY DESCRIPTION Off

BOOK, t'ABD,

dec31d8t

A.

course

Press Job

170 Commercial Street.

Executed

The Irish American Relief Associa’n
will

HOLMES,

KP'Sale* of any kind of property In the City or vicinity, promptly atteuded to ou the moot tavorabla

actor

(Tuesday) New Year's Day
R.

fV.

AUCTIONEER,
atiO

“BELLE OP THE BEESON,”
“Lucretia Hargia,” Ac,, Ac., Ac.

& JOB

PMUfl,

with Neatness and

Despatch*

Having completely refriniiahed our office aiuce the
Great Hie, with all kinds of New Material.

of

Freese*, uU\, we ure prepared on (he shortest po-sib.e notice to accommodate our
friends and tie public with

SIX

ASSEMBLIES,
MECHANICS* HALL,

AT
Cammeueiug Slaaday Ecc’g, Jaw. 71*,
and closing with a GRAND BALL.
Tickets for the Course, Including the Ball, will bo
♦5.IW; Evening Tickeia, *1.00; Ball Tickets, *1.30.

Posters, Programmes,
BILL-HEADS, CIUCVL1B8,

(Efi—Music
Chandler's full Quadrille Baud, D.
H. Chandler,
Dancing lo commence at 6
o’clock precisely.

Cards, Tugs, Blanks, Labels,

William H. Kelor.
Mortal s. O’Riley and

Mercantilo

by
Prompter.

floor Mauagtrt—Thomas Parker, James Rooney
Jamoe E. Marshall, Robert Dow, Patrick McCaicrty

Ho

for

And every description of

IVxtkin will take charge of the
dec3Ldtf

clothing.

Sleigh

a

Ride

Printing.

We have superior facilities for the exeoutinn ot

oprletor is now prepared with his BOAT
THE
SLEIGH “ENTERPRISE/* to carry parties in
or out of the
at the

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS,
Catalogues, &c.,

dren aud

Which lor neatness and

m

shortest notice. On Wednescity
day and Saturday nfteruoons, (when pleasant) will
leave head of State Street at 2 o'clock, to carry chil-

others, at

25cts. per hour.

twelve (12) years fifteen cents.
Portland, Dec 19th, 1886.

Children under

N. S. FEltNALD.

*

Daily

S. WORMEEL
formerly No.

179

Middle street, takes pleasure In
nouncing that be will on

90

Jackson’s

his

FIRST
of

renewal ol

CLASH

all tyles and si.es

The

Combined tor

Ca tarrh,Bronch it Is,
Voids, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bad Breath, Headache,Xc.

Instantly

relieves annoying Cough* in Churoln
Cntnrrh* positivVlv without *v«kxin<i.
Valuable ;o linger*, Clergy, *See., clear* and
afreugthru* tie voire ; acts ^uicUly, las ct» piuasantiy; ever nnu«cslc«.
Cuick

same.

PIC1 CRES

are

Prevent* (akiug colu from Skating, l ecture*
Ac. 5ar* Sold bv Druggists or scut oy mad
Kn lone JJ ete to

invited to call.

Picture* colored iu Oil, Wnter Colors and
India Ink by one of the best Artists
in the (State.

Special

attention

Snuff!

Cough s,

Congress Street,

a

Catarrh

ELEGANT TUOCHE nudSNI TP

[Opposite mechanics’ Hall,J
where he will be pleaded to wait on his friend, and
the public
Grateful far pa*t patrunage, he hope, b- strict h(tention to business to merit
Person, wishing tor

Commercial St., Portland,
N. A. FOSTER. Pnor itLBTOJt

NEW PHOTOGRAPII GALLERY
At No. 310

Press Job Oilice

an-

TUESDAY, JAN. 1, 1807,
open

dispatch cannot bo surpassed

OT Orders from tlie country solicited, to which
prompt attention will be paid.

dc'22dtf

PHOTOGRAPHS

A

«Sy

EX’

During the week will be produced

A.

on th*
sale tlio valuable lot ok

l“aLlw
market! TtUo^lmi

“Nell Gwyaat,” “The Hunchback,’'
<Hmm« mad Jail el,’ 'War Id ef Vuhlea,’

I.

lor

eny. It is aboSl US toil o.
170 ,aot <**
There are two tenement* on the* i„T
•boat IMS per an.um
ble piece* ol prope ty ht the
xlu
c,e,tf'
For particular* and ) lane call ou
J* b- BAILtY, Auctioneer
ruw
Office 174 Fore etreet, at Carter A
Dtuiwr'i
SwrodecSldtd
____

Mr. B. MACAULEY.

THE

A

(HONDA.Y, Jan. 7th, at 3 o’clock I\ M.,

!~'i •’r#“l“e8.1 "!‘all odor

Johnson,

iy See Dally Programmes.

H, BAILEY Sc hON, Anc’tii.

Valuable lteal estate at Auction.

Lenect A Managers.

supported by the talented young American

WE

Grove

Jan3dtd_

Engagement of the brilliant and accomplished Arttata

Wanted.

FIVE

ON

CONTINUED NOVELTY S
MONDAY EVENING, Dec. 31st,
and every Evening
during the week.

on

_AueUonoers.

&c., at Auction.
SATURDAY, Jan. 6, at tl o’clock. A. M., on
the New Market Lot, Lime Street, we shall eell
»n
assortment of new ana 2nd Hand Sleighs, Punas.
Harnesses, itobes, &c., &c. Parties wisuing to con’
^uute to this sale, will do so early ou morning uf

Portland Theatre.

Grand Matine8

nSu.c^’vsf;

Sleighs, Pangs, Itobes, Harnesses,

Subject—The “Young Chiron,"
Tickets 2:. cents, to be had at tbo usual
at the iloor.
Hours open at 6J ; Organ Concert 7 ; Lectnro at 7J
o'clock.
i'^r“Kev. Dr. STORRS will deliver the sixth lecture Tuesday Evening, Jan. 8th, in the State street
Church.
Jan2<l3t

miss Rachel

Hrug.r

on.

Evening
places and

Bldwell & Brawne,

w,,e-

'Sii ™c^i

PTourp&rc.Th
bkomToX. £2?’

Jan2-dM__

Esq.,

NEW YORK.

OF

..

Flour Barrels

LECTURES

Tucker man,

ana
t011**3Ut ©f

Goods, Show iHse, Barrels, Boxes, *c. Alao*^2
***
dark bay ilorse, one Wagon ana one
liarnee*.
LYMAN HALL, Deputy Sheriff.
HENRY BAILEY & SON,

—BY—

K.

bb,

wilt,

»Lrd«,'Vooden

Westbrook
acco.maMistlon

tlio
Central Church
Friday Evening, Ian. 4th,

C.

Sheriff’s Sale.

will U told &i Puttie Auonan lot*, ai aiero 01 Clan
\\ cstbroo* on -Friday
-»• A im
Mu» the stock
.rjv°fin J‘uLu*r*’
t-aid store, c* uaUi.ug in rarz «* Mb.
as«e», Sugai-s, lew, Spice*,
Heel, Full. Lard, butter, Boon,
<

FIFTH LECTURE

BALE,

ON

£ 8j

E. Y. M. C. A. COURSE

44 dtl'

Lots

TAKEN

on »

(,.T^n Cumberland
wotljers,
Alma,

preCl“ly-

city.

in

WE

QCWB&ELASV,

Ian. 9th,
b* Chandler’s Qmdrllle

.Mualc

lor

TT^OR HAI»E,
Gorham, fifteen minutes walk
r Irom the Depot, a nearly new, neat Cottage
House, Barn and outbuildings,h»ving all t e conveniences and in prime condition. It j* titualed near a
grove and a suort distaucc from the County read
J. E. STEVENS.
Apply to
Uorlmm, July 17.

l

of Assemblies
Woodford's Comer,

lin^hTlo"*"
of those
in the

H.MANSFELD, Portland Steam

Packet Co.

AlCilOA SAli-J.
_

x.--—■»

—

Course

a

Hall>

B^l.1
Phor

sate at Cape Elizabeth l*arHOUSE
ry,—bouse nearly new. Enquire ot A .P. COLE
at the
VV.
or

~1

zrr

Commencing on
WEDSKSDIV EVENING,

Next above the “Preble House.”

Washington, Jan. 2.
First Class Houses for Sale.
will find this a book of real merit and tnA number of prominent Democrats are soon
crime.
offer lor sale the eight first class brick houses,
trinsic value—subject new—intensely interat
Springfield. 111., and put Gen. Grant
to meet
Mr.
on
Sumner,
recently built by us, situated on Pine Street,
presenting the above, called
esting and exciting. No Work ever .attracted and
in nomination for the Presidency. Mr. Morris,
between
Clark and Carletou Streets.
attention
to
cases
which
the
min
i
had
like
this.
wants
come
under his
public
engaged
Everybody
formerly a member of Congress from Illinois, is
These houses are thoroughly built, with slate roofi»,
it. and thousands will purchase it as soon as an opobservation, in which colored persons have claims.
said to be at the. head of the movement.
more satisfactory presiding officer could not
brick
and marble mantelpieces throughout.—
is
afforded
them.
Bead
what
drains,
portunity
been sold
Agents say
of the Criminal Courts in
Mr.
of it.
Ashley, of Ohio, has prepared a bill for Maryland.byItorder
They will be sold at a low price, and on verv favorahave been elected.
Commercial*—Per Cable.
seemed to him that Congress
the impeachment of the President, which he
ble terms. Apply at our oliice, No. 271 Dantorth St.
One experienced Age at writes: It is tho easiest
Hon. Lewis Barker, who has electrified po- intends to introduce in the House
to have the opinion of the Judiciary
Liverpool, Jan. 2.
and pleasantest Book lie ever canvassed for; and says
J. li. BROWN & SONS,
Monday next, ought
Cotton has been in brisk demand at an advance.—
Committee as to the
of the State to inflict
and
or WM. H. J ERR IS, Real Estate Ageut, opposite the
are delighted with it, the Ladies
litical audiences on the
especially.
Sales of the day 20,000 bales.
stump in New Eng- that which, he says, he is assured will pass in such punishment, right
Middling uplands are people
Preble House.
Another says: “Women of the War” is the book
body.
land and the Middle
quoted at 15$d.
of tho season.
October 16, 1866.
After debate the resolution was adopted.
States, will bring to the
dtt
The Secretary of the Treasury
Manchester, Jan. 2.
to-day sent to
Chair all the elements of a good officer, and
Another, 137 Orders in Four Days.
Several memorials and petitions were prethe House of Representatives the
The market for goods and yarns has rather m quiet
of the
report
One
17
orders
the
lirst
roports
House Lots on India St., for Sale.
day of canvassing.
his election will be held by his many triends
appearance, but holders are generally firm.
Special Commissioner, David A. Wells, on the sented.
Intelligent, active Males or Females will tind the
Mr. Sumner introduced a resolution to inCON ANT & RAND,
"IT'NQL'IRE of
revenue. The pamphlet
sale of this work a pleasant and lucrative
as a part
London, Jan. 2, Evening.
comprises 128 pages,
employment.
appreciation of his labors for the i ho
X-J
153 Commercial Street,
what
Cons >ls for money closed quiet at 90$.
legislation was necessary to supThis book has no coiU]>elitor—it comes fresn and new
report recognizes the demand for a change quire
or on
H. M. PAYSON,
cause of liberty and freedom.
Modified
to
tho
and
The
of the tariff. This cannot be
press
comis
peonage.
clean and clear,—
passed by
A mb Rio an Securities.—The following are the
territory
for on revpeople.
Pi rtland, Nov. 21. dtf
sought
Exchange Street.
mon consent.
understand the advantages in this particular.
The contest for tho several officers to be de- enue grounds because the tariff is
closing quotations for American Securities: Illinois Agents
already highfull
For
send
for
Circular.
Mr. Howard offered a resolution instructing Cen tral Uailroad Shares 82$.
particulars
United States 5-20’s at
ly productive, and the revenue has already
cided at the caucus to-uight grows more exAddress
C. A. CllAPIN,
tho Committee on Fublio Lands to inquire
Phoenix Building, Boom 13, Boston. Mass.
Candidates for Secretary of State reached a point much larger than was over an- : what
citing.
Liverpool, Jan. 2, Evening.
legislation was necessary to protect the
The reason for the change must be
ticipated.
decl7d&wlm
The
market
for
BreadstulFs
is
tho
stock
of
quiet;
have already been mentioned. Gen. Perry has
interest of the United States in lands granted
tin; industrial condition of the
Wheat on hand is much below that of last year.
country, the ! for railroad
before the completion of
causes of which, through their resultant of
many friends and pre-recognized as one of the
high railroads, andpurposes
N COaaERCIAl ITB1KT.
in
homestead
lands before the
New Vsrk Stock Market.
strong menot the past. -Col. Bust, of Oxford, prices, have produced disturbing effects on our issue ol patents.
riMIE subscribers ofler for sale tlio lot of lnml on
industry, and are stated to be: First, the scar- , The unfinished Adopted.
New
Jan.
and
has a proud military record and experience,
3.
after
York,
January 2d, 1867. we shall resume
business of the last day of
X the southerly able ol Commercial Street, heart ol
city of labor, especially skilled labor. The sec- the
Second Board—Stocks:
the purchase of Flour ilrls. Foil CASH, at the
Dnna’s AVharf, measuring 72
and has all the requisite qualifications for the
mid cause to which the present inflation of I
session, which was the bill to admit Ne- American Gold.
by 150 feet, bor thiOffice of the
ther particulars Inquire
was taken up.
FT
Sfi
1
JONAS H. phui.mv,
PivA.'1'uraiiH.a
amhiaii*
braska,
office.
Col. Smith has many active friends prices may be attributed, is the adoption on the
Oct 18 tf
or W. S. DANA.
Mr.
Wade
and
the
bill
was
Portland
of
objected,
the
postponGovernment of a measure of value
part
Sugar Co.,
from his own home and has been a bravo offied until Monday.
u. ». rivc-x nemitiH, coupons, xood,
.m.1051
as a medium of exchange, and as a
legal tender
Valuable
27
1-2
Real
Daufarth
Si.
Estate
on Elm i$t.
U.
S.
new
Mr.
164
Edmunds
cer. Mr. Flint is a high-toned gentleman, and
Five-Twenties,
coupons
’65,
gave notice that he would toiasue.103} @
of an irredeemable paper currency. Third, of
U. S. Ten-Forties, coupons.99g
<l<£BilmJ. II. MB OWN A SOUS.
morrow call up the bill to
*
has a host of friends, hut ho has already held
causes—and perhaps the most influential is the
regulate the tenure Treasury Seven Tliree-Tenths,
1st
series,.I05g
FOR SALE.
of office.
the offico three years. If ho is elected it will extent of the burden of national taxation—inTreasury Seven Tliree-Tenths, 2d aeries,...1041 v» 105 j
Mr. Howard gave notice ol his intention to
volving excessive and unwise legislation. ExA PORTION of the “DAY” Estate on Elm
Treasury Seven Three-Tenths, 3d series,..104} (© 105
Street,
show that he has talents which the State canoffer
amendments
to the laws against Polygatensive duplication of taxes in turu entails and
Weatern Union Telegraph,.
comprising over 2b00l) loot of Linil, together
New York Central,.
not afford to lose just at this time.
with Brick Houses, stable &c. This property is lomaintains
my in Utah, rendering their provisions more
unuue eunaucement ot
will pay 30 cents each for first class Flour
prices; the I effective
and their penalties more severe.
cated on Elm and Cumhcrland streets all susceptible
Erie,.
decrease of both production and consumption,
Barrels suitable foi suuar.
The offico ot Attornoy General is exciting
Erie preferred.
of improvement, ami has a front on Elm street oi 282
The bill to repeal that section of the confisLlfNOH, BARKER & CO.,
and, consequently of wealth; restriction of exmuch attention. Gen. Shepley is the j.romiHudson,.
lecl.
the
cation
act
President
to
139
Commercial
street.
giving
power
grant Heading.
portation and of foreign commerce, and a large
novl3dtf_
The above property is offered for salecilber in
a general amnesty, was called up by Mr. Trumpornent candidate and is warmly supported by a
increase in the machinery and expenses of colMichigan Southeru,.
tions »r collectively, on liberal tonus. Apply to
$5! Agents Wanted! $10
unanimous vote of the 1st Congressional Dislection. Remedies are next discussed. The bull, but its consideration was postponed until Illinois Central,,.
ttUffJrt— tfJOHN C. PROCTOR.
to-morrow.
to Ten Dollars per day, by the Hartford
Cleveland & Toledo.
Commissioner says: II is not clear that legistrict. He also has tho warm support of united
Mr. Sumner called up the bill to prevent and
Chicago & Bock Island,.
Publishing Co. Box 1606 Portland, Maine.
I7ARAI for Male. The subscriber offers his
lation can bo made available to relieve the
JP
farm for sale or will exchange ror city j roperty.
Portland Dee. 17
delegations in other sections ol the State.— scarcity oi labor. Tiie evil growing out ot this punish persons fraudulently inducing negroes
dim*
It
is a first rate farm oi 110 acres, with a two
to
Ho«tou Slock Lisi*
emigrate, and pending its consideration the
story
Maj. Frye, of Lewiston, has he held us a candi- cause must in course of time cure itself. The Senate
in good lepairaud a new Barn with cellar,
House,
at
Sales
the Brokers’ Board, Jan 8.
adjourned.
Wanted Immediately.
remedy for the second cause is to be found in
date against his own judgment and wisiies
40xt>0. There is a never tailing supply ol good water
HOOSB.
the return to specie payments. The third remAmerican Gold.
Good
AA
American, Nova Scotia and Irish and wood lot. Said larrn is situated ou the road
ifl} •j
and is strongly supported. No opposition to
Tim House met at noon.
-I- V-/
United States Coupons, Jan. 13lf
Girls to do housework, cook, $e., in priirom Biccarappa to Gorham Corner, about one mile
edy lies wholly within the control of the legisThe Speaker presented a communication
vate families and hotels i»i this city and
United States Coupon Sixes, 1881. 107*
from the latter place. For further particulars applv
country.
Adjutant General Hodsdon, or Mr. Hitch- lative department of the Government. The
Situations
United
States
7
sure.
1st
The
best
from
series.
the
105
ot
the
3-lOlhs,
wagos
paid.
to DOW & JOHNSON, Moulton street, or J. H(.
transmitCommissioner then describes in what manner
Secretary
Treasury,
born, State Treasurer.
Aiso 50 Girls t > work in Factories.
small. 106
Cook, on the premises.
and to what extent can the reduction of existting a report of David A. Wells, Commissioner
jy27-eodtf
Farmers and others wanting men for any work
2d series. 1541
LEGISLATURE.
M
ing taxes be now made compatible with the re- of Revenue, with a tariff bill prepared by him
will do well to call on us, as we will
small. 1044
them free
supply
as
a
and
House
met
at
the
substitute
for
The Senate
Customs laws now in force,
usual quirement of the Treasury for administration
FOR SA LE.
oi' charge. Address or apply at the General
3d series. 1044
Agency
6-20s, 1862
10C
Employment Office, 3511 t ’ongress Street, up stairs.
hour.
expenditures, interest, and desirable and cer- stating that the opinion aud conclusions of Mr. United States
*•
with
COX
met
with
1804
&
tain
Wells,
POWARS.
slight
1054
reduction
in
the
very
of
the
exceptions,
national
•
principal
Hill
In the Senate, the committee on Senatorial
his (the Secretary’s) hearty approval, aud comlate WHITNEY <Sc CO.
debt. The Commissioner recommends, first, a
July, 1865. 1034 sept26dtt
/
States Ten-forties.
above Farm is situated on an eminence overy&J
votes; reported thirty-one Senators elected.
reduction of the present general tax of 5 per
mending the report and bill to the careful con- United
Vermont Central 2d mortgage bonds.
454
looking tho beautiful and thriving village ol
sideration of Congress.
Referred to the Comcent, on products aud sales of
The committee on gubernatorial votes reWestern Railroad. 140
manufacturing mittee on
Bridgion Center and within one hall a mile ol the
LOST AND FOUND.
Ways aud Means.
New Hampshire State Sixes,.
business portion, it is pronounced by all who have
ported the wholo number legally returned to industry to 3 per cent., aud a corresponding re99}
Mr.
Stevens, from the Committee eu Appro- Ogdensbur r 2d Mortgage Bonds. 71
duction in specific taxes levied on analagous
seen it to be the best and most desirable 1 cation in
be 111,892.
tue County. It comprises 111) acres,
priations, reported the military academy ap- R iston and Maine Railroad. 128
branches of industry. Second—Tho entire reconveniently diLost!
bill.
Read
twice
and
Eastern
vided into tillage, pasturage, wood land and tlmber
Joshua L. Chamberlain had
referred
to
Railroad.
107
propriatinn
all
moval
of
direct
internal
09,037.
taxes now levied on
NOTE of $400, given to Wm. Cornish by O. F.
Portland City Sixes, 1877.
laud: cuts irom 45 to 50 tuns hist quality of hay.
the committee of the whole, and made the
97}
of
and
sheet
aud
ot
Eben F. PilDbury, had
productions
bar,
plate
trou,
41,947.
Ammiton, with one endorsement of $100 on the 'The buildings consist of a two story house, built in
special order fjr Monday.
such additional taxes as are levied upon the
back. W© warn all persons buying said note, as payA joint convention of both branches was
1858, at an expense ol
00, with barn and ou^
Ou motion of Mr. Wavhburne, of Illinois, the
elements of the manufacture of steel. Third—
ment has boon stopped this day.
buildings in good repair.
formed and the oath of office was administerSecretary of the Treasury was directed to comThe reduction of the tax of 21-2 per ceut. on
Jan. 1, 1807—dlw
WM. CORNISH.
For particulars apply to C. P. KIMBALL, or H.
municate to the House the results of the investhe gross receipts of sugar refiners to 11-2 or 1
ed to Gen. Joshua L. Chamberlain, by Hon.
W. GAGE, (hrui of .-51 ro t
Gage,) Portland, BENtigation made by his Department, into t ie loss
JAMIN WaLIvLK, Bridgtun. or to the subscriber.
LOST!
per cent. Fourth—'The entire removal of inThe
N. A. Burpee, President of the Senate.
of the Evening Star, and was also directed to
KiCUAltD GAGE.
ternal revenue duty on sulphuric aoid, and
LARGE sized Morocco Wallet, containing two
dec 27 eod&wtt
Governor then delivered his message to the
institute inquiry into the loss of the steamer
Bridgton, Dee., 18CC.
Railroad passes and a number of papers of no
upon mining and the manufacture of emory.
use
in
to
FOR Tin: CURE OF
any person but tbe owner. Any person returnLegislature. A large and attentive audienoe ififth—The entire removal of the internal rev- Commodore, Long Island Sound, aud report
For
Lease.
the sumo to this ottice, or C. R. Chisholm & Bro.,
ing
what
further
is
for
the
legislation
enue tax upon the manufacture of salt. Tho
necessary
Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma, 307 Congress
was present whs manifested their approbation
Street, will be auHahlv rewarded.
v:i)tml>)c let of land corner of Middle and
protection of passengers on steam vessels.
Catarrh, Influenza, Bronchitis, Spitting of Blood,
total amount of reduction of revenue consefpiIE
December 11. dtf
r Tluiui) bucols, for a term cf years, inquire
of the political sentiments of the message by
Mr. Wentworth begged leave to offer the
Pleurisy, Xuliamalion oi tlio Lungs or Chest, Pain in
quent upon the adoption of the above recomof
C. C. MITCHELL A. SON,
the
in
side,
Night
Sweats,
Hoarseness,
Consumption
the most enthusiastic applause. The Governor
mendations, taking the receipts of the last following:
its early stages, and all Diseases of the Throat and
_Aug. 28, lfCC—dll
_1 Id fore Street.
Seaolved, That the Judiciary Committee be
fiscal year as a basis of calculation, may be
starts with a prestige and popularity of which
BOARD
AND
ROOMS.
Lungs.
House lor Sale, No 32 Myrtle Street. Eninstructed
to report what measures if any, can
estimated
at
about
Tins
is
remedy too well known and too highly esthirty-five millions of dol- be taken to
the State may wel he proud.
;| quire at No. 8 Central Wliarf'.
prevent the Supremo Court from teemed to require coni mein laiion hero. It is regarded
lars. The Commissioner further recommends
L. July 12—dti
LEGISLATIVE CAUCUS.
and
assassins of Mr.
a necessity in every household, ami is
TO BET.
as a basis of present aud future
heartily endorslegislation, the releasing and discharging the
conspirators to release the rebel ed by tlio medical faculty, clergymen ole very denomiGood Tenement in House No. 21 Brackett St.
Earning.—The Legislative Caucus was called principle of abating the duty on raw material Lincoln,
Valuable Hotel Property lor Sale.
at Camp Douglas, in Chicago, under
nation, mothers, editors, members of Congress, and
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deaths was Stw, and from the 15th to the 18th,
armies oi the United States, in Louisiana,
London, Jan. 2—Evening.
are too well known.
It. Warren Weston,
Since its discovery its euros in
B. J. Howland,
at 8 A. M., 101—all poor
The case of the ship Tornado, which was
chronic as well as aeulo cases, is proof* suilicient to
AT
Pheips,
people; total number Mississippi and Texas, by the Assistant Comiieuj. Babcock,
Royal
ot victims 171. Celtic were
The decisions
thousands who have used it 01 its power and miiicriCaleb Barstow,
seized near Callao, during last October, upon
KIctclier Westrav,
being shipped iroiu missioners is mlly established.
MRS. C. W. JORDAN’S,
A.P.lBlot,
the east aide oi Porto itico to Si. Tnoiuas and
the charge ol attempted blockade breaking, ority over all medicines now known in America. lor
Rubt. li. libitum, Jr,
ol some ot the district Judges in Mississippi,
h.
the
Wm.
class
of
diseases
that
it
is
kitchens
hail
calculated
to
Gordon W. Burnham,
Dodge,
has
of
cure.
been opened ill tbe town.
been up in the Spanish Court
Corner of Dow and Brackett Street*.
that the civil rights bill was unconstitutional,
public
Admiralty
G.
Geo.
Fred’k Cbaimcej
Hobson,
News from St. Domingo to the 15th ult. had
and the seizure confirmed,
lias robbed freedmen of privileges intended to
David Lane,
Mans)!eld’s Vegetable Mitlgator
Through the month of January, to close a stock.
James Low,
been received. Vessels had been attacked by
Madrid. Jan. 2.
be secured to them by that law. The civil
James Bryce,
Also a new seven octave PIANt*, ot Gilbert's, to
Geo. S. Stephenson,
Is
who
a
waa
one Choli,
boatman,
The Spanish Government has decided to
entirely (literal* and unlike any other preparation
M. Wiley,
let.
captured and rights bill is notiu full operation in some porLeroy
Wm.H.
Webb.
in existence, and nuly requires a trial to
executed. Many more mines had been discovsend
il
wora
the
Pacific.
Daniel
S.
fleet
of
tour
iron-clads
to
prove
eod2w
tious of the South, and consequently, many
Miller,
Portland, Jan. 2, 1867.
thy oi the high roeouuueudation we claim tor it. PieJohn D. Jones, President.
ered on the island. President Cabal had been
criminals are at large. The Assistant CommisLondon, Jan. 2.
pared only by
Charles Denni**, Vice-President.
received everywhere with tavor.
Dispatches from the continent announce
sioners generally, favor the contract system,
INDIA
RUBBEU
GOODS.
H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Prest.
Correspondence ironi Mendoza, the Arger- as freedmen iu most cases, fill their obligations. that matters in “Scrvia” are assuming a threat- DR. W. P. 9IAN8FIELD, Portland, IHe.
D- Hewlett, 3d Vice-rrest.
been burned out ot my Rubber Store,
tine Confederation, NoV. 20, gives full particu- Tueir
ening aspect.
have, as a general thing, setH.
employers
J.
PRICE
25
AND
CO
147
Middle
I
would
Chapman,Secretary.
solicit the trade
CENTS,
St.,
lars ot the recent popular outbreak there.
tled with the freedmeu iu accordance with the
of the citizens ot Portland and vicinity, v until 1
General Agency and Mann lac lory No. 2T Green St.
Another revolution was, it was reported, terras of the contracts;
tor Insurance with the above named
yet when auy of them
Me.
re-open) o my headquarters, 85 Milk Street, Boston,
Applications
THE
Portland,
MARKETS.
these
Ail
have
failed to do so, the State laws have not in
going on at San Luis and San Juan.
where are kept every variety of goods made lrom
Company received and forwarded by
MANSFIELD’S VEGETABLE M1TIGATOR
all eases ati'orded
insurrections have for their object the cessaIndia Rubber compiling in part Rubber and Leaththe freedmen the proper remFinancial.
MANSFIELD’S VEGETABLE MITIUATOlt
edies and protection. F'or this leason the Aser Machine Belting, Steam Packing, Gaskets, Rings,
tion of war against Paraguay and the overJohn
W.
Monger,
(
Hose tor conducting and h vdrant purposes. Rubber
New
sistant Commissioners
MANSFIELD’S VEGETABLE MITIGATOIt
throw ot the Argentine Confederation.
York, Jan. 3.
report that they have
Clothing of every description, Combs, Ball*. Toys,
The Post says the loan market Is Inactive at 7 per
Correspondent.
relieved the evil as far as it was
MANSFIELD’S VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
aspossible
by
apl4dlmeod9m&w6w
at
7
Discount demand light
Undersheeting for beds iu cases ol sickness, Rubber
cent.
® 8 per cent.—
suming the guardianship of the freedmen as
Boots and
Cures Diphtheria or Throat Diseiee; Bronchitis:
Stocks dull. Governments inactive. Railroads less
Shoes, Tubing, Spittoons, Syringes,
HAVANA.
contemplated by the jaws of Congress. He feverish. Foreign Exchange quiet.
Glove*
and Mittens, Elastic Ring* and Bands, Plano
Rheumatism; PBRsmany lbrrn; Pain, Swelling and
calls special attention to. the vagrant laws of
Stillness oi tlie Joints; Pain or Lumcucss in tlie
Covers, Horse Covers with aud without h>od, Wagon
Covers, Air Beds, Pillows, Cushious, Lnd Life PreBack, Breast or Side, Ac., Ae.
Maryland, Georgia, AXississippi, Louisiana and
New Yerk Market.
Increase mf lhr Monetary Fssic --Bnif
AND
In Fevers,. anker, Rash,
servers, Mechanics’ Aprons, Rubber Jewelry, ol
Texas. The small time allowed after the expiMeasles, Fever and Ague,
New York, Jan. 3.
its
virtue is experienced to
nation of the l upturn la uiml.
Mdodecn beautiful patters, aud all kind* ofRubb r Goods that
ration of one contract before the person must
admiration, especially
Cotton—moro active and higher: tales 3,200 bales;
may bedosired, all of which 1 will sell at manufacohildren.
It
euros
among
old
lilCramps,
enter on another to escape vagrancy, will occaturers lowest prices.
Middling uplands at 36® 35jc, chiefly at the latter eflroas Sores, Sores exposedCholera,
MAN L'FACpi salt water. Sprains,
The arrest of assemsion practical slavery.
Please forward your orders tor the present to
price.
Flesh
XOKY
New York, Jan. 3.
wooiiusjDyseoicrry,Diarrhea. Inilauiutatiou oi'
Flour—10 ® 15c better with little more doing; sa'es
bled persons as vagrants upon information givH. A. HALL,
the Bowels, Neuralgia, colds, Tooth
Ache, Burns,
By the steamer Eagle from Havana, we learn en by any party, tueir trial by a justice of the #,800 ouls. State at 1100 ® 12 35; Round Hoop Ohio at Pams
in the Stomach, and ah morbid conditions ot l
Jul 13eodtf
85 Milk Street, Boston.
No.lS
that the monetary panic in that city is still on
1,
13
36
at
Western
9
00
Southern,
®
®
at
a
1365;
85;
the system.
public sales 11
aud the sale ot their invoices
at
the increase. Meetings had taken place among peace,
26 ® 17 00.
Cbeatnut
For
internal
and
and
external
fine
BAT*
it
lu
of
the
cost,
use,
for
bvhiive^.
is, fact, tlie
william
outcry lor the payment
Wheat—a suade firmer; sales 18,800 bush. White
the merchants, planters and hank directors, at
most ehcctual family Medicine now known in AmcrBROWN, formerly at 91 Federal street, iu now
without limit os to time, and the whipping and
Canada 3 30.
> Portland,
which ineasurcB wore discussed to relieve the
located at his new store No 64 Federal nt,
aug 22 eod.twwn
)>ermanently
iu the chain gangs, present some oi
bush.
Western
Me.
Mixed
working
sales81,000
,c°fa—lc higher;
a few doors below Lime street. He is now
country, but so fat without any result. It apprepared to
®1 Jt, White Southern, new, 112.
the obnoxious features of the irregular laws.
attend to the wants of his numerous customers nad
pears, irom the general Jack jyl eoulLfeuee, tUat
IMssolutlon of Copartnership.
WILLI AM r. HASTINGS
better; sales 45,000 bush. Western 63| ®
Seward’s recent departure from
Secretary
the public generally In the way of cleaning and rethp Government is in a strait for money and Wasiiingtuu is solely to seek a warmer clime
Is hereby given that the partnership latepairing Clothing of all kinds, and will be attended
now prepared to attend to the wants of his former
Provisions—dull.
has even gone to the length of aprropriatiug
ly existing between Chas. F. Davis and Albert
to with his usual promptness.
for tfie benefit of his health.
Also second-hand
patrons and customers, and the public generally
Whiskey-quiet at 26c in bond.
no“6dtf
both
lottery money and paying nigh prices, part in
olDeer
the
name
Isle, Maine,undor
Stephenson,
The superior character of'his instruments, especially
Clothing for sale at fair prices.
It is said that ttie District Suffrage bill bas
Groceries—generally quiet and dull.
cash and partin bond's tor tour and six mouths.
and style ot DAVIS & CO, Green’s Landing, Maine,
his
to
the
been presented
President for signature.
Bl'lrl* Turpentine at66@67.
was dissolved December twelfth, A. D. one thousand
The Captain General, it is reported, is unable
R. A. of tlie I*, f D.
A veto is anticipated.
UPRIGHT ORGANS,
hundred and sixty-six, by mutualconscnl. All
to stand tue Wear and lear of tie: command
Petroleum—dull; crude at i9c; Eeflned bonded at eight
demands due said parUierauip, and all demands on
which in style ot finish resemble the
of the island with all its troubles, and has
30c.
Piano,
is
upright
said partnership, as shown by their books, will be
toowcll known to require an extended notice.
Annual Meeting.
sent his resignation to Spain.
He
lt$.
Tallow-quiet; sales at
settled by Richards, Adams & Co, or their represenThe Constitutional Amendment.
will keep on hand a full assortment of instruments ot
Freights to Liverpool—drooping.
Annual Mooting of the Relief Associatatives.
the
Albany, Jan 3.
tion of the Portion 1 Fire Dcpartmen
will bo
Witness our hands and Seals this fourteenth (lay
flow of the Kiel Investigation.
Host
The Senate has passed the Constitutional
Cincinnati Markete.
and Patterns,
held at tbe Chief Engineer'* Office, (Old CUv Hall
of December, A. D. 1866.
on Wednesday Evening,
New Orleans, Jan. 3.
t'th.
at 74
building,)
CHARLES
F.
Amendment—only three negatives, all from
January
Signed,
Cincinnati, Jan. 8J
DAVIS,
[SEAL.]
AND AT
o'clock, lor the choice oi Trustees aud the transacThe Biot Commission closed its labors in tbe
this city.
ALBERT STEPHENSON, [seal.]
Extra at
Flonr steady; superfine at 9 25 ® 9 60.
of other business.
Prices
tion
Within
the
at
20c.
F.
Win.
M.
Reach
of
All
!!
Cutsum House brsuch of its investigations toColton
Folsom.
Columbus. Ohio, Jan. 3.
is
10 75® It 25. Whiskey firm; sales
Signed, Eliplialet Davis,
Per orddA of the President.
i
Tiie State Senate, to day, adopted a resoluactive: tales at 31 j %32.
The Arm will oontiuue under the uame and style of and trusts that the superior excellence of tone, as well
Receipts of Hogs 9,426.—
day. Elliott, Sheilabarger and tbe SergeantJOttN
Seo’y.
at-Arms leave to night via Cairo for their tion ratifying tho proposed amendment to thtt The market dolimH U; conaeqaenoe of heavy retsipta.
® Co., to whom all demauds duouU as the excellence ot his workmanship, may, as here11W. d»l
at
ldr
Be
26
0
and
7
7
0
60
for
26®
Wore,
commend
®
pruti
him
to
and
live,
tbs public invor
homos Mr. Boyer will rvutaiu here fur a day Oottstiuniou 6t the United States*, The voW
put*
Mess pork sursMtd; sales a Wow. Imi
was a party vow, aud stood M to U
«WF. **▼»*«>.
«t fwu.
rtyhs of Job work osMly executed si
WWstt

AGENTS

There will be

1*ATTLRSON & CHADBOURNE,
Dealers in Heal Estate, “Morton Block,”

dc 29dlw

:r~

Woodford’s Corner Dances

on tlio corner of Lincoln anil AmlcrStreots. It is a new house, ono and a half
an ell—good well of water, &c.
House
finished. Lot 60 by 69. Price #1,600. Terms
to
Apply

SITUATED
stories, with
son

_

low

ENTERTAINMENTS.
t:t‘

5lDoj.fi-, Wilson Sc.

f o,

(M« i!>o->dy uuel N'fiT)
P UI LADELPH 1A.
W. IV. WH1PPI.E, Portland,\Yh:leea!cAat.

JMid to Copying of all descriptions.

I ^ All work warranted to give satisfaction.
N. B—Work done for Photographers in Ink or
Colors at reasonable rates.
janlcodSm

i

OLD

■,

2AD

,4

MACHINES !
*>r the new jetna mewing -TCAI'UINEm, which have been proved to do the best lor

Exchanged

Mhwe Mtituhing, Taileriag, lu
ol any other in the world. Cied’t given to anv one
who wants a Sewing Machine. Needles and '.trimmings lor all Machiuos.

....

THE

Loring, Stackpole

100 Middle Street, Up Stairs.
W. S. DYISB.
IH*; 15

Hoarding: School
tho Congregation do Notre Dame,
THE
beg leave to inform the public tliat they will
Ladies of

re-

open their

January,

Ships, Barques, Brigs

CHARLES STAPLES & SON,
Iron

Mutual Insurance Company.

on

the 2d

OR WORLDS SALVE

EXTRA INDUCEMENTS

H*»'>c«u au oi l laiutly nur** for the past iwt-niy yrattri,
uud known all *r<mnd th« world as the man southing auJ healing Ointment iu esUteaes.

—TO—

BOOK

McALiSTER’S ALL HEALING 0HT1EM

CANVASSERS !

of the best selling Book,
public is new ready.

ONE

ever

offered to

Never Fails to Cure.

the

Salt lth**nni» Scrofula, Ulrrr«* Nmall Peii
Nero Nipples* Mercurial !*#re>, Eryolarlae,
f)ti blind***. Corns, Bnnlon*. and all HHoom-

Twenly-flre Thousand Copies ordered in
Four month. !

atic PuIiim, Ac Ac. Ilral* permanently Old
For Frr.sted
Horns and Fresh Wounds.
l.lmbs Burns, or Wealds, It ha* oo equal In
the World. Uire It a trial.

Agent, are selling from Twenty to Fifty copies, per
week!
One good, active Agent wautcu in every
town in Maine and New Hampshire.
For circulars, terms, &c., address

Founders,

Iron Store Fronts and Columns

Academy

and

hope

magic

•lectS

NO.

"first

Strengthens

1,

DAVIS
Having

to the
Prevent*

Hair

Hressiny,
TUX

;
For

or

Whiskers and

washing.
sale by all Druggists.

CIIARLEfl NEWHALL, Proprietor,
47 Hanover st, Boston.
am

oct!3eod

Ladies’ Gloves, fleece lined,
Lined,

Ro^'tlT^r1

Approved Styles

Slit

pe.

SUmlw

.25
.15
LOT

Fm,, Veils, (Tarter Uarnmu, CenMl,
every kind and size, and

FANTY GOODS

of

al

Deaoriptim,

examination of this branch will convince ail that
are making prices very low.

An
wc

Dress

Trimmings

VELVET RIBHONS, b!aok and
colored,In any width; by the piece we make adisoouat.
t3F~All our prices will provo to you beyond a doubt
that goods are sold here cbeajx.r than elsewhere.

at

prices to salt.

ty Remembor the place, old stand of HEUMAHH
OliUNTAL, now
I liave just received from Mr.C. P. Kroll, gf New
one of hie Patent Hair 11
rushing Machine*,
have now in operation at my new Shaving «ud
No 316 Congress street, oppopressing Room,
Hall, where also may be found my
*
BKPRODUCTOR, NATUKALIZKK, Ac.
11. Is. JOHNSON.

D A V I H

York,

which I
Hair

For Sale.

are

NOTICE.
persons

collect the same.
Fore Street, over Canal National
Office No.
Bank. House No. 55 Danforth Street, corner of State
Street.
GEORGE A. THOMAS.
January 1, 1857. eod4w

•

fruit

estatew.th the W ill

annexed oi

.,ELipHAI.irr WEBSTER,
Cumberland, irerfor^a°d. in the County ol as
cnant, deceased, and
law directs.
latAAfn
♦

tbe
given bonds
persons having demands anon the estate ot said
deceased, are required to exhibit the same; andal
persons indebted to said estate are Sailed upon to
make payment to
JOSEPH H. WEBSTER,
Administrator with Will annexed.
Portland. Doc. 18, 1865.
dec2iulaw3w
ah

Holiday Presents!
At Mrs. L.

OABDIKEB will

term for instruction in Vocal Music
MB.
MONDAY EVENof the Free Street

try

Church,

on

Gentiemeni

*S*»B«SSS«B-

$2.00
8.W

LANCASTER

Hkl. and Pe:-lnmery

hi* second
at the Vee-

commence

ING, January 7th, 1807, at 7$ o’clock.
24 Lessons, Indies,
Terms,
■
«

Walker's, 3G

OPPOSITE

Singing Scliool!

The

to notify and warn the
menders of Saoit 8;ei hen’s

By virtue of the fore/olng Warrant to me ddeotert,
I hereby warn and noniV cue PewhoMers ana n embers oi Snlnt Stephen’s Parish, in the C.ty of Portland, to meet at the time am* place ana fur iLo puppc.se therein speciued.
Dated a. Port ami, this Twen y-Eighth Day of Doc ember, 1806.
D. F. COKSER, Paiibh Clerk,
dec 29 q:t

that the autwriber iuu
N'°Ti!;n,l,1i'er.ebyp**®?. and
taken upon h uisolf
hA

auu

Sheidey an Srroiu’s Ottlve, Lachan„e Stree ^ust Office Building, Saturdnv evening- January 5th, 1»C7, at / o’clock, for the following
•
pu.-* oat-g, viz:
lit. To c ooso a Moderator.
2d. To determine whether the Pariah will build
or purchase a Church.
3d. To tr n-aci such other bu i* ess as may thflB
and there come be tore -aid meeting.
Given under our linn Is and Seals, this Twenty*
Lighth Day o» December. f8G«
TJM. B. 1ULFORD, (Seal) ) Js—i'r.rt of
S. T. CORSE R,
(Seal)f $t.
CHARLES SAGER, (Seau>)

___

indebted to the Hte Dr. Charles W.
Thomas, are requested to make immediate payment to the undersigned* who is duly authorized to

the

,

Street*

hereby required
YOtJie»Uoldeis

rarish to meet at

and Mainsails, second hand.
SAMPSON A CONANT,
decldtf
No. 19 a 20 Commercial \\ harf.

ALL

C? O

Ts »• F- COBSER, Clerk of St. *t*rhen’a
Parish in the City of
Portland, Maine*

a

sails,

&

Clapp*'* Block, CougrcM
January 1, 1$07. dtf

Ns. lO

of Sails, Rigging and Blocks, nearly new,
A SUIT
from tistiing Schooner ot' 100 tons; also TopFore

Ready

IS

tine,

Bert French Kid Glove,
<>n
A Ml Assortment of GERMAN ZEPHYR WORSuni
a »uycrior utlolo.
TEDS, lmvorted by us,

ORGAN

NOTICE

Goods!

Children’s Gloves, fleece
BLAi K KID GLOVES,

%* %* %*
MITIGATOM

^Oaia—le

Fancy

Wr. SHALL SELL

DYE
Hair

and

until

Good American Corsets for
0 .75
La-lies* Cotton and Wool Ribbed Hose,
.©
Children's all Wool llose,
Beat Shetland Cloud.*,
1.0)
Ladies’ Ho<»ds.
t0g
H» autithl Breakfast Shawls from
1,75 to 6.65
One thousand Linen Col ars for
.10
Ladles Paper Goods of all descriptions.
Rich Embroidered C liars at
.25
250 Dozen Linen Handkerchief* Ibr 124 cents each.
•»
600
extra, 17
«•
100
•*
25
very

Epidemic

HAVING

Sell,

further notice, goods at from
M ». SO per real, lew than former Prim. 1
Flease examine our prices and be convinced.
will

MAGIC

be applied to the
onlyis to
done no

CO.,

their exteuelv* iBook ef
LADIHS'

Furnishing

Rest and Cheapest in the Market.

HAIR

A

determined to reduce

gives nour moment

PBOVKD TO BE

Hq9
the work

Heduced Prices!

Greatly

COLOR,

Makes tho hair soft and moist.
and cures Dondrui!

8 plendid

at-

—

roots.

A

Goods!

Fancy

BLACK OB BBOWN.

the hair and

annual sale
OP-

Ea4e4 Hair to Its

or

ORIGINAL
EITHER

Tu«Fc&ir«ow

hair

Restorative ! !
Will Restore Gray

Sold by all Druggists.

Price 25 cent*.

HARTFORD PUBLISHING CO.,
Box 180S.
PORTLAND, ME.
dec24eoU2w*

THE

Aggregate Capital, $580,161,17

Hoarding .School

1867.

Whilst acknowledging their gratitude to tho Inhabitants of Portland for past fiivors and patronage,
in future to merit a liberal share in the u»they
vor ol the public.
N. B.—For further information apply to tho Superioress, No. 64 Froe Street.
December 10. daw

& Co, Agts,

marine Insurance

MOl.lu AGENT.

deod lm

|

Cen

er

St.,

HALL,

Boxes, Al-

bum., Work B.xe., Writing Desk*.
Portfolio., Vpariau Mtataie*.
WORSTED

lluODtS, BREAKFAST
AND WORSTEDS,

MUWI4

yijgthM- irUh»iary« Vacivty M Dolfc, Voye. fce., *c.

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS.
wonderful progress ol medical Science during the pant six years, only makes
it j ossible tor the conscientious Physician
to declare, now that, Consumption is as

RECEIVED!

JUST

NEW

A

“The

LOT

certainly cubed as intermittent
ind as certainly prevented as
F. King. *'• D., L. L. JJ., etc.

Suxal

GOODS

OTHER

ALL

IHarkcd Down in Proportion,
AT

REEVES,

D.

JL.

Free

No. 30
December 17, I860.

Street.

<13w

RECONSTRUCTED !
APOTHECARY,
pleased inform the citizens of Portland and vicinity that, having been purified by fire, ho has now
opened a
to

NEW AND

ELEGANT DRUG STORE
the

on

STAND,

OLD
turnished the

and

with

same

choice

a

selection ol

We extend a cordial invitation to all our friends to
take a walk among tbe ruins” and see us.

Cor, Exchange and Federal Streets.
dtf

Jan2

NEW YEAR S GIFTS
good

A

assortment of

GENTS’ COUNTRY KNIT HOSE!
YARNS !

DOMESTIC

CENTS’, LADIES’ AND CDILDBEN’S

GLOVES AND MITTENS,
-ALSO-

Breakfast Shawls, Hoods, Hen and Boys’

Worsteds, Dress
Scarfs, German
Trimmings, Tidies, Knitting
Colton, Angola and other
Yarns*

Factory

and Children’s

New lot of Ladies’

BALMORAL
very

pretty, and late styles.

BAUfOBAL

E.

Also

BEDLOW'8,

dec31d2w

430 Congress Street.

Great Fall in Furs !

of

new

SALE

and elegant Furs In Boston,

BOUGHT

FOR

And

CASH,

be sold

can

CHEAPER

Hudson

Bay

Nice

Mountain.
Ri:d Ash—New

HO M very superior Flooring and Step
Boards now landing at Custom House Wharf,
and for sale in lots to suit purchasers. Apply to
C. M. DAVIS & CO.,
117 Commercial street.
r.ov22dtf
1860.
Nov.
Portland,
21,

ABOUT

have recommended i. lias

RECEIVED and lor sale by the undersigned

at their Wharf,
JUST

GAS AND COAL OIL

BROKEN

EGO

DANGDON,

Head Union

STOVES,

STOCK

Southern Pine Lumber
WJE

prepared to execute orders for SOUTH,
f T ERN PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, delivered with dispatch at any convenient port.
RYAN Sc DAVIS

Saint Louis

CASH.
George

T.

Burroughs
1

ANNUAL

Amaranto,

C. J. BARBOUR.

BARBOUR.

K. R.

CLOTHING!

Oar present stock of Corsets, comprises a great
in both style and finish.

B.

we

have a

new

dclodlm

Oak Tanned Leather

FURNISHING

Crossman’s Polish,
Crossman’s Polish.

Crossmail’s Union Furniture Polish!

THE

best in the world for

Messrs. John X. Shaw & Co.,
after having been burned out
4tb, haye resumed business

of
in

Federal street, J uly
the room over the

J. TEWKSBURY & CO.,

GOODS I

Polishing Mahogany.

Waluut. Stair-Posts, Rails, Counters, or any
kind of Furniture. This Polish has been used by Mr
Grossman for tbc last twenty years, giving perfect satisfaction to all. It is warranted to stand a temperatlfle of two hundred degs. of heat, and is not otherwise easily defeced. Furniture polished with it will
be perfectly dry and ready fur use in five minutes alter the Polish is put on. Price Seventv-Kivo and Fifty Cts. per bottle; anyone can use It by following
the Directions on the bottle.
Reference—Messrs C. & L. Frost,Capt Inman,USA,
Messrs. Breed »* Tukey, BenJ Stevens, Jr., Win.
Allen, M. M. Woodman.
For sale by Burgess, Fobes & Co, W. P. Phillips
& Co., H. H. Hay & Co, Samuel Rolf, H. W. <& A.

Deering.

Manufactory 376 Congress st, up stairs, opposite
head of Green st.
S. C. RIGGS, Agent,
Maine.

dec2Sdti_Portland,

CORNER

LIME

AND

STREETS,

Having prepared a stock of Oak tanned Leather in
Philadelphia, they are now ready to execute all or-

lelphla
Fire

OFFPU

FOE

BALE

AT THEIR

Fore

1S7

;,nd

Oak Tanned, Leather

sonable terms.
N. B.—Fire Buckets,

Spanner Belts. Flexible
Pipes, Knapsacks, Cartridge Boxes, Pistol Holsters,
&e., made to order. Couplings, Pipes and Nozzels
Hose repaired.

Bead

Co.,

Having taken llic Chambers

CONGRESS STREET,

ADJOINING MECHANICS’ HALL,
Are now prepared to offer their friends and the public a lurgc and well asurted stock of

CURTAIN

Agent* fur Gardner’s celebrated Conner
Faint for vessels’ bottoms.
AU orders for Faintlna
executed at abort notice and
January 1.1887. dtf

satisfactorily.

suceess

New, Clean and Desirable.

JvSOdtf___
Another

Back

to

to

GOODS!

Change of Base

P.

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

PRO ST,

Merchant
3321-2

°l»

Tailor,

Congress Street,

Has just received

FALL

a

line lot of

1851.

nighly esteemed in
[ndta, and is in my
opinion the most pal-

is

PRICES

Wil%T(^07in

..

’robin? hfciftoreV^

prepared to sell at prices lower than

^b^T^Ues

cooper &

au'1

i I

ELDER

NO. 2)3 iniDDLE

goods

thomoat thoruitgb

M.

Begs leave to inform his friends
public generally (hat having
now

d^‘iptlons

heretofore, and

alldes^pUj^

end

on

Meats, Poultry, Game, &c..

That the market aflonls, and it will be
‘trvethe,r curtom*rs

_

their

Hosts.

IX)T JUST RECEIVED by
W* Q. WEBB & CO
Va*2W,w

PJHOIOE

earnest

wlUijiromJXi

^ fidelity.

Von^nSSaaiM,

O’BRION, PIERCE & CO.,
Wholesale Dealers, Itll Commercial Hi.,
dec31dly
PORTLAND, ME.
Notice.
clear,“8 tbs ruins or digring cellars can
00
t0d^t
nWinwffi
WUQ-dtf
Wbanmgir,

E®1?9?^8

OP

MAINE.

£
8 a
288 845 00 00
102 802 000 00 00

Value, Market Value,

PC1r2^i‘are'
£4*

M

100
100
100

„

Duncan’s

97
01
104

Sons,

£7.,878

NEW YORK

In

Event Style at

hay

&

delOJti

80

PERRY'S,

FEDERAL. ST.

Hayward’s Rubbers
We offer to

determined?...

Included in amount mentioned in reply to question 34..
27. Amount of all other claims against the Company? Unclaimed divi28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
3o.
36.
37.
38.
3J.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

48.

ir<. 9o9 uv
nQ u

an aok nn

irk

the

Agency prices.

Doots, Shoes

n*

iort

ill
in
in

6/1 710
1U 01
U1 07

18 00

n!, }

18,661

Hiak ,?

470771000

*'707 }J ,Vi
r*
w

96}

v
o
d
31*26 «2
02 69
09
si.220
na

0,002

1

}

21

1

101
96l

1

27,069

I

i

ggf

00 oo
oa
«« on
w

?5

10 uo

18 06

26,220

00 02

47,041

09 08

fiI80’232 W 02
•Memorandum R Referred to in Reply to
Question 31.
Details of Sundry Investments, Bonds, <£c.
Bonds of Burial Board ot Toxteth Park,.
British and Irish Magnetic Telegraph Comnanv.

U?™

~

—’I*!® S? S
"j
*J’iir. }i ii

jrr’JjX
r

10

ns

S

Briiish Railway 'sfecirr

?465,882 02 03

lonf

£601,740

1

AND 3 KILBY

01 07

and

Attorney,

STREET, BOSTON.

The Company, as will be seen by the published
Statement, has large means, and is entirely mliable, and
losses under Policies Issued here, will be adjusted liberally and paid
promptly. Apply to

<£•

Jan2d3w

BAY

Also

LUMBE R

Walnut,

Maple,

Sycamore,

Chestnut,

JOSEPH

29
n
29—eodlm

Steam Mills, Iron

Foundry,

-AND-

Plongfli

WE

OctlO-d3mos

THAN

HO.

(Ar~ We are prepared to furnish Castings for Ball
Boad Companies and Ship Builders.
Also, Planing, Jointing, Matching and Sawing
promptly done.
J. W. HANSON,
C. C. WINSLOW.
46 York Ml., Head of Smith's Wharf.
•Jar. 1—dtf

SWORD.”

The Gold Pen—Best and

Morton’s

Cheapest

of Pens.

Gold Pens l

The Best Pens in the World!
For sale at Ids Headquarters, No 2o Maiden Lane,
New York, and by every duly-appointed Agent at the

prices.
US’- A Catalogue, with full description of Sizes and
Prices, sent on receipt ot letter postage.
A.

MORTON.

Store to be Let.
No. 206 Fore street, toot of Plumb, now occupied by He aid Brothers, will be for rent and
about the

11th

Ttaromhor rtmrlmn

Olid

and

SPERM & ADAMANTINE

CANDLES, SOAP,
PATCH,
aug 9
—dm_No. 7 Central Wharf, Boston.
<£

For sale by HKADMHA W &

Dealers,
Mechanics’ Hull.

vn irtcu

tc

D. TRUE & CO.,

Congress street, opposite
declaim

wrier

1?.r l"u,,,'.ng,

Residence, AMERICAN HOUSE

August 17th, 168G

thJ?oto«ery

lndU8tr0Ct’

,tyIe of Job wotk nwUy exeented at

NO.

M.

Pair,

CONGRESS STREET.

Clothing
a

Cleansed l

It can be done
their satisfaction than at

20

mors

to

Temple Street,
Congress st.

SPOOL !

CLEANSED
ty Give me

a

IN
FIRST CLASS STYLE 1
trial and I will endeavor to please.

C'HAHl.ES II. iuhoney.

^“Highest

Cash

price paid for cast-off Clothing.

ECONOMY AND COMFORT.

Cold, Rain, Wind and Dust!

bbls. superior new oat meal.
Kfk «0
Barrels Southern Buck wh^t.
*
J ust received and tor sale by
CHASE BBOTHEBS.

*'*“«

l^-l,TAS2wHCaJ

Store to Let.
Congress Street,

This?*

opof the best
the City,
ton years.

™**• *» inform my Mends and pat- stands Jor the Grocery
liad a large trade for the past
that I have associated with me in the practice
oi having
Apply to
S. L. CABLEToN,
Dentistry,
1
HR. ALBERT
jan
Market Square.
EVANS,

UPON YOUR DOORS AND WINDOWS.
and last a lift time.
per
Simple. Cheap and Durable. Tlie best Weather Strip
invented. Examine Testimonials and Specimens at
the Real Estate Agency of W. H. J ERR IS, at Horse
Railroad office, opposite Preble House.
C. E. BARNES, Agent.

SUPPLY

50

cent. In

Fuel,

CtyAgonts Wanted.

decUalm*

“Short Dresses.”
will find the most convenient and expeditious wav of making Walking Dresses is to
have a “SKIRT LIFTER1’ adlusted to the Hojd
Skirt.
MRS. L. C.
Jan 1
Brown Street.*

LADIES

PENNELL,

dtt_44
Xotico,

!
Boy’s ATClothingSt~
TH&Ec.”fMr!Tkenv^PcSSh?eBSkerr’
w^°~8 <W Bl0Ck’
THE
BAKING BUSINESS
New England Clothing- Com,
IBB OLD
Marbleized Slate Mantles I
STAND,
SB Market Mqaarr.
WO. 107
AT

T. B. STEWART.

dc8d3m_E.
The Gothic Furnace!
LEVEEN & CO.

Wood or Coal is the most powerful furnace in
use, and has the most radiating surihce. Judge
*•* ***** Arc. New York.
Bullock of the U. S. District Court for Rhode Island
Send ibr Descriptive Catalogue with prices. Imdcl8 says “I have used your furnace No. 10 two
winters;
It Is simple fn construction. I am entirely satisfied
with it and deem It preferable to any hot air furnace
To Let.
I have seen
Brick Store, three stories, No. CO Union
ALEX. M. LEkLKT,
•West, Apply to
Mfr. 60S 6th Atmm,
Vork.
ST. JOHN SMITH,
J»M*f
A circular tent by request.
dtKMlnj

ONE

FOR

__

FCBE, COB. VIWK STREET,

Wlicro we snail be
and as many new ones

haapy

ronage.

October 1,1SCG.

see our old customers,
us with theirpatas mav

to

ikvor

PEARSON <ft SMITH.

dtf

The subscriber having disposed of his Bakery to
Messrs. Pearson * Smith, would cheerfully recomthem to his former patrons, being assured that,
from tlieir well known reputation, they will continue
the business accej.tably.
mend

And he will take this opportunity to gratefully acknowledge the many fitvors bestowed upon him by
his patrons for many yean.

October 1,1866, dtf

REUBEN KENT,

A*

T 40

M

IST"l'Telght trains for Watervilleand all Intermediate stations, leave Portland al 8.25 A. M,
Tram irom Bangor is due at Portland at 1.45 P. M,
in season to ounect with train tor Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only, at 8.10 A. M.
Nov. 1,

EDWIN

NOYES,supr.

1806_noadfo
PORTLAND

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

PILLS,

Cure Suppressed, Excessive and
Painful Menstruation, Green
Sickness, Nervous andrlpinal Affections, Pains in Vie Back, Sickheadache, Giddiness, and ail disspring from tm-trulartty,
by removing the cause and all the

eases that

effects that arise fium U. They
are perfectly safe in all cases, except token forbidden by directions, and are easy to udinini.'.ler,
,
as they are nicely sugar coated.
They should be in the hands of
every Maiden, Wife, and Mother
f in the lund.
•
Ladies can address us in perfect
confidence, and state their conifn
as
we
treat nil Female Complaints,
nul,
plaints
ami
prepare Medicines suitable for ail diseases to
which they are subject.—Thirty-two page pamphlet,
in a sealed envelope, free.
The Cherokee Pills are sold by all druggists at $1
per box, or six boxes for $5; or they are sent by
mail, free of postage, In an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole proprietor

Dr. W. E.

KEBWIN,

37 Walker St., N, Y.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Coinuenclas Monday, Nev. l’Jlh, 1808.
rvitlitfnifr1 Passenger Trains leave Portland for

CHE3ErBostoii at 9.40 A. M., and 2.20 P. M.
Boston lor Portland at 7.30 A. M., and, 2.30

|

„aAkcJiajnic'8 Sundays

d Laborer’s Train'will leave
excepted, at 6 A. M., and
arriving in Portland at 6.10.
Returning, will leave Portland ior Saco and Bid*
| detord and intermediate stations at 5.C0 P. M.
A special Height train, with
jiassenger car aitaohed, will leave Portland at 7.10 A. M. lor Saco and
Biddelord, and returning, leave Blddetord at 6.30
and Saco at 8 40 A. M.

FRANCIS CHASE, Sunt.
Al
Portland, Oct 20, 1866.
noldtl
_

To

the

VIA THE

!

New York Central,
trie & Lake .shore.
And Pennsylvania Central

B.—Cherokee Pills No. 2 are prepared for
canto, when milder medicines fail; these
sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt
of **
*
price of each boa.

ituliroado,

P»r Male at the Lowest rale* at the We.lBailway Ticker Office,—LANCASTER
•rjs
hall building, market square.

Dr. WRIGHT’S

W.

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,
Or, Essence or Eire,
Cores Genera{ Debility.
in

Weak-

Hysterics
Palpitation of the

female*.
Heart and
all Nervous Diseases. It restores new life und vigor to the
aired, causing the but blood o1
At the Phenis riaet
to course the veins, resfrom the aahea of ita youth the
Organs of Generafire, animated with toring
veto life"—to doea tion, removing Impotency and
thta Elixir rejuven Debility, restoring Manliness
ate the eyttem and and full vigor, thus
a
overcome dieeaee.
reperfect Elietir of
moving Sterility anti uarrcnncas in ootn sexes. 10
tho young, nii<l«ile-ape<l,anri uged. there is no greater
boon than this ** Elixir of Life.'* It gives a new’
lease Of life, causing the weak and debilitated to
have renewed strength and vigor.

Travelers!

Through Tickets from Portland
To all Points West «£•
South,

N.
are

a

!
Blddeford dailv,
I
Saco at t>.08,

§pedal

1).

LITTLE

dJ

CO.,

Gcurral Ticket Agents.
!
ty Passago Tickets for California, via ..earners
I from New York on ilie 1st, 11th, anil 21st of each
month tor solo at this office,as heretofore. dc26d*wtl

ness,

hTEANEHh.

| Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

proving
/ore,”

Vrice, one bottle |2; three bottle* $5;
to any address.
express
Our medicines are
and

sent

CARRYING THE CANADIAN
AND UNITED STATES
-MAILS.

Psueugm Booked

bj

recommended bv all
respectable druggists in every part of the civilized
globe; some unprincipled dealers, however, try to
deceive their customers by selling cheap and worthless compounds in order to make money. Be not
deceived—ask for these medicines and take no
others. If the druggist does not keep them, write
to us, and we will send them by express, carefully
packed, free from observation. We will be pleased
to receive letters with full statements in regard to
anr disease with which ladies or gentlemen are
amicted
Address all letters for medicines, l>*mph*
l***“«»r advice, to the sole proprietor
k. W. B. MEBWnr, 87 Walker at, H. Y.

to Londondetry and
Liverpool.
Ucturu Ticket, granted at
Bedard Kale..
Tiro Steamship Nova Scotian,
Captain Wylie, will
sail irom this port tur
Liverpool, SATUkDAY, 6tlr
■January, lst,T,
alter the arrival of the
train ol the
previous day from Jlontieal, to be lollowed by the Hibernian on tbe 12th of
January
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin. <accortbng to accommodation)
S70
to Aka
*
It;'
Steerage,
in Gold or its equivalent.

immediately

sold

|

Payable

IST-Por Freight

Portland,

FARE

DR. w;
Medical

TT DEWING,
Electrician

174 MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the Called States Hotel
lie would respectfully announce to
citizens ot Portland and vicinity, that he
•
permanently located In this city. During the three

WHERE

they

the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia 11
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption wher
In the acute stages or where the lungs aro not fully
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, Bcrofula hit
disoases, white swellings, sptnal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs
palsy or paralysis, 3t. Vitas’Dance, deafness, stami

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the Imv
leap withjoy, and move witn the agility and elasticity of youth; the heated brain Is cooled; the IVostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to

palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ol
are obliterated; the accidents of mature liie
prevented; the calamities ol old age obviated and an

youth

Electricity

TBBTH 1 TEETH 1 TBBTH 1
Dr. D. still contiuues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without PAIN. Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to hare removed lor resetting he would give a polite Invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Ma. mines (or sale
tor family use, with thorough Instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a tew patients with board
snd treatment at his bouse.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from 1
to 6 P. M ., and 7 to 8 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltl

apply to

REDUCED^TO

St~

BOSTON.

Arrangement!

will

run as

*

follows:—

Leave Atlantic Wharf for Boston
every evening, (except Sunday) at
7 o clock. Leave Boston the same
days at 0 P. M.
Cabin iare,.
*ir0

Deek,........'.'.'.‘.'.'.'.

duced

taken as

L BILUI,U8' AE®n*-

May 22nd, 1868-dtf

International Steamship Oo.
East port, Calais and St. John.
WINTER

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIP

ONE

PER

WEEK.

On and alter
December
17th, the steamer NEW BRUNSWICK, Capt. E. B. WINCHESTER, will leave Rail Road Wharf,
foot of State St., every MONDAY,
at 5 o’clock P. M tor Eascport and St.John.
RETURNING, will leave St. John every THURSDA Y, at 8 o’clock A. M.
At Eastport Stage Coaches will connect lor
Machine.
the E. & N. A.
Railway will connect

Monday.

..

^tStJohn

B^Freight received on days of sailing until 4 o’eik.

c. c. EATON,
P*2S^_
dec20-dtf_Agent.
PORTLAND AND~~nFw~YORK
...

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

SEMI-WEEKLY LIME.
The splendid and fhst Steam*
ships D1RIGO, Capt. H. Sukrwooii, and FKANCOdIA, Capt.

•W. W.
SltEBWOOD, Will, until
—--'further notice, run as follows:
Leave Browi’s Whart,Portland,every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
KIver, New York, every WEDNESDAY and
^Lasf
SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock P. u.
These vessels are tit ed
up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this the
most speedy,
,or ‘fkvellers
? rou;?
New York and.r‘«
M:ilne.
Passage, in state Room
Cabin
♦6.00
passage $5.00.
extra
‘orwarded by this line to and trom Mon
®al*b
Caxpoitaud
Augusta,
St

betvw/n

Mells

Jo? n^*0’

Shippers are requested to send their ft eight to the
as
early as 3 P. M.on the day that thsy
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY dfc FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.

steamers

J. F. AMES, Pier 38 East River.

UNITED STATES

American patented improvement
TAM NINO COMPANY, of New York,
The
the
oxclusivc
in
manathcown

HOTEL,

right

turc of an imperishable
Bark tor tanning

Company docs not proposo to sell Territorial
rights, but will grant exclusive privilege to manutacturc in certain localities, chargiug a small royalty per
Tho

gallon on

the amount manultu-tnrcd.

Tlie Company will send competent men to superintend the construction of tlie works, where parucs dosire to enter Into the business, and to Instruct In the
manufacture of the Extract.
As a guarantee of success to parties entering into
this businoss, tlie Company will contract to take all
the Extract manufactured undo! their process at tllty
cents per gallon, delivered in Boston or New York.
Parties in Maine desiring further information as to
terms. Arc., may call upon or address CHARl.ES
HALE, Oenersd Agent tor Maine, 24 Maine street.

*sswir ’^gamszxSir

dtl

HOTELS.

Owners of Hemlock Lands!

freight.

re-

nsual.

May 29,

tho Unite.] States for tlie
“EXTRACT" from Hemlock
Extract Is
purposes. Tho Barkand
now extensively used
the deamong Tanners,
mand lor it rapidly increasing. It commands a ready
sale in the Boston, Now York and Philadelphia markets, at sixty cents per gallon. Tlie appliances for
manufacturing aro simple and not expensive, costing
but little more than tho ordinary leaches used byTanconls of Bark may be rcnur«, By this process, 1}
the entire strength into
du,*Jijo as to concentrate
without
in the slightest deforty iillous ofcxtract,
its tanning qualities, and at a cost not
gree injuring
dollar
cord.
one
The
for
saving in freight
exceeding
alone, between the transportation of tho Extract and
the bark, will range from six to eight dollars |mr cord,
so that any one who may get oat but three hundred
cords of Lark per year, may save from two thousand
to twenty-live hundred dollars in tho difference in

lOO

ran^**6 tickets to he had ot the Agents at

Freight

active circulation maintained.
LilllES
Who have cold haims and leet; weak stomachs, 1am-

aud weak backs: nervous and sick headache; dizziness and swimming In the
head, Wfth indigestfon and
constipation of the bowels; pain in the side and back;
leucorrhoea, (or whites); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will hnd in
Electriqlty a sure mean?
of cure. For palulul menstruation, too e-jiuse
menstruation, and all ol those long line of troubles
with young ladies,
Is a certain spccltic,
and will. In & short time, restore the sufferer to the
of
health.
vigor

passage

Nov.B.fgj7 llW’

Until further notice the Steamer!
of the Portland Steam Packet Co.

city,'

we have cured some
years we have been in this
ot the worst torms of disease in persons who have
tried other forma ol treatment In vain, and curing
patients In so short a time that the question is often
asked, do
stay cured? To auswor this questiol
we will eay that all that do not
stay cured, we
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for
twenty
one years, and is also a regular graduated
physicist,
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases is

or

Summer

MEDICAL ELECTEICITY

-Ab'E-

save

Monday,November 12th,

tiaina will leave PoiHand fur
Bangor and all intermediate station on this line at
(laUj’' * “ Lewiston and Auburn only, at

Or Female Regulator,

Improved Rubber Moulding

then

More Durable and at
Half the Brice of Marble.

v

IMPORTANT to LUMBERMEN

c. H, OSGOOD,

SupetSorin Appearance,

CHEROKEE

BRADSTREET’S

one
Bunin etui in

rons

On and alter

| I'M*.*LP»currnni.

And prevent tha rattle of Sashes with

Will

R. R.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

B.—Ladies desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendance.Janl.l865d&w.

the

REPAIRED,

MAINE CENTRAL

N.

strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and

WINKING

place where

ac va.vsaiooro': tor
Unity
for Canaan at Pishon’s Ferry.
W. HATCH, Saperinteadenl,
Anguata, Oct. 27, I860.
novl2dtl

uoro

and

own sex.

By Electricity

4 PEERING BLOCK,
OKNTJLKMKN

Freight Train, with passenger car attached, will
leave Portland tor Skowhegan and inte mediate stations
every morning at 7 o'clock.
Trains from Brunswick and Lewiston are due at
Portland at 9.20 A. M., and from
Skowhegan and
Farmington and all Intermediate stations at 2.00 P
M. to connect with trains for Boston.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Bellasbat Augusta, leaving daily on arrival ol train from
Boston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and lor Solon. Anson.

DR. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland.

mering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaiur, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented: asthma, bronchitis, strictures nl the chest, and all torus of female
complaints.

FROST’S,

dc22dtf

dtf

on

Notice to Land Holders,
l-'dldor, Is prepared to take
Cither bv .(OB or by
I)AV WOKlt.
DAI
Can furnish First class workmen
workmen
and material of nil description.

Per

KEEP OUT THE

Dental Notice 1
GOTHIC STORE
THE
posite Lafayette Street.

oct6 d3m
“u,‘ .patent
leather shoes,
commend* itself. Sold
by WM.
Beot and Shoe
318

Blanket !

second Door from

DAVIS & CO.’S.

A FULL

SIZED

Every Garment will receive prompt and lkithfuTuttention.
Ladies’ Sacqnes !

dedtf_27

PALE PRESERVATIVE l

P.

1

JUBl

Formerly ot Bangor, a sktlWil dentist ot lone expert
cnee, and take pleasure in Introducing and recoin
mending him to them. Ether and Chloroform admin
istored when desired.

FRANK MILLER’S

$4.30

A.T

Dec !8,

by addressing

__

-FOR-

Wo.

COTTON!
7 CENTS A

LARGE

ARRANGEMENT.

M.

especial

Attentively l

A

Wool

Cannot find

CANRLES. Oat Meal and Buckwheat I

LAED, SPERM AND WHALE OIL,
OLIVE, ELAINE AND RED OIL,
KEROSENE AND MACHINERY OIL

All

BUY

jt|

lor Saco

particularly

side of the Western Prairies.''
gept13d<&w6m 37

CAN

WINTER

DR. HUGHES
invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they will find arrauged tor their
accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue In regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least Injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with frill jlirections,

Manu.actorfts, Foundries, Stores and the like; and
Steam Power with room can be rented.
For persons who desire mild winters, a healthful
climate, and a good soil, in a country beautifully improv d, abounding in fruits, and po>scssing ail other
social privileges, in the heart of civil .ation, it is
worthy ol a visit.
Letters answered, and the Vineland Rural a
papei
giving full information, and containing reports of Solon liob nson, sent to applicants.
Address CHAS K. LANDIS, Vineland P. O.,
Landis Township, New Jersey.
From Koport of Solon Robinson, Agricultural Editor of the Tribune; “It is one of the most extensive
fertile tracts, m an almost level
position and suitable
condition for pleasant farming that we know of this

CHEAPER!

viredar.

PORTLANDS ROCHESTER R.R.

Electic Medical Infrmary9
TO THE LADIES.

FARM

STILL

BAtr'i'J-MUyitUliS, Manaymy

II.

a( ^‘pcmtndcnt.
Portland Vr>
Nov.ZfH
2, lSdU.

bumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
api>earance. There ore many men who die of this
difficulty,
ignorant of the cause, which is the
8EOOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinarv
organs.
Persons who cannot persomilly consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a
description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
will bo forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will
be returned, if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14
itert door to the Preble House,
Portland, Me.
ty* Send a Stamp for Circular.

VINELAND.

THIS

person
rate of

given,
paid for at the
oneU^s^f
passenger lor every *500 additional value.

|

AND FRUIT LAND*,inamildand
healthful climate. Thirty mikes south ol Philadelph a, by Railroad, in New Jersev, on the same
line ol latitude as Baltimore, JVld.
The soil is rich and productive, varying from a clay
to a sandy loa n, suitable tor Wheal, Grass, Corn,
Tobacco, Fruit and vegetables This is a great fruit
Country. Five hundred Vineyards and Orchards
Gave been planted ort by experienced fruit growers.
Grapes, Peaches, Pears dfcc., produce lmmeuseproii s, Vineland is already one of the most beautilUl
places in the United States. The entire territory,
consisting of fltty square miles of land, is laid out
The land
upon a general system ot improvements.
la only cold to actual settlers with provision lor public
adornment. The place on account of its great
beauty,
as well as other advantages, has become the resort
of people of lotto.
It has increased five thousand
people within tlia past three years. Churches. Stores.
Schools, Academies. Societies of Art and Learning,
and other elements of rofinemenfiind culture have
been introduced. Hundreds of people are constantly
settling. Hundreds of new houses arc being constructed. Price of Farm Laud, tw nty acre lots and
upwards, $25 per acre. Five and ten acre and Village lots for sale.
Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this district
than in any other 1 cality, north of Norfolk, Va.lmproved places lor sale
Openings lor all kinds of business, Lumlier Yards,

I

responsible for baggage to

exceeding *50 in value (and that
“!\y*ru>nnotice
is
and
I

Pi M.

PORTUNO4KENNEBEC R. R.

—p———

Beater

1.15

OWING

this
and

PATENT JUST ISSUED.
EGG BEATER is made ot Steel wire rolled
flat, to give It a sharp edge. The wire is spring
temper, eing tempered with oil. This gives toughness anti elasticity to the Beater, and ease to tire
operator. The shank Is tinned together solid, and the
whole is thoroughly made, and will not wear out
or bleak, with any fair usage.
The elastic loops
readily accommodate themselves to any dish.
The subscriber having purchased the patent
right
of Maine to this great Invention, offers the State for
sale by Counties, and asks Immediate attention to
it.
W. A. RAND
To be seen at Inventor's Exchange.
decl4dlm

not

are

NOTICE?

have come under our observation, and we have conversed with many others who
have beeu benefitted
Dr. Carpenters treatment,
and we have become satisfied that he is skillful in the
class of diseases which he treats, and eareftil to promise only what he can perform.—[Bangor Whig If (Jour.
See other Certificates in City papers,
dec 21—dliu&wlt*

Egg

Quebec, Ac.,

The Company

Uan<*
Kiver 7.15 A. M., 2.0 and G.4f> p. m
Freight trains with lasaeuser Our attached will
leave Saco Kiver lor Portland. C.50 A. M. Lauvi:
Portland tor Saco Kiver 12.15 P. M.
fciir~£>t»g»a uounoot at Uorham lor West Qorham.
Standbh, steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, bebago,
Bridgtou, Lovell, iliram, Browuheld, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,Por*
tar, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. ii.
■lave Cauidcm e.
At Buxtou Center for West Buxton, Bonny<Eagl^
All who have committed an excess of
South Limington, Limington, Limerick, Nawfield!
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the sting- | Parsonstield and Ossipee
At Sacoarappa lor South Windham, Windham Hill
ing rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
SEEK FOR A hi ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
and North Windham, daily.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
By ordor of the President.
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
Portland. Dec. II, I860—dti'
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to folSPECIAL
low; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
to the breaking of a Driver on the
and Complexion.
Engine
“Weetbroek,” the regular freight traiu ou the
How Many Thousand" Can Testify to This
Portland ami Rochester R. R. will be discontinued
by Unhappy Experience!
I lor a lew day a.
dc20utf
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the lesult of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or
WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
more young men with the above
disease, some of
whom are as weak and emac iated as
though they had
Monday, Nor. 1‘Jih, J8fi(j.
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed to j
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and only
Trains leave Portland daily
Passenger
qgi£IS£>gn
course
of
correct
treatment, and in a short time are 1 seBCSiEE *11-00 P. M., lor
Bath, Augusta, Wutmade to rtyoice In perfect health.
IvcuUall s Mills,Skowhegan, and
Intermediate
| ervllle,
Stations,(connecting at Brunswick with AndroseoKEcwlslon and Farmington, and at
ffn
niddlf-Agfd Iflea.
Kendall’s Mill, wlthlUalne Central K.K.lior Ban"or
There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled w ith too frequent evacuations from the bladandintermediatestatious. faret at low Lu this route
der, often accompanied by a slight aiuai ting or burn- at any other.
Leave Portland lor Bath, Lewiston,
ing sensation, and weakening the systcinin a manAugusta and
ner the patient cannot account for.
intermediate stations ou Suturilay only at 7.46 P M
On examining
Mixed Train leaves Portland for Brunswick and inthe urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
founcj, and sometimes small particles of semen or al- termediate stations daily, exceptSaturaa^, at 0.30 P.

cure*

AND

SPOOL

_

THE

<&c.

F. PACE & CO.
A

and\uaS\u\ ~"nl!£

C aution to the Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out lor general use should have
their ottteacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regular! v educated
physician, whose
preparatory studies lit him for all the duties lie must
iulnl; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible Act, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions bv maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; tor
it is a point generally conceded by the best
svphliographers, that the study and management of these come
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful iu their treatment and cure. The inexperienced gcucral
practitioner,* having neither opportunity nor time to inakhimself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

are

-AT-

Butternut, Whitewood,

Weights.

castings.

Several marked

Ash,

Manufactory,

would inform the public tlrnt we are
prepared to flirnlBh Castings of
every description to
order at short notice. We now have on band an assortment ot Window
Sled Shoes and other

Age.

1?

AR

controcusLentirely

without being benefitted.—[Belfast

YOU

St., Boston.

Oak,

Cherry,

entirely cured persons in
at the Eye

has

wa

ALL

cess.

Certificates, published in our columns, of Dr.
Carpen tor’s cures are bona fide to our own knowledge.
He is all he professes to bo, and will not humbug or

Carpenter

tu^torrihhfS“r :irlhl,Ilt' ,rul11
•mt^Lacuhn-^iMall1^
Ss
“aSt!d in^
IN
o

The

DEPOT,

No. 441 Tremont

Cedar,

STATEMENTS OF THE PRESS.
All the published Certificates of Dr. Carpenter
bona fide.—[Maine Farmer.

13 LANKET8

In Boards, Plank. Joist, &c., to which they respectfully invite the attention of
purchasers.
Also common and Hard Pine, all qualities, rough or dressed for
Floors, Sheathing, &c. Spruce Floor
Boards worked and kiln-dried, ready fbr immediate use.
Our fheilities for supplying the wants of Builders are
unsurpassed, and parties at a distanoe ordering by
mail, by giving reliable reference, can depend upon having their orders Ailed in a satisfactory manner—thus
saving the time and expense of a visit to the city.
pr-Rosewooil Veneers, Slabs and Logs of any desired quality, at less than New York prices.
Price List of Mouldings, Lumber,
Doors, Brackets, &c., furnished on application
Address orders and communications to

Moccasins,

1HCHTIIB

STATE

HANSON A WINSLOW’S

STEVENS, HASKELL & CHASE.
Commercial St., Portland, Me.
IS

DEEPING, Agent,

OFFICE NO. 19 FREE STREET.

Portland, January 1,1867.

Farmer.]

I suffered from Catarrh over 20 years. Last winter,
when I consulted Dr. Carpenter, 1 had frequent and
copious discharges, a bad cough, and my health so
much reduced that myself and friends were apprehensive of serious consequences ; but Dr. CariMnter
cured me. I am now well, and free from Catarrh.
W. N. SOULE.
Cor. Sewall and Court streets, Augusta, Sept. 14,1866.

Prize

damage by

F.

the Maine

Please Bead this

S&~ The subscriber has been appointed Agent of the above Company for this
City, and is prepared and
tolly authorized to take risks on Buildings and Merchandise against loss or
FIRE.

NATHANIEL

if 1 had a bad cold the
whole time, and sutlered intensely to the great impairment of my health, and was quite discouraged,
tor all I had doctored was of no benefit. But thanks
to Dr. Carpenter’s skill. 1 now have none ot these
troubles. 1 reside in Whitefield,

lolaiS JJJ JjJ

nunOn

,,

98

m

3S’iS U0
JJ 0b
So
318,94b

kJ

HIGGINSON, Agent

CURE

Dn anj alter Monday, Hoy. 12 lsec
will run as follows
Train for South Paris and Lewiston, at 7.40 A. M.
Mail train for Waierville, Duugor. Durham. island
Pond, Montreal and Quebec at
ft, P. M.
This train connects with Express train for Toronto, Detroit and Chicago. Sleeping cars attuchcd lrotu
Islam! Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
Train lor South Paris at 5.00 p. M.
No baggage can be received or checked
after the
time above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
Prom So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn, at 8.10 a u
trom Montreal,

jgH5!i5#* train:i

the

or recently
removin tim
of disease from the system,
pc
feci and permanent cure.
the attention ot the afflicted to the
4 Mo would call
well-eaniaa
Thct of his long-standing and
reputation
furnishing suilicieut assurance of Ins skill aua suc-

by

01 ino 10 nr

None..

217*

06 09

4U 7ia n
* ha

same?..
office?-..

STEPHEN

talking and breathing, felt as

who have been under treatment
city
Ear Infirmaries

amountsSSiT^IyJ^uesUon

above^hitSit

[From the Kennebec Journal qf Augusta.
Augusta, Me., Jan.. 1866.
I have been cured of Catarrh in its most disagreeable form, of many years’ standing, by Dr. Carpenter. I suffered from pains, dullness and tightness in
my head, continued discharges, great diiticulty in

Dr.

£20* 401 **
12 02

’inciudiiiz'i&5B
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trade

Wholesale only.

At

STORE

nn

ot
nn no
49
n-n ny
nn
09 00
49,020

...

!

RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES♦

ooennanev on or

on

sna

*n 4?r
isi

buaine*sa..

£100,000 India 4 pel cent. Bonds,.
II, 000 Canadian 6 per cent,
2,160 Liverpool Curporatiou Water Board,..
4,loo Mersey Bock- aud Harbor Board Bonds,.
Bonds of Burton-on-Trent Improvement
Balance or sundry Loans accounts, secured
by various
aud shares margin of from
15} to 62 per cent.

A

deceive the public.—[Kennebec Journal, Augusta.

due.!.£17

Chester & Holyhead Railway Block,..
10.000 South Eastern Railway 4J preference stock,.100
12.000 Lancaster dt Carl.sle stock,..
2,009 Lancaster & Carlisle 4} preference stock,.
1O0
820 £20 shares Merthyr, Tredegar and Abergavenny Railway.. .20
820
10
do
do
do
uo
do
10
25.000 South Eastern Railway 4} per cent, preference stock. ..loo
20.000 Birkenhead Railway stock..

1
■auction
impure connection or
his entire time to
the medical prolcssion, he

su.rering under

Trains.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

at

are

railwIY,

Canada,

Alteration of'

Prebfe'Street,

EPHRAIM MAHHINER.

idends.
o*; on
liuty collected for Government not yet
yxe m
J
Amount of cash received for premiums on lire
risks,.
Amount of cash received for premiums on marine risks? N o
marine
Amount ol notes received lor premium on lire risks? None.
Amount ol' notes received for premiums on marine risks? None
Amount of cash received lor interest?.
Amount of Income received Horn all other sources?
000 LVfo Prnfli'
Amount of nre losses paid last year? Including
26
y y W quesuou 2b
Amount of marine losses paid last year? No marine business
Amount of dividends paid last year?.
Amount of income tax paid on
Amount paid for expenses ol
Amount of other expenditures?.
*.
Amount received in cash for m e risks not terminated ?
About
Amount requned^o reinsure all
risks?
About.
Amount of premium notes on risks not terminated?
Amount of delinqueut notes not charged to proht and loss ? None
Highest rate of interest received ? 9 per ceut.
Highest rate of interest paid on mone> borrowed? None.
How many shares of capital stock are pledged to the
Company? None
Balance to credit of proht and loss account? This is in addition
to £116 913^ 02 10
10
Reserved Fund, making, together, 213,190 10
03,.
Balance to debit ot proht and loss? None.
How uiauy shares of the capital stock are owned by the
Company, or not subscrib0,880.
_cd lor
What amount of the capital consists of the Stockholders’ notes? None.

outstanding

[From the Maine Farmer.j
I was nearly blind with Scrofulous Sore Eyes four
years, being confined to a dark room and suffering
excruciating pain a great portion of the time. I consulted numy physicians without relief. Dr. Carpenter cured me. My sight is now good. 1 reside in
Mrs. P. B. LANCASTER.
Vassal boro’.

[From

•Memorandum A Referred to in Reply to Question 13.
£9,065 North Union Railway A Stock. loo
,18
I, 0*10 South Eastern Railway 4* i«r cent, preference stock,. .100
96}
{
780 Lancashire <£ korkshue Railway 6 per cent, stock.100
i
1281

full assortment of the above celebrated

“THE

00

00 01

TOtal.{•.£1,281,066

VIRGINIA

AND

OYSTERS,

33

no

Amount of losses due and unpaid. None.
Amount of losses claimed anu unpaid? None,
Amount of losses reported, upon which ^he liability of the
Company
J is

Black

ocl7dly

At

m

ii’iin 1?
S’,900 00

rriHE undersigned have established in connection with theirwell-known “Bay State
Moulding ManuA faotoby anextenslve yard for the purchase and sale of
Lumber, giving especial attention to SEASONED HARD WOODS and now oiler for sale a
large and well-selected Stock of

NEW YORK, Agents for the United States.

A

no n(1

mm? ?« X?
«’nn $

None.

24.
25.
26.

In defiance of physicians and all remedies. 1 suffered excruciatingly from Scrofulous Sore Eyes ten
years, being frequently confined to a dark room. The
remedies Dr. Carpenter prescribed last September, at
Bangor, cured them entirely, and they remain so.
KATIE LANG.
Passadumkeag, Me., 186G.

CATARRH.

Liverpool?.’
brunches?..

Office,

tn. w

of

morse,
Choice Soulhern and Western
pleasure In informing their old
Take
Mends that they have resumed
busin£,r?I1S,?ni?
OLD STAND, lomor of Market and Mol
FLOUR AND CORN!
.^Vn^ ke6p “"•‘“•‘y hand &&
for sale by
mi™,

STATUTES

Amount of State stock? State amount of each
kind, and
par value aud market value of each. None.
12. Amount of bank stock? State amount ot each
kind, and
par value and market value of each. None.
1C. Amount of railroad stocks? State amount of each kind
and par value and market value of each
* As
per nicuioiiuitiuin A attached hereto...
14. Amount oi railroad bonds? State amount of each kind
and par value and market value of cash. £40,000 Great
Western Kailway Bonds...
inn
15. Cash value ot real esiato owned by the CompanyY......
10. Amount of cash on hand, aud In flank of
17. Amount of cash in hands of agents and
18. Amount loaned on mortgage oi real estate?.
19. Amount loaned on collateral? on Life Policies, with
other securities
ouier
securities
20. Amount loaned without collateral? None.
21. Amount of all other investment*? *As i>er memorandum £ attached
hereto
w
22. Amount ot all premium notes on risks terminated? None.
23. Amount of borrowed money, specifying collaterals given for same?

as

lic is respectfully and earnestly requested to see that
the names ot Lea & Perrins are upon the Wrap-

no20di\vCm

AT—

TIME

G.

is

THE

11

w£ll as the
wholesome
Sauce that is made."

John

SUSAN V. HATHAWAY.

[4Yom Maine Farmer.,
I

I860,

Amount of inarino risks outstanding? No marine business
Total amount of outstanding risks?
Amount of United States stock or treasury notes owned
by the Companv? State
amount of each kind, and par value and market value It each.

condiment having caused many unprincipled dealers
to apply the name to Spurious Compounds, the pub-

!

the old Middle St. Stand !
—

B.

WITH

his

same

N JE W

England,

Tear

Par

this most delicious and unrivaled

ot

GOODS, Ac.,

Purchasers of the above goods arc respect fully invited to examine our stock which is

Load Pipe.

the

State the name of the Company? Royal Insurance Company.
Where located? Liverpool, England.
When Incorporated? 13th June, 1845.
Amount of capital? £2,1100,000. Subecrlbed for, $1,922,300.
Amount of capital actually paid in?.
Number of shares, and par value of each? 06,115 issued to public, £3 each paid
Amount of tiro risk* outstanding? About.

a

“Tell Lea & Perrins that their Sauce

atable
nost

Respectfully,

BLINDNESS.

COMFY,

Brother at

■DISH.
The

novUdd

Marrett, Poor &

Street,

COMPLIANCE

Gentleman

Madras,

Worcester, May,

OP

Engine Hose,

Pumps.
Cities, Towns and Corporations
can be supplied with a strong and durable
Hose, warranted equal to any made elsewhere, and on as rea-

African Zinc, I.ln-

at

applicable to

Force

STORE,

Oil, Coach, I urnuure amt Florence VarJapan, bpirlia Turpentine, French Yellow
^Bhcs.
Venetian Rod, and a full assotment of Faint block
Ti
every description, Window Glass, blieet Lead and
TT

And

letter from

a

Medical

Good Sauce!”

Double and single riveted, and of all sizes, as used on
Steam File Engines, Hand
Engines, Steamboat* and

furnished and

of

Manufactured by
LEA & PERRINS, Worcester.

OP

FOBE

Paints, Oils, Varnishes, &c. CARPETINGS!
Paper Hangings
PICKETT & GRAY
3No.

Most

Commissioners,'.??.

per, Label, Stopper and Bottle.

ders for

311

STREET.

EXTRACT

The “Only

OPPOSITE THE NEW CITY MARKET.

Fhila

Perrins’

CELEBRATED

HOSE!

store of

The stock embraces FINE, MEDIUM and LOW
PRICED CLOTHING, made up in the most iashionable style. A large assortment of the newest styles
of GENTS’ FURNI9HING GOODS is now on hand.
dec8
dtf

Ac

EVERY VARIETY

FIRE

—AND—

Lea

To be

CONGRESS STREET, 331

Philadelphia

Ufi

j

Connoisseurs

STREET, Military, Masonic and Firemen’s
EQUIPMENTS I
stock of

CLOI

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
0.
7.
8.
9.
10.

va-

(Opposite the Preble Bouse)
Where

tA

lOU

FOLLETTE,

Cor. Tolman Place#

We have taken the store

288 CONGRESS

HHDS. PRIME QUALITY TRINIDAD
MOLASSES for sale by
LYNCH, DARKER Sc CO.,
nov23dtf
139 Commercial Street.

i

PRONOUNCED BY

riety

L.

Molasses.

Worcestershire Sauce l

Discount

Very Large

331

FREE

stuck,...’.

Continue Thirty Days /

NEW~FIRM!
KNIGHT !

Trinidad

Monday,

FROM FORMER PRICES.

dtt

ROBINSON

on

—AT A—

BARBOUR.

H0VJ6

shall,

yearly sale of

Rubber Hose.

IN

augrdtf

CORSETS,

PACKING.

Liverpool,
For

Churchill, Browns & Manson

December 17 th, commence

ENGINE HOSE

Rubber Elothing,
JOHN

We

To

Of

..

Whitmore,

CORSETS.

oar

5

49.000

Dictator,
Tragical,
SALE

[From the Bangor Whig if Courier.]
Troy, Me., Oct. 30.
Ds. Carpenter, Dear Sir:—On the 2&d ot February last, 1 placed my sell under your treatment ibr
Discharge of the Ear, which had continued so long
and was so great as to affect my hearing. After applying the medicine prescribed by you two months,
my ears were entirely well and remain the same.

ELDEST & CO.,

T.

>

FOB SALE BY

ME.

RUBBER

„

T. Harrison & Co.,
Plants. Eagle,
Brilliant XXX,

& Co.

REV. C. PALFREY,
Pastor of 1st Parish, Bellhst.
MR. W. M. RUST,
Editor of “Belfast Age.”

MACHINES.

ROYAL INSURANCE

49.
celebrated brands.
CHOICE

NO. 8 EXCHANGE STREET,

LEATHER.

Flour ! /

New Wheat family Flour of the moat

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

MOLASSES HOSE,
RUBBER BELTING,

are

April U—dtf161 Corynercial St.

-FOR-

Manufacturers and Retailers of

LACE

WOOD /

SIMEON SHURTLEFF Sc CO.

J 2dtf

GBAUD

OAK AND HEMLOCK BELTING.

I WOOD !

keep constantly on hand the various
kinds and quality to ofler their customers at the low*
est cash price.
HEAD UNION WHARF,

oct!2dtf

Ladies’ and Misses’ Merge and Calf Boots*
Men’s Fine Calf and Thick Boots*
Boys’, Youths’ and Children’s Boots and
Mhoes.
Rubber Boots and Shoes of all kinds.

PRICES, and Bargains may be expected!

Miss

not

and intend to

BARBOUR,

POBTIAKD,

part
us with their orders.

JSfOVA SCOTIA

The undersigned will tell from their

&c.

no21eod3m

We have been acquainted with Mrs. Lewis for years
was deaf and now hears, and beliove
the above statement to be correct.

andAknow she

personal tliid

QUALITY,

DAYS WOOD ! WOOD

IN

Cooking
Heating.
CHANDELIERS, LAMPS, Arc., Re-Gi

J. & C. J.

WOOD!

The subscribers has just received a lot ol good

and

Bronzed.

Wharf,

Delivered in any part of the city. which we will sell
at the LOWEST C&SH PRICES.
Wc are now discharging from vessels Red Ash, Egg ami Slovc, free
burning and pure*: White Ash, E"g and Stove Also
Lehigh, of tne different sizes, to* xurnnqp and stove.
Our Coals are kept under cover, screened and delivered in the best possible mai iier. We intend to
to please those who may
spare no effor on our
patronize

this

Belfast, Me., Nov 27, 1866.
10 years I grew totally deal in one ear and
deaf in the other that 1 was unable to bear unless
addressd very loudly, and bad disagrecab.e noises in
my head. Was obliged to absent luvseif trow church
and society on that account. I consulted an eminent
pin sician in Boston without relief, ami supposed I
must always remain deaf, but about two years ago I
applied to Dr. Carpenter; after the application of a
course of his treatment, 1 could hear a watch tick 6
feet from cither ear, and my hearing remains perfect.
I am 66 years of age, and reside on High street, Belfast, Maine, where any person can see or hear from
me.
Mrs. F. A. LEWIS.

Astonishing-

.....

OP THE BEST

all received in

are

During

RETURN

!

are

COAL AND

TESTIMONY.

DEAFNESS.

GOODS,

1867.*** So'*'

different varieties of

prepared

ensure

State, and can bo readily investigated by those desirous of so doing. Hundreds of other certificates can
be seen at the l)r.’s Oliice.

Prices !

*71,000 United States# per cent, stock,
do
0 per cent, stock, 1868.
75,960
do
5 per cent, stock, 1871.
55.0 0
do
5 per cent, stook, 1874.
282,000
do
6 per cent, stock, 1881.
26.000

taken the stand formerly occupied by the
HAVE
CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL COAL CO., and
to furnish the

now

—at—

branched.

foi

us.

GEO. GILMAN & CO.,

Brackets,
GAS

call and try

W O O T>

-AT—

Lamps,

HOME

GOODS.

DerlO-^dtf

-AND-

GREATLY REDUCED RATES
in all its

us a

&J.0I(;
COAL, COAL, COAL,

Furniture

Chandeliers,

E.

LOBERY,

S ROlINDS

FURNITURE

BOSTON,

GAS FITTING

SIZE.

short notice.

No. 334 Fourth, St., N. Y.
The ‘PREPARED PRESCRIPTION” is put up
in a $1 bottle, and is sold by W. F. Phillips, Poitland. Wholesale Agent. Sold at Retail by every
Druggist in Maine—Druggists Generally. Orders
may be addressed to the sole Proprietors, OSCAR a.
MOSES <& CO., 27 Cortlandt Street, N. Y.,
Consultation Free. Circulars eintai ing particulars of many cases successfully treated, will be
sent free by mail.
June 18 eod & eow

EXTENSIVE

S^'But Letters must contain One Dollar to
an answer.

-OF THE-

White and Red Ash Coal.
These Coals are ot the very best quality, and waranted to give satisfaction.
Also, 500 cords ol best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD* which we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver It to any part ol the city at

SON,

DEALERS

SEWING

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds

ja^Give

be applied at

CONSULTATION AT OFFICE FREE,

Low

me.

BBOKFIULD ITBEbT,

AND

STOVE

900 TONS

OF

MANUFACTURERS

AND

can

Without Pain.

I user led

Eye*

The Testimonials below

and Gloves at

We Grail make a BIG BREAK IN

AND EGG SIZE.

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

so greatly from shortness of breath’ that 1
compelled to tako frequent rests in walking from
to my place o* business.
residence
my
“The night before I obtained the ‘PREPARED
PRESCRIrTON,’ was the worst I ever passed. On
obtaining the remedy, 1 took a teaspoonfril at noon,
and again at night, and slept all night without waknot had a broken nioht*s rest
ing. 1 have
•
#
*
*
I no longer look
since. *
•haggard,’ have gained In strength and spirits and
all
afflicted
with
‘ah.
rtness
of breath.* I
am not at
shall be glad to have any one aillicted with Asthma

FIXTURES !
Ho. 11

01 every Description.

Cor. Franklin Wh&rf & Commercial St,
275 Tons Hazel ton Lehigh,

American Ubie Society, presented me with a bottle
In a few days my
ot the Prepared Prescription.
appetite which 1 had eutirely lost, returned; within
a weak my cough almost lett in-; and in less than
two woeks the Fight Sweats were broken up.
Thencelorward 1 regained strength rapidly, and am
now regularly at endiug to my duties as clerk to the
AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY, in whose employment I have been nine years. I am now enjoy!-good health Your PRESCRIPTION effected a cure
when my friends despaired of mv recovcrv.
THOS.J CONGER.
“1 have had Nervous or Spasmodic Asthma
lor eleven years. During the last six years 1 have
never had on uninterrupted nights rest.
It often
seeiuod to me that I would die before 1 could get air
into my lungs. I was ha gard and spiritless. and

SIXTY

Artificial

One Price and No Variation S

Coal.

Coal,

Coal,

the remedies

cases

so

Laces, Embroideries, Hoiiery
ly Low

^FsSSsS?*
‘or rivat«*h3S^

standing

home without interfering with the patients occupa-

Shawls, Silk Velvets, Cloths, and Cloaking Goods 1

MOURNING

June Il—dtl

BROTHERS,

TARBELL &

H. BARER.
Richardson’s Wharf.

W..„

ANTEEINO

Ear and Throat.
CSr" Id most

Ol

A'<*. I t Preble Street,
Near the Preble Houac,
till- utllfn'!" be con,ult*'i privately, anil with

dregs

GOODS.

GRIND TRUNK

CAN BE FOUND AT UM

Devoting

Low Priced

Plain, Striped and Figured Wool Poplins at Very
Prices, Alpaccas, DeLaines, Prints, <£c.

Southern Pine.

ton THE NEXT

OPPOSITE PBFBLE HOUSE.
decS2dtf

E.

England &c.

of the

EYE,

and Fancy Silks, Thibets--all shades,
Plain and Figuared Silk Poplins, Ottoman Cloths,

strength,

scpHdtf

Silk Velvet Hoods Beaver trimmed,

SIIAW

2C3 tons

JAMES

completely

FOB 84.00,
and other Goods in proportion.

eases

December 10th,

HOUSEKEEPING

Jolm

mined,

REDUCED PRICES

price 816.00.

former

Street,

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

(lie article lar heavy work.
Also (lie usual variety of Anthracites, vte:—
Lkiuuu—Iiarleigh, Lehigh Nav. Co’s. Hazelton and
Sugar Loaf.
Win it. As n—Locust Mountain, Johns’ and Broad

which
prostrated me. In the
evening, hoarseness would come on, which would
1 had
prevent me fr om sneaking above a whisper
then had two attacks ol hemorrhage from the Lungs.
My family physician assured me lie could do more
lor me, yet I was growing rabidly worse, and had
been compelled to leave business for nearly two
months. All my symptoms indicated, unmistakably,
the presen e of CONSUMPTION. In the beginning
oi February Mr. Henry Fisher Treasurer q/'ihe

Grey Squirrel Setts,

813.00,

and

at

ARRIVED

m

benelittedmuchby its use.*’—Rev. C.D. Jones,
Racine, Wis.
Bible House, Astor Place, N. Y.,—In the early
part ol February, 1*65,1 was sutfering trow a violent
cougb, for whtcbl had been treated, during the six
months previous without any benefit. I bad Fight

and American Sable!

Large Assortment of Blch

the U. S. HOTEL, Portland, Not.
23<1, and can be consulted a short time longer,
upon Blindness,Deathess, Catarrh, Bronchitis, Nasal
and Aural Polypus, Discharge from the Ears, Noises
in the head, Scrofula, Sore Eyes, Films and all Dis-

Black

Forge Coal.

been

any other store.

than at

Co.,

DR. J. B. HUGHES

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS.

Oculist and Aurist,

tion.

Crooker,
landing
(he Miilhrod
NOW
prime CUMBERLAND COJL, fr
mines. It is fresh
of extra
and just

or

“EZRA C.

ASSIGNEE S

Monday,

on

DRESS

FEETst*>erior Planing Lum-

from schr.

&

MBMCAL

orTcarpenter;

.

AMONG WHICH MAY BE FOUND

CO.,
Street, Portland,Me.

alter eating. Remutant Fever, &c.
and especially in all Female Disorder or Uterine Irregularities, such as Difficult, Painful, Suppressed,
Scanty, Excessive, Delayed, Premature or too Frequent Menstruation.
Statements Iran Patients.
“Your Prescription saved my daughter’s life, aud
has saved me hundreds ol dollars.*’—Rev. E. Humphreys, ltemden N. Y.
“We bless God tor the benefit we have received
from your Prepared Prescrip ion.”—Rev. P. Piere-

call and see

FROM AN

\

wood

ElcLen.

A

OOU.UUU her, consisting of2 in., 1J, If,

was

sale at

Use!

7
1 inch.
125 M Drj'.
600 M Dry Pine Outs.
60 M 3x4 Spruce Joist.
40 M Dry Pine Deck Plank.
1000 M No 1 Extra Cedar Shingles.
G. W. COBB &
For sale by
272 Commercial
dec 13d im

SYMPTOMS-.
Difficult or irregular Breathing, 1a>ss of breath,
Cough, Wasting oi Flesh, Bleeding from the Lungs,
Lossol Strength, LossofAppetite,Gen ral Debility,
Night Sweats, Flying Pains through the Shoulders,
ohe.-t, Face or limbs, Nervous Headache, Nervous
Frustration, Giddiness or Dizziness, Excessive paleness, Sore Throat, Drowsiness, Sleeplessness. Sour
Stomach, lle&rt-Buru, Oppression or sinking ot the

Sweats

T.

wWi Open

No. GO COMMERCIAL ST.,
n
Head of Maine Wharf.

OKA

case

Penn.
to whom I

soft

AL

Will Remove to their

White Pine Lumber !!

Liver Oil,
Iron, Acids, Bark, quinine,
ease, by whatever
Whiskey, <Sc. Autf in every
is
exhibited
tuere
any one or
name kn jwn, in which
more of the following

one

and

T

New Store No. 5 Free

any part of the city at short notice. \

oc25dtf

cod

Blosseburg,

at

E.

Kaudall, McAllister & Co.,

suffi.red

BORDERING,

for

»I.

SKIRTS !

hard
Delivered

should be used In every
‘^bePIUSSCRIPTlOH
Phvsieian commonly preeer‘1*9 "Tomes,

“Every

\

purchasing.

tne
the difficult breathing are speedily relieved,
sleep becomes calm and refreshing: the evaci'anons
SVMPGENERALi
THE
ALL
uniiorm.
and
regular
V AS.TONTUMS DISAPPEAR WITH A RE ADD

orin,

Foundry

mTo

e

IQEDICAXo

---

a full assortment of
Choice Family Coal. Those wishing to purchase large lots will do well to give us a call before i

ments of the NERVOUS SYSTEM: and lor all Functional Disorders Of the Stomach and Bowels.
It immediately increases the strength and deepens
It subdues the Chills
tho color of the pale blood.
and Fever, and diminishes the Expectoration. It
checks the Night Sweats always in from seven to
fourteen days. The appetite ii at once invigoraied.
and the pa lent rapidly gains flesh; the cough and

Stomach befoie

Teilel
Drugs, medicine* und Chemical",
and Fancy Oood*, Fine imported Perfumcry, Trustee*, Shoulder Brace*,
Elastic IIohc, Knee Caps,
Cratches, Ac., Arc., in great variety.

for
Lehigh Lump,
• Wo keep constantly on hand

(In the most advanced stages,)
lor the radical Curcol ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
CATARRH, anrl all atfectious ot t e THROAT and
AIR PASSAGES: for Gc neral and Special derange-

where the

THOS. G. IjORINQ,
Is

For Furnace..
John’s White
(Made from the Prescription of Rev. Chas. I
For Ranges and Cook Stoves.wlileh
E. Kino, M. D. L. L. D., &c.J
are rtee of all
Ash. Dtuniond, Ked Ash,
is confidently presented to the public for the PrevenAlso
Cumberland
A
impurities and very nice.
tion and cure of
for Blacksmith use.
mined,
ftesli
cargo just landed,

CONSUMPTION.

At Lower Prices than Ever.

LEHIGH,

LOAF

SUGAR

PREPARED prescription,

CLOAKINGS

R

WrK can now offer nice CHESTNUT CO*1'
of uie
▼ V at $8.00 per ton, delivered at any i»art
city. Also for sale at tho lowest market price,
Co.
Lehisrh,
Old

KINO’S

LADIES’

$8.

CHEAP COAL!

$8.

Fever,

ToxT—atas.

—OF—

MISCELLANEOUS.

MERCHANDISE.

PORTLAND, MAINE,
subscriber, recently Proprietor of the COMTHe
MElPCIAf, HOUSE, (which
destmved in
Uic
v.as

great lire.) begs lo announce t o lib. ol.l pat runs
and tint public fli.il be has leased the above hotel
and
will open tor the accommodation of the public centr*
al iy, on Saturday August 11.
Thaiiktui to his old customers for past patronaze.
*
ho would solicit a continuance ot the same.

TERMS JCIVOR ABLE.

ang29-Cm__N. .T, DAVIS.
LOWELL

&

S ENTER,

■1VTILL occupy the new Store No.
"

,7

street,

!tOI Con-

corner of Brown Street, about
With a uow stock of tValcbca, Jewelry, Silver aud KM n ted Ware, mid baacy
4-ooda lor the

holidays.

They bavo reoccupied tliclrold stand No. 414 Exchange direct, with acouiplete stock ot Nautical
and Optical 4-ooda, t lironometers, Welches,
Clocks, bine Tools tor Machinists and Engineers, Ac.

ttr* rrionds and customers invited to old headquarters.
Deo

1,18G6.—d3m__

Lessons on the Pianoforte,
IVEN at No. 12 Elm Slrvst, by
W tUttdtf
M1M DAI,

